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 The Grading of the content may be biased against poor handwriting, resulting in 
discrimination against students with poor handwriting. Chapter one is the first to estimate the 
grading bias and decompose it to uncover its sources. I find that the bias alters 1.9% of high school 
admission outcomes and contributes to 70% of the gender gap in 9th grade’s writing test. The 
challenge with identifying bias is that ability may be correlated with handwriting quality. To 
quantify handwriting quality, I conduct a field experiment in a prefecture of China utilizing special 
rubrics for handwriting quality. To break the intrinsic correlation between handwriting and content 
quality, I randomly create two handwritten versions for each of 800 essays. The estimated bias is 
about 0.44 of a standard deviation: 1 point in handwriting (0-5) results in 2.45 points bias in content 
scores (0-60). Further experiments break the mechanism of this bias into statistical discrimination 
and Becker’s taste-based bias. I find statistical discrimination is negligible. In addition to true taste-
based bias, I propose two cognitive biases (halo effect and cognitive fluency effect) and suggest 
halo effect is the major source of bias. To correct the attenuation bias caused by measurement 
error, I develop a new way to improve the small sample performance of traditional instrumental 
variable estimators. 
The second chapter investigates the influence of school starting age on cognitive and non-
cognitive skills. Previous literature found a positive impact of relatively older school starting age 
on students’ cognitive skills based on national representative data from a few OECD countries. 
This study uses new survey data collected from all 77 schools in a county in China to analyze the 
effects of school starting age on both cognitive and non-cognitive skills. Measures of non-
cognitive skills include Big-Five personality traits, locus of control, intrinsic motivation of study, 
persistence, and leadership. The cutoff-date rule of school entry is not strictly implemented in 
China, and the standard instrument in previous literature (assigned school starting age) is weak. 
However, I find that in one 6-month birth interval each year, parents rarely manipulate entry age. 
Utilizing the exogenous variations of school starting age within these less-manipulated six-month 
intervals, I correct the downward bias caused by parents’ manipulated early starting and find that 
one year older increases students’ reading score by 0.2 standard deviations for both genders. 
Among non-cognitive skills, I find being one year older boosts male students’ conscientiousness 
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by 0.3 standard deviations and strength of leadership (0–5) by 0.46, but the effects on female 
students are smaller and insignificant. This causal relation between starting age and non-cognitive 
skills provides a new channel to suggest that Angrist and Krueger (1991)’s IV estimations may 
underestimate the true return to schooling. 
 The third chapter studies the new instrumental variable estimator proposed in the first 
chapter. I perform intensive Monte Carlo simulations to compare the finite sample properties of 
several estimators, including OLS on average measurements (AVGOLS), bias-corrected OLS, 
TSLS, JIVE, LIML and two new estimators I propose: “Symmetric Averaging Instrumental 
Variable Estimator” (SAIV) and “Symmetric GMM Instrumental Variable Estimator” (SGMM). I 
suggest using AVGOLS, SGMM, SAIV and TSLS. SAIV dominates bias-corrected OLS, TSLS, 
JIVE and LIML in central tendency and dispersion. I also investigate the number of measurements 
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CHAPTER 1: HANDWRITING QUALITY AND GRADER BIAS 
1.1 Introduction 
Do teachers discriminate against students with bad writing by giving them lower content grades 
for their essays, and, if so, by how much do teachers discriminate, why do they discriminate, and 
does it matter?1 Determining whether teachers discriminate against students with poor handwriting 
is not easy. Concretely, students with worse handwriting may also tend to write worse essays---
they may just be less able on average. I break this intrinsic correlation between handwriting and 
essay content by creating essays with random handwriting qualities. For the mechanism of this 
discrimination, is it statistical discrimination proposed by Phelps (1972) and Arrow (1973), or 
taste-based bias (Becker 1957), or cognitive bias (Kahneman and Tversky (1996)? I have 
additional experiments to identify these mechanisms. The contribution of this paper is to identify 
a high stake setting where one can address these questions via the appropriate design of a field 
experiment. I implement the field experiment to quantitatively estimate the grading bias due to 
handwriting quality and uncover the sources of this bias. I conduct counterfactual analysis to show 
that how many and what type of students could have gone to a good high school but ended up in a 
lower quality school because of this grading bias.  
I identify a large bias by teachers in their content grades against essays with bad handwriting. 
I verify the consistency of two classic approaches to estimate discrimination. I find that a one 
standard deviation increase in handwriting quality raises content scores by about 0.44 standard 
deviations, a bias that is close in magnitude to the black-white performance differential. My 
experimental design allows us to establish that (1) virtually none of this bias reflects statistical 
discrimination; (2) In a subsample I can exclude taste-based bias and cognitive fluency effect 
(footnote) and find that halo effect still explains 90% of overall bias. (3) The overall bias is a mix 
of conscious and unconscious discrimination against bad handwriting. I also construct a unique 
dataset including handwriting measure, test scores, psychology measures and family backgrounds. 
I discover that poor handwriting is associated with greater mathematical ability and higher 
psychological measures of creativity. My counterfactual analysis shows: 1) 1.9% of admission 
outcomes would be altered were I to correct for the bias and re-admit;2 2) marginal students with 
                                                 
1 Section 1.2 explains in detail why this grading bias may be a form of discrimination. 
2 Removing the bias would cause 1.9% students go to a better high school and 1.9% go to a worse one. So, total 
3.8% of all admission results are determined by this bias.  
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higher potential in STEM subjects are punished by this bias and they could go to a better academic 
high school; 3) excluding this bias removes about 70% of the gender gap in the writing test. I also 
develop a new way of using instrumental variable estimator to suppress attenuation bias and 
improve small sample property. 
The first step in my analysis is to identify a setting in which one can get separate measures of 
handwriting quality and essay content---the official entrance exams to academic high schools in 
Nantong in China. This exam is hugely important---those who do not gain entry cannot go on to 
college and are likely to work in assembly lines. Essays are separately graded by two group of 
graders, one solely assesses handwriting quality (0 to 5 points), and the other is supposed to ignore 
handwriting and just assess essay content (0 to 60 points). I use this official grading system in my 
experiment.  
The next challenge to confront is how to address the possible intrinsic correlation between 
handwriting quality and content quality. The intrinsic correlations are the major barriers to estimate 
discrimination/bias in any contexts. I sever the link between student ability and handwriting quality 
using an approach analogous to that in the famous black/white resume experiment design by 
(Bertrand and Mullianathan 2004). In the baseline analysis, I control the content by creating 
random handwritten exams. Specifically, I had 1600 students copy 800 actual exams, so that there 
were two versions of the exam with the same content, 3 but the handwriting quality varied. Each 
exam (2x800 exams) was graded for handwriting quality by 12 teachers (who don't read the 
content), and content was graded by two pools of 15 teachers (each pool graded one copy). The 
graders do not know that the essays are copies in this stage of experiment (stage I), and the exam 
grading order was randomly determined. 
I then regress content score on a measure of handwriting quality, essay fixed effects and grader 
characteristics. To address measurement error in handwriting grades 4, I use one handwriting score 
to instrument another score as in the Ashenfelter and Krueger (1994) Twinsburg paper. I 
innovatively switch the position of the instrument and the instrumented variable to add additional 
moment conditions and I call this manipulation “symmetric instruments”. I propose an estimator 
                                                 
3 I use the sample of 681 pairs of exams for which I verify there were no copying errors. 
4 I explore the underlying mechanism of this measurement error. Handwriting quality is continuous by its nature, but 
the grades are discrete (0-5, minimum step = 0.5). Lag regression shows grading order matters, a pretty essay increases 
the handwriting score of the next essay (Table 1.12) I cannot fully explain the measurement errors, but I found the 
approximated measurement errors between measurements are almost orthogonal (figure 1.15). Therefore, we can use 
IV method to correct attenuation bias. 
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“Symmetric Averaging Instrumental Variable Estimator” (SAIV) which is asymptotically 
unbiased as IV estimator and improves the small sample performance.5 These estimates suggest 
that a one standard deviation increase in handwriting score raises content score by 0.44 standard 
deviations (1-point increase in handwriting raises score content by 2.45 points out of 60). I also 
use the traditional average method (asymptotically biased toward 0) and estimate a 0.40 standard 
deviation of bias. 
After directly estimating the bias, I indirectly estimate the bias through “blind audition 
method” and document similar magnitudes. This indirect method follows the spirit of the blind 
audition paper (Goldin and Rouse 2000). First, I estimate 0.64 overall correlation between the 
content and handwriting (bias + intrinsic correlation) from the administrative data. Second, I type 
all the essays and grade the printed version to obtain the true quality of the content (experiment 
stage II). I regress true quality on handwriting score to estimate intrinsic correlation (0.25). The 
difference between two correlations corresponds to about 0.4 sd., which is consistent with the 
direct estimation. I am first to employ both direct and indirect method in the same context to 
estimate a bias/discrimination, and I verify that these two classic methods are consistent.  
Having established that teachers do discriminate massively against students with bad 
handwriting, I then refine my field experiment design to determine the primitive sources 
underlying this bias (experiment stage III). I first address the possibility of statistical 
discrimination, i.e., that teachers use handwriting quality to try to infer the content quality. To 
sever this link, I tell graders that the exams are copied, so that they know that the student who 
crafted the essay was not responsible for the handwriting quality, and hence that handwriting 
quality contains no information about content quality. I find that estimates of bias are virtually 
unaffected, indicating that statistical discrimination plays almost no role in driving the bias against 
bad handwriting.  
Excluding statistical discrimination, what’s left seems to be taste-based bias, but I suggest that 
behavioral or psychological factors may also contribute. I propose two cognitive biases, a cognitive 
fluency effect and a halo effect, as underlying behavioral mechanisms. 6 The cognitive fluency 
                                                 
5 The third chapter compares the small sample performance of this IV estimator with a number of other estimators 
through Monte Carlo simulation. The SAIV estimator dominates 2SLS, JIVE and LIML in both median bias and 
dispersion. 
6 Cognitive fluency effect: people prefer fluent (easy to read) statements. Halo effect: a cognitive bias in which an 
observer's overall impression of a subject influences the observer's judgment on the subject's properties. (e.g., an 
apple tastes better because it is good looking.) Both are cognitive biases found in psychology (Cilinsky 1947; 
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effect means that teachers unintentionally give worse grades to content when the handwritten essay 
is less fluent to read.  I construct a “clean” subsample in which all versions of the same essays are 
clearly written and fluent to read, and a “messy” subsample in which at least one version is difficult 
to read. The estimation in the “messy” subsample is an upper bound of cognitive fluency effect 
because it attributes the maximal share of bias possible to cognitive fluency.  
This “clean” subsample analysis excludes cognitive fluency effect and about 90% of the overall 
bias remains. This remainder consists of taste-based and halo effect biases. While I cannot separate 
these two through experiment, I prefer this latter interpretation---that the bias is unconscious---
because the recruited teachers have at least nine years of grading experience. Experienced teachers 
know that intentional taste-based bias against cleanly written essays violates the grading rules. 
This subsample analysis would suggest that graders sharply and subconsciously overrate the 
content quality if the handwriting improve from “clean” to pretty. 
Linking administrative handwriting score and a survey on psychological attributes (the second 
chapter), I find that students with lower handwriting scores tend to have higher math score and 
openness to experience (a measure of creativity). So, does this grading bias punish smart and 
creative students’ admission? I conduct a counterfactual analysis based on the estimated bias and 
the administrative data to investigate. I construct an un-biased writing score based on 
administrative handwriting score and the 0.44 sd bias, recalculate the total score and rerun 
admission. I observe that the winners of this counterfactual admission are stronger in math and 
science than the losers.   
For policymakers, this study quantitatively documents a bias in education and estimates its 
potential influences on admission. For individuals, this study shows the return of improving 
handwriting. This bias may exist at every stage of education and is not limited to 9th grade’s writing 
test. To minimize the influence of this chronical punishment on poor handwriting during education, 
schools may grade typed home works and exams as early as possible. Since handwritten contents 
are hard to avoid, students may practice handwriting for their own benefit. I estimate this bias 
separately in ten quantiles of the true quality of the essays and find that good contents and bad 
                                                 
Johnson and Vidulich 1956; Lachman and Bass 1985; Lucker, Beane and Helmreich 1980; Nisbett and Wilson 
1977; Thorndike 1920; Wetzel et al 1981), and widely studied in management (Rosenzweig (2007); Sine et al 
(2003)), accounting (O'Donnell and Schultz 2005), and marketing literature (Bagozzi 1996; Beckwith, Kassarjian et 
al 1978; Beckwith and Lehmann 1975; Holbrook 1983; Lampert and Jaffe 1998; Leuthesser et al 1995; Wu and 
Petroshius 1987). Cognitive biases other than these two may contribute in other discrimination contexts. Kahneman 
and Tversky (1996) summarize cognitive biases that may be barriers to rational decision-making. 
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contents are equally punished (Figure 4). This nearly homogeneous treatment effect suggests that 
improving handwriting quality equally rewards people regardless of their writing ability. Schools 
may open handwriting training courses.7  
I organize this chapter as follows. Section 1.2 presents the conceptual framework and 
institutional background. Section 1.3 explains the experiment design. Section 1.4 illustrates the 
data and the econometric models. Section 1.5 presents the results. Section 1.6 concludes and 
discusses. Section 1.7 lists figures and tables. 
 
1.2 Conceptual Framework and Institutional Background  
Why Is the Grading Bias Caused by Handwriting Quality a Discrimination? 
The definition of discrimination is judging a person based on group/category characters other than 
individual attributes and causing unequal opportunity. Research in neurology, psychology, and 
child development suggests that poor handwriting has biological foundations (poor visual accuracy 
or motor skills) 8 and associates with gender, sinistrality, and several types of disabilities such as 
ADHD, dyslexia, etc. 9  The literature on handwriting identification finds that handwriting of 
monozygotic twins is more similar than that of dizygotic twins,10 indicating that writing quality 
has genetic origins. This bias may partially explain the negative association between sinistrality 
and lower test scores and income found by Goodman (2014). Improving handwriting is possible, 
but it is more difficult for some part of the population. Indeed, because most documents are typed 
in modern working environments, handwriting quality is not directly useful in most jobs and 
should not be a criterion in education and employment. This study shows at least 1.9% of the 
students could have gone to a better academic high school if their essays were unbiased graded. 
The boundaries of discrimination may be blurry, but this bias constitutes discrimination under even 
a conservative standard.  
 
 
                                                 
7 Handwriting training catches policy makers’ attention recently. The Illinois House of Representatives passed 
House Bill 2977 at April 26, 2017. This bill mandates cursive writing instruction in both public elementary schools 
and high schools 
8 Saunders and Knill (2003); Ogawa, Toshio and Takeshi (2006); Marquardt and Mai (1999); Smyth and Silvers 
(1987); Mclennan et al (1972). 
9 Teuling et al (2002); Volman, Brecht, and Marian (2006); Feder and Majnemer (2007). 




I study the general mechanism of discrimination in this particular context. I start with the overall 
correlation, which is a combination of intrinsic correlation and discrimination. I estimate the 
intrinsic correlation. I use both direct and indirect method to estimate the discrimination (the bias). 
I design an experiment to separate the statistical discrimination. I suggest the rest of the bias is not 
entirely taste-based and propose two cognitive biases as the behavior mechanism. Figure 1.1 
demonstrates the conceptual framework.  
The context of this paper allows us to estimate the bias by both direct and indirect methods and 
check their consistency. A discussion of a real-world discrimination usually begins with the easily 
observable overall correlation: messily written essays have lower content scores, gender wage gap, 
race wage gap, disabled people earn less, etc. However, this correlation is not entirely 
discrimination, because the intrinsic correlation between individual attribute and group character 
contributes to the overall correlation and this part is not discrimination at the time of the study.11 
For example, the content score gap caused by the correlation between writing ability and 
handwriting quality is not a bias. Intrinsic correlation is hard to estimate because removing group 
character from subjects is difficult. Golding and Rouse (2000) manage to do so because screeners 
can hear the musicians’ performance without seeing the person. Golding and Rouse (2000) 
indirectly estimate the discrimination by subtracting the intrinsic correlation from the overall 
correlation.  One may directly estimate the discrimination by controlling individual attributes and 
creating random variations on group characteristic. This direct approach is applicable in some 
special scenarios like Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004)’s resume experiment. My grading context 
is convenient to design experiments for either approach. I observe overall correlation from the 
administrative dataset, grade typed versions to obtain the intrinsic correlation (experiment stage 
II), and grade randomly copied version to directly estimate the bias (experiment stage I). I use the 
direct approach for exploring mechanism and doing counterfactual analysis because the it is more 
efficient. 
To uncover the source of this bias, I design experiment stage III to separate the statistical 
discrimination. Statistical discrimination occurs when graders use handwriting quality to infer 
                                                 
11 “at the time of the study” means the intrinsic correlation could be a result of historical discrimination. In the 
beginning of schooling, students with poor handwriting may write good content; after chronically biased grading, 
they are discouraged, and their content may deteriorate. Historical grading bias may build up the intrinsic correlation 
at 9th grade at the time of this study. 
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content quality based on statistical belief (Phelps 1972; Arrow 1973). Statistical discrimination is 
different from the rest of the bias not only because it has a different incentive but also because it 
is theoretically rationalizable outside the utility function versus the rest being rationalizable inside 
the utility function. I remove statistical belief at stage III to exclude the statistical discrimination.  
The rest of the bias after exclusion of statistical profiling is consistent with Beckers’ taste-
based model (Becker 1957) but may not be entirely taste-based. I propose two cognitive biases as 
the behavior mechanisms, which are rationalizable inside the utility function as the taste-based 
bias is. Because both cognitive bias and taste-based bias are rationalizable within the utility 
function, I call the combination of them as Becker’s taste-based bias in Figure 1.1. The Becker’s 
taste-based bias consist of taste-based bias (teachers intentionally punish poor handwriting in the 
content score) and two cognitive biases (teachers subconsciously punish poor handwriting in the 
content score due to psychological effects). The two cognitive biases are cognitive fluency effect 
(teachers unintentionally downgrade the content if the essay is not fluent to read) and halo effect 
(teachers subconsciously overrate the content if the essay looks beautiful). 
I have yet designed experiments to separate the three mechanisms behind Becker’s taste-based 
bias, but I can explore their magnitudes by a subsample analysis. I construct a subsample in which 
both versions of the essays are clearly written and fluent to read. The estimation within this 
subsample thus excludes the cognitive fluency effect and only consists of taste-based bias and halo 
effect. Taste-based bias violates the grading rule because the handwriting has already been graded 
and should not be assessed again. If one accepts that the experienced teachers I recruit can restrain 
this intentional bias, this subsample analysis approximates the magnitude of halo effect bias alone. 
I also propose cognitive biases to explain the “unconscious discrimination” in anti-
discrimination training materials, public media, law and psychology literature.12 “Unconscious 
discrimination” occurs when people discriminate without being aware of it. Both statistical 
discrimination and taste-based bias are conscious biases and people know they are being biased. 
Therefore, I may need behavioral/psychological mechanisms to explain the “ unconscious 
discrimination”.  
 
                                                 
12  Law and psychology literature discusses this term frequently (for example, Lee (2015) and Fassinger (2008). I 
suggest that the position of unconscious discrimination in the economic theory of discrimination should be the 
behavioral component of Becker’s taste-based bias. 
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 Writing Test in China 
All writing tests in Chinese education system are accompanied with reading tests. The combined 
test during secondary education (7th–12th grade) has 150 points in total: 90 points in reading and 
60 points in writing. The mandatory high school entrance exam at the end of 9th grade, Zhongkao, 
determines whether a student will be admitted to an academic high school (top 40%–60%), a 
vocational school, or entering the labor market. The most well-known exam in China, Gaokao, is 
taken by students from academic high schools at the end of 12th grade for college admission. 
Admission is solely determined by aggregated scores (max 600–750 points) consisting of reading 
and writing (150 points), math (150 points), English (150 points), etc. Therefore, admission 
officers usually only observe aggregated scores, and one point in writing is worth the same as one 
point in any other subjects.   
The format and the grading process of the writing test is like ETS’s GRE essay writing section, 
but handwritten. Students hand write an essay based on a title and a short paragraph of instructions. 
The typical length of essays in Zhongkao is about 600 characters, and the essays in Gaokao have 
about 800 characters. Graders read and grade the scanned image through a computerized grading 
system. Two graders grade each essay. If the difference between two scores is smaller than a 
certain amount, the final score will be the average. Otherwise, a third or more grader will grade, 
and an arbitrator will decide which two scores will be averaged together. 
The Special Handwriting Grading Rule in Nantong 
ZhongKao is organized at the prefectural level. Nantong prefecture in Jiangsu province of China 
introduced a special handwriting quality grading rule to the writing section; it moves 5 points away 
from the reading section to assess the handwriting quality of the essay. Because handwriting 
quality has 5 independent points, content graders are required to grade the 60 points’ worth of the 
writing section solely based on content quality. This grading rule has been implemented for more 
than 10 years, and thus all the local Chinese teachers are experienced in grading both content and 
handwriting quality. 
Education Administration of Nantong are aware that content quality would influence the 
grading of handwriting quality. Therefore, in each exam, a separate group of handwriting graders 
are selected to grade only the handwriting quality without reading the content. Handwriting 
grading follows the same procedure as content grading. The final handwriting score is the average 
of two scores, and the minimum step is 0.5. 
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The Official Grading Process of Zhongkao 
Local education administration recruit Chinese teachers to grade the writing test. The graders sit 
in a computer lab, read essays on the screens, and assign grades. The grading system shuffles the 
sequence of essays and randomly assigns them to each grader. The graders grade independently 
and discussions are not allowed. A supervisor monitors the grading process in the lab. The grading 
system allows flexibility in allocation of the time spent on each essay. The supervisor observes 
each grader’s grading process and notifies them if they are significantly slower or faster than the 
majority. The whole process takes two days. The administration provide lunches for the teachers. 
Each teacher grade about 750 essays and each essay averagely takes 1.5 minutes on average. The 
grading system does not record the amount of time spent on each essay. In the year 2016, the 
education administration paid each teacher 200 RMB ($29) for two days’ grading task, and it was 
based on their daily wage.  
 
1.3 Experiment Design: 
The field experiment is conducted in Rudong county, Nantong prefecture, Jiangsu province of 
China. The experiment utilizes a computer lab in a local junior high school (school A) and the 
online grading system on zhixue.com. The same lab and the grading system was used in the official 
Zhongkao grading. Figure 1.1 shows the purpose of experiment stage I, II and III in the conceptual 
framework of this study. Figure 1.2 presents the mechanics of stage I. Figure 1.3 illustrates the 
treatment and control group of the stage I. Figure 1.4 shows the timeline of the experiments.  
Experiment Stage I: Control the Intrinsic Correlation and Directly Estimate the Bias  
Figure 1.2 illustrates the mechanics of the experiment. The two branches are not the control group 
and the treated group. I separate two copies of essays into two branches to avoid the grader reading 
the same content twice.  
I export the images of school A students’ essays from the grading system. These essays are 
from the writing test of a recent Zhongkao. I randomly pick 800 essays, print two copies of each 
essay and randomly assign to students (copiers) in other junior high schools 50 kilometers away. 
The copiers are 7th and 8th-grade students, instructed by their teachers to copy the 9th-grade essay 
as an exercise. The essays have no more than 800 Chinese characters, so the copiers have sufficient 
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time to copy (1.5 hours). Teachers help the copiers to recognize the handwritings. Neither the 
copiers and their teachers know the purpose of this exercise. 
After copying, each essay should have two versions. Two versions are scanned into two 
grading tasks in the online grading system. The grading system randomizes the grading sequence 
within each task. The system allows multiple graders to grade the same essay independently.  
I recruit 34 experienced teachers from school A. 13 I randomly pick two male and two female 
teachers to grade handwriting quality. Following the rule of Zhongkao, they grade the handwriting 
quality without reading the content. Each grader graded both two grading tasks (total 1600 essays). 
After one month and two months, they grade the second and the third round. Each round of 1600 
essays cost about 1.5 hours to grade and the grader was paid 50 RMB ($7.25) per round. Therefore, 
each version of the essay has 12 measurements of handwriting quality. The range of each 
handwriting quality score is between 0-5 with a minimum step of 0.5. 
Unlike handwriting quality graders, content graders are divided into two groups to avoid 
reading the same essay twice. The rest of 30 teachers were randomly assigned to two groups 
(gender balanced) as the content graders. Each group had 15 teachers. Each content grader graded 
one grading task (one version of 800 essays). Therefore, each version of the essay had 15 content 
scores (0-60). One grading task costs two days in the lab and the payment was 200 RMB ($29).  
Figure 1.9 shows the online grading interface. The grading system hides the students’ identity, 
as all the exams do. Figure 1.10 shows the image of an essay. 
The experiment completely simulates the grading process of the official exam Zhongkao. Both 
handwriting graders and content graders were asked to grade as if this is Zhongkao.14 The payment, 
lunch, and grading load are the same as Zhongkao grading. The same supervisor in the official 
Zhongkao monitor the whole grading process. I tell the graders that the purpose of this grading 
simulation is to study the grading consistency on essays, so I needed many teachers to regrade the 
same writing test. Hence, they know this is a study, but they do not know the true purpose. 
                                                 
13 The teachers have a minimum experience of 9 years and an average of 20 years in teaching and grading junior 
school level Chinese. We did not hire in-experienced teachers because the grading bias estimated from experienced 
ones are more persuasive. 
14 The ideal approach is mixing the copied essays into the official Zhongkao grading so that the graders believe the 
scores have real influences on the students’ admissions. But the prefecture’s education administration would not 
allow it. Because if our intervention causes some errors in the official grading system, the consequences are 
devastating. However, simulation of Zhongkao grading is a routine in Chinese schools. The 9th graders simulate 
ZhongKao in their regular exams, and the teachers simulate Zhongkao grading 5-6 times every year. Our subjects are 
experiences in grading a test as if it is Zhongkao.  
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At stage I, the graders believe that the original authors write these essays because I hidden the 
copying process and they never graded copied essays in their entire career. 
The idea of experiment stage I is controlling the content quality and generating two versions 
with random handwriting quality. I estimate the bias by comparing the content scores between two 
handwritten versions. The treatment in this experiment is the difference between two handwriting 
qualities, and the target of treatment is the true quality of the essay. Figure 1.3 illustrates what are 
the treated and control. This figure shows that the version with lower handwriting score is the 
control, and he version with higher handwriting score is the treated. Grader group 1 and group 2 
are randomly assigned to the treated and control so that the potential difference between two grader 
groups are balanced. 
Why do I not compare handwritten version versus typed version? This method will cause non-
random treatment. Assume typed version has a handwriting quality score of 5, comparing 
handwritten version to typed version means the treatment is the distance from the handwriting 
score to 5. Because content quality positively correlates handwriting quality, high-quality essays 
will be treated less than low-quality essays. If the treatment effect is heterogeneous, non-random 
treatment causes biased estimation. Figure 1.12 shows that high-quality essays are treated less if 
comparing the handwritten version with typed version. Figure 1.13 shows treatments are random 
when comparing two handwritten versions. 
I am not the first to grade copied versions. Historical civil service exams in China copied the 
essays before grading to avoid cheating because the graders may recognize the writer’s identity by 
handwriting style. I am not the first one to control content quality. A few previous studies in 
education and psychology compared good handwritten version, poorly handwritten version and 
typed version.15 However, they do not have a handwriting quality measure for estimation, their 
sample sizes are small (< 45 essays, and <8 teachers), they have not considered the randomness of 




                                                 
15 Briggs (1970,1980); Bull and Stevens (1979); Chase (1979); Fuller (1988); Huck and Bounds (1972); Hughes, 
Keeling and Tuck (1983); Markham (1976); Marshall (1972); Massey (1983); Sloan and Iris (1982); Soloff (1973); 
Sweedler-Brown (1991, 1992) 
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Experiment Stage II: Type and Obtain the True Quality, Indirectly Estimate the Bias 
I hire assistants to type all the essays and print them out using handwriting master Tianying 
Zhang’s fonts. The layout of the printed version simulates an official test paper (figure 1.14). I 
double check the accuracy of typing. 
I scan the printed versions into the grading system, and randomly picked 8 of the 16 grades 
who did not participate experiment stage III to grade the printed version. Each grader grade 800 
essays. So, one printed essay has 8 content scores. Graders are paid the same as stage I.  
This special context allows us to obtain the target of the treatment (true quality of the essays) 
to check the randomness of treatment (Figure 1.12, Figure 1.13), and estimate the intrinsic 
correlation between content quality and handwriting quality. Moreover, the quantiles of the true 
quality allow us to estimate the treatment heterogeneity.   
Experiment Stage III: Separating Statistical Discrimination 
Two months after the experiment stage I, all the graders forget the content they read. I randomly 
pick 7 from each group of 15 content graders, total 14 graders. I do not need to hire all the graders 
on stage I, because the results show that 7 graders’ average closely approximates 15 graders’ 
average. 
These 14 content graders repeat their grading task on stage I, but this time they are instructed: 
“These essays are copied by random students, not written by the original author.” I printed this 
reminder and attached it to the screen. I explain to the graders that because they may have taught 
these students before and recognize the students’ handwriting style, I have random students copy 
the essays to make sure the grading is identity-blind. 
The graders believed that the essays are written by original authors in their entire career. The 
graders had a statistical belief that good handwriting signals good content quality from their 
teaching and grading experiences. This information disclosure is a strong shock that removes this 
statistical belief. Therefore, the graders cannot infer content quality from handwriting quality at 
stage III and I exclude statistical discrimination. 
I obtain the magnitude of statistical discrimination by comparing these 14 graders’ estimated 





1.4 Data and Econometric Models 
Data  
The data I collect from the experiments are content scores, handwriting scores, and the grading 
sequence of the third round of handwriting grading. Each essay has two handwritten versions, one 
printed version, and one original version. Each handwritten version has fifteen content scores from 
stage I, seven content scores from stage III, twelve handwriting scores from three rounds of 
handwriting grading, and one record of grading sequence from the third round. The printed version 
has eight content scores and no handwriting score. The original version has one content score and 
one handwriting score from the administrative dataset, both are the average of two random graders’ 
assessments in Zhongkao. 
The grading system does not record the grading sequence. In the third round of handwriting 
grading, I slightly modify the grading task and ask the handwriting graders to input the sequence 
manually. 
The local education administration provides the teachers’ gender, age, degree, job title, and 
experiences, and the administrative dataset of Zhongkao including test scores in math, Chinese, 
English, physics, chemistry, politics, and history. Handwriting score is recorded in the Chinese 
test. 
The second chapter  uses a surveys data on the students’ psychology measure and family 
backgrounds in this county. The 9th graders including the authors of these 800 essays were 
surveyed in 2014 when they were 7th graders. I match and combine this dataset with administrative 
dataset for counterfactual analysis. 
Table 1.1 presents the descriptive statistics of two versions of each essay. The “relatively 
messy” column summarizes the lower handwriting quality version, and the “relatively clean” 
column summarizes the higher version. Table 1.1 shows the number of the essays is 681, less than 
800. Because some essays are missing during random assignments and some essays are not 
accurately copied. I hand-checked all the essays character by character and found these 681 essays 
have two handwritten versions with identical content. Therefore, all the analysis in this paper is 
restrained to these 681 essays.  
I standardize the scores within each graders’ grading task. For example, grader 1 graded 800 
essays in one task and grader 2 did the same, I standardize within each grader’s 800 scores and do 




The basic model I estimate is the linear reduced form model with essay fixed effect: 
𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝐻ℎ𝑖𝑗 + 𝛼2𝐸𝑗 + 𝛼3𝑋𝑔 + 𝑔𝑖𝑗   (1.1) 
The depend variable Sgij stands for the content score graded by content grader g, version i, and 
essay j. The independent variable Hhij stands for the handwriting score graded by handwriting 
grader h, version i and essay j. I control essay fixed effect Ej and graders’ characteristics Xg. The 
coefficient 𝛼1 is the bias I want to estimate. However, the estimation from this model is biased 
toward 0 due to the measurement error on handwriting score. 
Firstly, I assume the classical measurement error, apply the traditional average method to 









𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝐻ℎ𝑖𝑗 + 𝛼2𝐸𝑗 + 𝛼3𝑋𝑔 + 𝑔𝑖𝑗    (1.2) 
The max number of measurement M I have is 12. The average method is always downward 
biased but the bias decreases as M increases.  
The classical measurement error assumes that the measurement errors in different 
measurements are orthogonal. This assumption is untestable because I cannot measure 
measurement error. However, I can approximate measurement error by subtracting the mean of 
other measurements from this measurement. 





-h  (1.3) 
Figure 1.15 plots the approximated measurement error between two measurements and 
supports that measurement errors may be orthogonal. So, I may accept the classical measurement 
error assumption. 
First stage:                                        𝐻0𝑖𝑗 =  𝛾0 + 𝛾1𝐻1𝑖𝑗+ ν01𝑖𝑗 
Second stage:                     𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼101𝐻0𝑖𝑗 + 𝛼2𝐸𝑗 + 𝛼3𝑋𝑔 + 01𝑔𝑖𝑗   (1.4) 
The instrumental variable method is asymptotically unbiased and theoretically only needs a 
pair of measurements.  and  could be any pair of measurements and what pair I should use? 
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First, I suggest flipping the positions of  and 𝐻1𝑖𝑗. I use 𝐻1𝑖𝑗 to instrument 𝐻0𝑖𝑗 in the model 
(1.4), and I also use 𝐻0𝑖𝑗 to instrument 𝐻1𝑖𝑗. This is the symmetric 2SLS model of (1.4): 
First stage:                                        𝐻1𝑖𝑗 =  𝛾0 + 𝛾1𝐻0𝑖𝑗+ ν10𝑖𝑗 
Second stage:                     𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼110𝐻0𝑖𝑗 + 𝛼2𝐸𝑗 + 𝛼3𝑋𝑔 + 10𝑔𝑖𝑗   (1.5) 




(𝛼101̂ + 𝛼110̂) (1.6) 
I name this average as “symmetric averaging instrumental variable estimator” (SAIV). When 
I have M measurements, there are M(M-1) combinations of IV, then how to use them all? The 
third chapter suggest combining average method with SAIV. I take the average of half of the 
measurements as 𝐻0𝑖𝑗, take the average of the other half as 𝐻1𝑖𝑗 and compute SAIV. I call the 
combination of average method and SAIV as “symmetric averaging instrumental variable 
estimator on average measurements” (SAIVAVG). To simplify abbreviations, I use SAIV to 
denote SAIVAVG in this chapter, because SAIV(M=2) is a special case of SAIVAVG.  
 
1.5 Results 
Main Results from Experiment Stage I (Directly Estimate the Bias) 
Table 1.2 presents the main results from experiment stage I. The first and second column shows 
the downward biased estimation 0.260 (se. = 0.020) from basic model (1). The third and fourth 
column presents the estimation by the traditional average method. Control or not control graders’ 
characteristic, the estimations are about 0.400 (se. = 0.023), and I know that this is downward 
biased. The fifth column shows the averaging IV estimators (SAIV) I developed. This 
asymptotically unbiased estimator suggests the estimated bias is 0.436 (se. = 0.057). 
Table 1.2 suggests that 1 stand deviation of handwriting score will increase the content score 
by 0.44 of a standard deviation. In real score, 1 point of handwriting score (0-5) will bias the 
grading content score (0-60) by 2.45 points.   
                                                 
16 The third chapter explains how to compute the standard error of this average estimator. 
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The estimated coefficients on graders’ characteristics are small and insignificant in Table 1.2, 
which means this bias is very consistent across the graders’ gender, age, experience, job title, and 
degree. Although controlling graders’ characteristics are not necessary, I control them in all 
estimations.  
Compare Average Method with Symmetric Averaging IV (SAIV) 
Figure 1.5 shows the estimation from the average method is approaching to the SAIV method from 
0.26 to 0.40 as the number of measurements increases. SAIV theoretically equals to the average 
method with infinite many measurements. The approaching trend in Figure 1.5 verifies the 
trustworthiness of SAIV. I can also observe that the marginal return of adding measurement after 
6 is very small.  
If I accept slightly downward biased estimations, the average method is easy to compute and 
more efficient. So, I present the estimations from the average method in every table. 
Indirectly Estimate the Bias 
Following Goldin and Rouse (2000), I estimate the bias indirectly by subtracting intrinsic 
correlation from overall correlation and present the results in Table 1.3. I regress the true quality 
(typed and graded in experiment stage II) on handwriting score (from the administrative data) to 
obtain intrinsic correlation. The first column of Table 1.3 reports the 0.203 (se.= 0.023) intrinsic 
correlation between content quality and handwriting quality (N = 674). 17  I regress the content 
score on handwriting score (both from administrative data) to obtain overall correlation. The 
second column reports the overall correlation among the essays in my experiments (0.513, se.= 
0.033, N = 674). The third column reports the overall correlation among all the essays in a county 
(0.449, se.= 0.012, N = 5474). I present these two overall correlations to show that the essays in 
my experiments fairly represent the population of essays.  
These correlations are biased toward 0 due to attenuation bias, because the handwriting scores 
of original essays in administrative data are the mean of two random graders’ assessment. I use 
this measure because I do not grade the original essays in my experiments. However, I correct the 
attenuation bias based on this formula (The third chapter discusses the details, Table 1.11 shows 
graders’ approximated measurement errors and the average measurement error is 0.7): 
                                                 










; 𝜎𝑥 = 1; 𝜎𝑢 = 0.7; 𝑀 = 2 
Therefore, I correct the intrinsic correlation from 0.203 (0.023) to 0.254 (0.029), correct overall 
correlation from 0.513 (0.033) to 0.641 (0.041). The difference between the two, the indirectly 
estimated bias is 0.387 (0.050), which is not significantly different from 0.436 (0.057). Using data 
from different experiments and administrative dataset, I show that the direct approach by audit 
experiment (Bertrand and Mullainathan 2004) is consistent with the indirect approach (Goldin and 
Rouse 2000) in the same context. So, the two major methods to estimate discrimination are 
coherent. 
The Magnitude of Statistical Discrimination 
The estimations from experiment stage I includes statistical discrimination because the graders 
believe the essays are written by the original author. I remove the graders’ statistical belief to 
exclude statistical discrimination at experiment stage III. Table 1.4 presents the estimations from 
the same group of graders at stage I and stage III. The estimations in the left two columns include 
statistical discrimination and the estimations in the right two columns exclude statistical 
discrimination. However, the estimations in the right two columns are only slightly smaller and 
the difference is not as large as the standard error (0.462 (0.027) vs 0.437 (0.027)). Therefore, I 
suggest statistical discrimination is negligible in this context. 
Analyze the Behavioral Mechanism by a Subsample Analysis 
I observe that an essay with handwriting score higher or equal to 3 is clean and fluent to read.18 
So, if the minimum handwriting score of two versions is higher than 3, I classify this essay into 
the clean group, in which all the essays are fluent to read. The grading bias within the clean group 
is driven by how pretty the handwriting is and not influenced by cognitive fluency effect. The 
underlying mechanism of this subsample bias could be a mixture of taste-based bias and halo 
effect. I cannot separate these two by experiment. However, taste-based bias in this context means 
teachers intentionally reward handwriting in the content score even if they know handwriting has 
a separate score. This intentional bias is violating the grading rule. If one accepts that the 
experienced teachers in this experiment obey the grading rule, the estimation from this subsample 
should mainly report a local average treatment effect of halo effect bias.  
                                                 
18 Figure 1.11 shows the essays with handwriting score 4, 3, and 1.5. The essay with score 4 is clean and pretty. The 
one with score 3 is clean but not pretty. The one with score 1.5 is messy and not fluent to read. 
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I define the essays with the maximum handwriting score smaller or equal to 3 as the messy 
group. The estimation from this messy group is a mixture of halo effect, cognitive fluency effect, 
and taste-based bias. 
In Table 1.5, I present the estimated biases from both clean and messy group. The bias in the 
clean group is about 0.379 (0.034) by the average method or 0.443(0.070) by SAIV, close to the 
magnitude of overall bias. The graders’ intentional taste-based bias may contribute a part, but 
unlikely explain all this huge bias. This subsample analysis provides some evidence to support that 
a cognitive bias like halo effect could be a mechanism of a discrimination. The messy group reports 
a larger bias than the clean group (0.609 (0.120) by SAIV). Cognitive fluency effect may contribute 
to this larger effect, but LATE of halo effect or taste-based bias may explain it too.  
Does this Bias Punish Good Contents More than Bad Contents? 
In Figure 1.6, I present the estimated bias in ten quantiles of true quality. Experiment stage II 
reports the true quality of the essays. I break the essays into ten quantiles based on their true quality. 
I estimate the grading biases separately in each quantile (68 essays per quantile) and plot them in 
figure 1.6. Figure 1.6 shows no systematic trend in heterogeneity. The biases in ten quartiles are 
all around 0.4-0.5 and the standard errors overlap each other. I may conclude that this bias equally 
influences good contents and bad contents.  
This homogeneous treatment effect suggests that some extremely good contents or bad 
contents do not drive my results. One may concern that the 119 essays lost during coping or in-
accurately copied may have lower content quality, so this non-random attrition may bias my 
estimation. The homogeneous treatment effect clears this concern.  
This homogeneous treatment also suggests that the return of improving handwriting is almost 
the same for good content and bad content. So, practicing and improving handwriting quality may 
benefit both high writing ability and low writing ability students. 
The Negative Correlation between Handwriting Score and Math, Creativity 
In Table 1.8, I present the results of the regression of the handwriting score on test scores, school 
leadership position, psychological measures, family backgrounds. The students are 7th and 8th 
graders in the studied county. I control classroom fixed effect. Psychological measures include 
Big-Five personality traits (extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, openness 
to experiences), locus of control, intrinsic motivation of study, persistence. Family backgrounds 
includes parents’ education, party membership, occupation types, managerial position, etc. 
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Psychological measures, leadership position, and family backgrounds are from a field survey 
conducted in 2014 (second chapter). Test scores including Chinese, math, English, physics, 
chemistry, politics, and history are matched from the administrative datasets. Handwriting score 
is reported in Chinese test. Test scores and psychological measures are standardized.  
The first column of Table 1.8 reports the regression on the full sample without controlling 
gender. The second column reports the regression controlling gender. The third column reports the 
regression within female students, and the fourth column reports the regression within male 
students. The coefficients on family background variables are not significant, and I only list 
parents’ education on the table. 
Table 1.8 shows handwriting score positively associates with Chinese score, English score, 
school leadership position, and extraversion. These positive correlations may not be causal because 
the unobserved parents’ investment in education may boost up these scores and encourages the 
children to practice in handwriting. However, the handwriting score negatively associates with 
math score and openness to experience (a psychological measure of creativity and imagination). 
Gender difference does not drive this negative correlation because it exists within gender. Column 
3 and column 4 presents that this negative association in math is larger among girls (- 0.088 
(0.023)) than among boys (- 0.035 (0.020)), and the negative correlation in openness has the similar 
gender difference too. Unobserved parents’ investment can hardly explain this negative 
association. Investment in math unlikely deteriorates handwriting quality. 
The negative correlation between handwriting quality and math, openness means that for two 
people with the same observable characteristic, the one with prettier handwriting is likely weaker 
in math and creativity. The mechanism of this negative correlation is not clear yet and I leave it to 
future study.  
This negative correlation suggests that this grading bias may punish students stronger in math 
and creativity. Can I observe this punishment in students’ admission outcomes? I conduct a 
counterfactual analysis to test it. 
Counterfactual Analysis 
Academic high school admission is solely based on Zhongkao score in China. This county has four 
academic high schools and therefore has four cutoff lines. This grading bias may influence the 
students near the cutoff lines. Figure 1.7 presents the histogram of Zhongkao score and four cutoff 
lines. The maximum score is 700, the best high school admit 807 students and the cutoff line is 
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584; the second-best high school admit 914 students and the cutoff line is 558; the third high school 
admit 479 students and the cutoff line is 544, the fourth high school admit 548 students and the 
cutoff line is 527. The typical outcome of the students in the best high school is first tier college, 
the typical outcome of the ones in second-best high school is second-tier college, and the ones in 
the third and fourth high school are going to third tier four-year colleges or two-year associate 
programs. The students with a score under 527 cannot attend academic high school and lose the 
chance to compete in the college entrance test GaoKao.  
I correct the bias in all students’ content score based on my estimated bias (2.45 per pts in 
handwriting), reconstruct the Chinese score, re-rank the students and re-draw cutoff lines based on 
each school’s capacity. I find 208 of 5474 students’ admission outcome altered comparing with 
the original admission results, and this is 3.8%. This counterfactual analysis is based on 4 cut-off 
lines; if an exam has more than 4 cut-off lines like Gaokao, this grading bias will influence more 
than 3.8% students. 
In Table 1.9 and 1.10, I present the details of correcting the bias. Table 1.9 shows if someone’s 
content score is 43, handwriting score is 2, I compute the unbiased content score to 50.35 = 43 + 
(5-2) * 2.45 by raising hypothetical handwriting score to 5, or correct the content score to 45.45 = 
43 + (3-2) * 2.45 by raising hypothetical handwriting score to 3. Table 1.10 shows that I have tried 
to raise hypothetical handwriting score to 5, 4, 3, 2,1. I find that all these attempts generate very 
consistent admission outcomes (0 or 2 difference) and the difference between the original 
admission outcome is always 208. 
Among these 208 students, 104 of them are admitted to the fourth high school or a better 
academic high school, and the other 104 students go to a worse high school or no high school. I 
compare the winner and loser’s test scores, psychological measures, and family backgrounds.  
In the first column of Panel A in Table 1.6, I present the difference between winner and loser’s 
test scores, gender, and schools. I regress the dependent variables to the dummy variable (win=1, 
lose=0) to compute the difference. The students benefitted by bias correction are stronger in 
unbiased essay content (+1.98 pts), math (+2.91 pts), physics (+3.96 pts), chemistry (+2.31 pts), 
and history (+1.20 pts). All the differences are significant at p=0.01 level, except history. 
Therefore, I suggest that this grading bias punishes students with potential in STEM subjects. In 
the other way, the winners are weaker in Chinese reading (-2.61 pts), handwriting score (-2.04 
pts), English (-3.50 pts), politics (-1.51 pts) and the winners are 60% less likely to be girls. This 
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bias seems to influence urban or rural students equally because the difference in the ratio of urban 
school students is very small and insignificant (-0.064, p=0.303). 
The second column of Panel A in Table 1.6 presents the differences in test scores after 
controlling gender. I find almost all differences are smaller than the first column, but the gaps in 
English (-2.55 pts) and physics (+2.38 pts) remains significant. The gaps in math (+1.848 pts 
p=0.14) and politics (- 1.03 pts p=0.12) are not significant, but they are not zero. I recalculate the 
winner-loser difference after controlling gender and show that the gaps in English, physics, math, 
and politics are not totally driven by gender differences.   
In the first column of Panel B in Table 1.6, I present the difference between the winner and 
loser’s psychological measures (non-cognitive skills), school leadership position, and family 
background. The winners are significantly weaker in agreeableness (-0.35 sd.), consciousness (-
0.31 sd.), intrinsic motivation of study (-0.29), locus of control (0.31 sd. the lower the better), and 
leadership position (-0.39 sd.). The difference is small and insignificant in openness to experience, 
parents’ effort (parents help or monitor homework) and parents’ education. This column shows 
that this grading bias rewards the students with positive non-cognitive skills. 
The second column of Panel B in Table 1.6 presents the difference in non-cognitive outcomes 
after controlling gender. All the differences in the first column turn smaller and insignificant in the 
second column. Although the winner’s weaknesses in agreeableness (-0.24 sd. p=0.12), 
consciousness (-0.25 sd. p=0.15), locus of control (0.31 sd. p=0.12) are not significant, they 
suggest the differences after controlling gender are not zero.   
Table 1.6 shows that this grading bias punishes boys, marginal students with potential in STEM 
subjects, marginal students weaker in language and several dimensions of non-cognitive skills. 
Gender difference may drive the punishment on non-cognitive skills and language ability. I control 
gender to investigate the gender-neutral difference. I find that after controlling gender, the winner 
and loser’s differences in math, physics, English, politics, agreeableness, consciousness, and locus 
of control are not zero. 
Grading Bias’s Contribution to Gender Gap in Writing Score 
The gender gap in writing score is partially caused by this grading bias, because girls write prettier 
than boys on average. I estimate the contribution of this grading bias to gender gap by two methods: 
experimental approach and counterfactual approach. Table 1.7 presents the estimations and shows 
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both methods generate similar estimations: about 70% of the gender gap in writing are caused by 
this grading bias.  
The first and second column of Table 1.7 presents the experimental method. The essays include 
the essays in my experiments (N = 674). I regress the biased content score (from admin data) on 
the gender dummy (female=1, male=0) to calculate the overall gender gap (0.591 sd.). I regress 
the unbiased content score (printed and grade in experiment stage II) on the gender dummy to 
calculate the intrinsic gender gap (0.188 sd.). I compute the contribution of the grading bias (0.682) 
by calculating this ratio: (overall gap – intrinsic gap)/overall gap. I compute the standard error by 
delta method. 
 The third and fourth column of Table 1.7 present the counterfactual method. The essays include 
all the essays in the county (N = 5473). I regress the biased content score (from admin data) on the 
gender dummy (female=1, male=0) to calculate the overall gender gap (0.494 sd.). I correct the 
bias in the content score based on the estimated grading bias in experiment stage I (unbiased score 
= biased score - 0.44*handwriting score). I regress this counterfactual unbias content score on the 
gender dummy to calculate the intrinsic gender gap (0.134 sd.). I compute the contribution of the 
grading bias (0.729) by calculating the ratio: (overall gap – intrinsic gap)/overall gap. I compute 
the standard error by delta method again.  
 
1.6 Conclusion and Discussion 
Utilizing the official grading system and the special handwriting grading rule in Nantong of China, 
I conduct a randomized controlled trial on the field and I am the first to quantitively estimate the 
grading bias caused by handwriting quality. I construct a unique dataset and find the negative 
correlation between handwriting quality and math, creativity. I predict that this bias may punish 
students with good math and high creativity. I test this prediction by counterfactual analysis and 
find that 3.8% students’ academic high school admission results are altered if I remove the bias. 
The counterfactual analysis shows that this bias punishes students with higher math score and 
higher potential in STEM and this punishment seems gender neutral. 
I suggest this grading bias is a discrimination in education that punishes male, sinistrality, and 
people with lower visual accuracy or motoring skills for other biological reasons. I use the 
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convenience of this context to design experiments to sketch the general mechanism of 
discrimination.  
In Figure 1.8 I present the conceptual framework again with estimation results marked on each 
factor. I control content quality and randomize on the handwriting quality to directly estimate the 
bias (experiment stage I). The bias is about 0.44 sd. I obtain the overall correlation from 
administrative data, and it is 0.64; I calculate the intrinsic correlation from experiment stage II and 
admin. Data, and it is 0.25. With overall correlation and intrinsic correlation, I indirectly estimate 
the bias (0.39 sd.), which is not significantly different from the direct estimation (0.44). I show 
that the two approaches to estimate discrimination in classical literature are consistent. 
I explore the mechanism behind this grading bias/discrimination. I invent a novel method to 
remove statistical belief (experiment stage III) to separate statistical discrimination and find it is 
negligible. The 0.44 sd. bias is almost entirely Becker’s taste-based bias. For the three components 
of this bias, I cannot separate by experiment, but I can analyze them by subsample analysis. I 
construct a “clean” subsample so that the estimation within this subsample excludes cognitive 
fluency effect. The estimated bias in this “clean” subsample is still 0.44 sd., as large as the overall 
bias, and reflects the combination of real taste bias and halo effect bias. I argue that the real taste 
bias in this context is violating the grading rule. If one accepts that the teachers I recruit are 
following the rule, halo effect bias should be the major contributor to the 0.44 sd. bias in the 
“clean” subsample. 
Different from the previous literature in discrimination, this paper has a continuous 
independent variable with large measurement error. I measure handwriting score 12 times to use 
the average method, and I develop a symmetric averaging instrumental variable estimator (SAIV) 
to improve the small sample property of 2SLS estimators. SAIV may be useful for studies with 
small sample size and large measurement errors in independent variables.  
Based on this specific context, I propose that discrimination may have behavioral roots. I may 
model this behavioral mechanism by adding a behavioral factor to Becker’s (1957) model and may 
explain why discriminations persist over time. Becker (1957) argues that discrimination is not a 
fixed preference, and taste/prejudice can be modified by social factors like education or market 
competition. Beck (1957) predicts market competition will drive out discrimination in the long 
term, but discrimination persists till now. However, cognitive biases are psychological and may 
be rooted in the human nervous system; they are much more difficult to correct than taste is. 
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Therefore, Becker (1957)’s model with behavioral factor may predict the same long-lasting 
discrimination as the statistical models (Phelps 1972; Arrow 1973).  
The behavioral mechanism is subconscious, so I also propose it to explain the “unconscious 
discrimination” in anti-discrimination training materials, public media, law, and psychology 
literature. Law literature (Lee 2005) care about the difference between conscious and unconscious 
discrimination. Because in the lawsuits for discrimination, the defendant is less responsible when 
the discrimination is unconscious. Lee (2005) does not distinguish the mechanisms of 
discrimination in economic theory and cites Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) and Goldin and 
Rouse (2000) to support the existence of “unconscious discrimination”. However, both papers are 
estimating overall discrimination. The statistical and taste-based mechanisms behind them are all 
conscious discrimination. I suggest that “ unconscious discrimination” is the behavioral 
component of discrimination, and it is the non-taste-based part of the Becker (1957)’s model. 
I argue the existence of halo effect bias based on the context background (the taste-based bias 
violates grading rule). Separation of cognitive bias and taste-based bias by experiment has yet been 
achieved, and I leave it to future study. Discrimination is a specific case of information processing 
bias: when human is measuring or making a decision based on one dimension of information, the 
other dimensions of information may bias us. Cognitive biases naturally embedded in this process. 





1.7 Figures and Tables 







Notes: This figure presents the conceptual framework of this study with the general mechanisms of discriminations. Experiments 
and data sources are marked in red, and their positions show the purpose. For example, experiment stage 1 is designed to estimate 
the grading bias, and stage 2 is designed to estimate the intrinsic correlation. I add a behavioral component to Beck (1957)’ model 
because behavioral factors are usually rationalized inside the utility function, like the taste-based bias. I propose two cognitive 
biases as the behavioral mechanism in this context. Cognitive fluency effect means people unintentionally downgrade the content 
if it is not fluent to read. Halo effect means people subconsciously overate the content if the handwriting is pretty. Other cognitive 
biases may contribute in other contexts of discriminations. Cognitive biases may explain the unconscious discrimination in public 
media and law document. I directly estimate the bias by stage 1, and indirectly estimate the bias by subtracting intrinsic 
correlation from overall correlation. I separate statistical discrimination by stage 3 and try to identify halo effect by a subsample 
analysis.    
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Figure 1.2: Mechanics of the experiment step I  
                      The two branches are not the treated and the control. 
 
  
Notes: This figure illustrates the mechanics of experiment stage I. The two branches are not the 
treated and the control, and they are separated to avoid a grader see the same content twice. I 
random pick 800 essays from school A’s Zhongkao (academic high school entrance exam right 
after 9th grade).  I print two copies, randomly assign to 1600 students in other schools to hand 
copy and scan the image into grading system. This grading system allows multiple graders to 
independently grade the same content under random sequence. I recruit 34 experienced (> 9 
years) teachers from school A, random pick 4 to grade the handwriting, random assign other 30 
to two content grading groups. Each content grader in one group grade one version (800 essays) 
because they should not read the same content twice. Each handwriting grader grades all 1600 
essays because they do not read the content. Each handwriting grader grade three rounds. So, 




Figure 1.3: Treated and control illustration 
  
Notes: This figure shows what is the treated and what is the control in the experiment stage I. 
Each essay has two copied versions with random handwriting qualities. The one with 
relatively lower handwriting score is the control, and the one with relatively higher 
handwriting score is the treated. The treatment is the difference between two handwriting 
scores. Therefore, the two copied versions and the two groups of graders are randomly 
assigned to control and treated group. This random assignment clears the concern that two 
group of content graders may be different. 
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Figure 1.4: Timeline of the experiments 
  
Nov 22 2016 Nov 25-27 2016 Dec 24 2016 Jan 23-25 2017 
    
Students copied 
essays 
15 x 2 teachers 
graded the content 
(stage I) 
  
7 x 2 teachers graded  
the content again (stage III) 
    
  
4 teachers graded the 
handwriting (1st rd) 
4 teachers graded 
the handwriting (2nd 
rd.) 
4 teachers graded the 
handwriting (3rd rd.) 
    
      
8 teachers graded the typed 
version (stage II) 
Notes: This figure shows the timeline of the experiments. I held the simulated Zhongkao 
grading during the weekends. The content graders’ grading task last for two days. 7x2 teachers 
in stage III are randomly selected from the 15x2 grader in stage I. 8 teachers in stage II are 
randomly selected from the 16 teachers who do not participate stage III. 4 handwriting graders 




Figure 1.5: Average method approaches to IV method (SAIV)
 
  
Notes: This figure shows although the average method of fixing attenuation bias is 
always biased toward 0, it approximates to the IV method (SAIV) when increasing 
the number of measurements to construct the right-hand-side variable. IV method 
is theoretically equivalent to the average method with infinite many measurements. 
When increasing number of measurements from 1 to 12, the estimated bias 
increase from 0.26 to 0.41, close to 0.44 (SAIV). This figure is a graphic 














Figure 1.6: Treatment heterogeneity in quantiles of true quality 
  
Notes: This figure presents the estimated bias in 10 quantiles of true quality. I obtain the true quality of all the 
essays by experiment stage II. We divide the essays into 10 quantiles based on their true quality and estimate the 
bias in each quantile. The treatment effect is almost homogeneous across quantiles, which means good contents 




Figure 1.7: Histogram of Zhongkao score and four cut-off lines 
 
  
Notes: This figure shows the histogram of zhongkao scores (Max = 700). Academic high school admission is solely based on this 
aggregated score. The four academic high schools in the county set 4 cut-off lines, based on their capacity. Score lower than 527 
means no academic high school and no college in the future. The marginal students near the cutoff lines are influenced by this 
grading bias in their admission outcome. My counterfactual analysis identifies the students could go to a better school if the content 




Figure 1.8: The conceptual framework with estimation results
  
Notes: This figure adds estimation results to Figure 1. I observe that the overall correlation is 0.64, intrinsic correlation contributes 
0.25 and is not discrimination, and the bias/discrimination is 0.44 (direct estimation). I separate statistical discrimination by a 
novel method and find it is almost 0. The 0.44 bias consists of taste-based bias or cognitive bias. I find a clean subsample to 
exclude cognitive fluency effect and argue that taste-based bias should be small in this subsample and this context. I propose that 




Figure 1.9: The grading interface 
 






Figure 1.10: A sample of the writing test 
 






Figure 1.11: Essays with handwriting score 4, 3, and 1.5 (from pretty to messy) 
 
Notes: This figure shows 3 essays with handwriting score 4, 3 and 1.5. The essays with handwriting score over 3 are all clean to 
read. The difference is how pretty they are. Therefore, I construct a clean subsample including the essays with minimum 






Figure 1.12: Non-random treatment when comparing handwritten versus typed version. 
  
Notes: This figure shows the treatment is not random if we compare handwritten 
version versus typed version. The treatment is the difference between two handwriting 
score. Assume the typed version is 5, because handwriting quality positively correlates 
with essays’ true quality, high-quality contents are treated less in the magnitude. I plot 
the treatment (5 - original handwriting score) against essays’ true quality (obtained from 
experiment stage III) to show the downward trend. If treatment effect is heterogeneous, 






Figure 1.13: Random treatment when comparing two handwritten versions. 
 
  








Figure 1.14: the printed essay 








Figure 1.15: Orthogonality between approximated measurement errors 
  
Notes: This figure plots the approximated measurement error to defend classical 
measurement error assumption. Classical measurement error assumption is 
fundamentally untestable because we cannot measure measurement error. I calculate 
approximated measurement error = this handwriting score – average of 11 other 
handwriting score. This figure shows two approximated measurement errors are close 








Table 1.1: Balance Table  
  
Relatively messy version 
(control) 
Relatively clean version 
(treated) 
# of Essay 681 681 
Handwriting Score (1-5) 2.79 3.45 
 (0.63) (0.57) 
# of Content Score 10215 10215 
Content Score (15-60) 44.65 45.67 
 (4.27) (3.72) 
Content grader's gender(0=female) 0.38 0.35 
 (0.49) (0.48) 
Content grader's age (31-50) 41.45 40.12 
 (5.18) (5.02) 
Content grader's experience (9-30) 20.25 18.76 
 (5.90) (5.65) 
Content grader's job title (0-2) 1.13 1.00 
 (0.64) (0.61) 
Content grader's degree (0-2) 1.04 1.03 
  (0.34) (0.28) 
  
Notes: This balance table shows the control (the relatively messy version of each essay) and 
the treated (the relatively clean version of each essay) in two columns. 119 essays of 800 are 
lost during the experiment or not consistently copied. So, the number of essays is 681, and 




Table 1.2: Main Results from Experiment Stage I (directly estimate the bias) 
Grader of 
Handwriting 






Model OLS OLS OLS OLS SAIV 
Instruments     
another HW. 
score 
Handwriting score 0.261*** 0.259*** 0.399*** 0.405*** 0.436*** 
 (0.018) (0.020) (0.023) (0.023) (0.051) 
Grader's gender -0.018 -0.020  -0.016 -0.022* 
 (0.013) (0.013)  (0.013) (0.013) 
Grader's age 0.0004 0.001  -0.0004 0.002 
 (0.0067) (0.007)  (0.0066) (0.007) 
Grader's experiences 0.008 0.009  0.008 0.009 
 (0.005) (0.005)  (0.005) (0.005) 
Grader's title ranking -0.004 -0.004  -0.004 -0.003 
 (0.014) (0.014)  (0.014) (0.014) 
Grader's degree 0.021 0.023  0.020 0.024 
 (0.014) (0.014)  (0.014) (0.014) 
Essay fixed effect yes yes yes yes yes 
Cluster level essay essay essay essay essay 
# of obs. 20346 20346 20346 20346 20346 






Notes: This table presents the main results, the estimated bias from experiment stage I. The 
basic model is: 𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝐻ℎ𝑖𝑗 + 𝛼2𝐸𝑗 + 𝛼3𝑋𝑔 + 𝑔𝑖𝑗. The coefficient on handwriting 
score reports the bias. The first and second column use only one handwriting score as the 
independent variable, so they are biased toward 0. The third and fourth column use average of 
12 handwriting scores as the independent variable to fix attenuation bias. The fourth column 
controls graders’ characteristic and the third column does not. The fifth column uses the 
symmetric averaging instrumental variable estimator (SAIV) I invent to fix attenuation bias. 
Both average method and SAIV will be presented in my result tables. The contents scores and 
handwriting scores are all standardized. The 0.436 sd. bias means 1 point in handwriting (0-5) 
results in 2.45 points bias in content scores (0-60). The observations in these regressions are 
content scores (one version has 15 content scores), so I cluster standard error at essay level. 








between content and handwriting 
Overall correlation 
(essays in the experiment) 
Overall correlation 
(all essays in Zhongkao) 
Source of dep. variable Experiment stage II Administrative data Administrative data 
Dep. variable Printed version, average content score 
of 8 random graders 
Average content score of 
2 random graders 
Average content score of 
2 random graders 
Source of indep. variable Administrative data Administrative data Administrative data 
Indep. Variable Average handwriting score 
of 2 random graders 
Average handwriting score 
of 2 random graders 
Average handwriting score 
of 2 random graders 
Estimated correlation 0.203*** 0.513*** 0.449***  
(0.023) (0.033) (0.012) 
R^2 0.108 0.263 0.202 
# of essays 674 674 5479 
Estimated correlation after 
correcting attenuation bias 
0.254*** 0.641*** 0.561*** 
(0.029) (0.041) (0.015) 
Notes: This table presents the indirect estimation of this bias: bias/discrimination = overall correlation – intrinsic correlation. The 
indirect estimation is about 0.39, consistent with the direct estimation. In the first column, I regress the true quality of essay on 
handwriting score to obtain the intrinsic correlation. In the second column, I regress the administrative content score on 
handwriting score to estimate the overall correlation. The first and second columns are based on the essays in the experiment. 7 
essays are lost from 681 essays, so I have 674 essays. The third column shows the overall correlation among the student population 
in a county and suggests that these 674 essays are representative. Because of the handwriting score in admin. data are graded by 









; 𝜎𝑥 = 1; 𝜎𝑢 = 0.7; 𝑀 = 2         Levels of significance:  *10%, **5%, and ***1% 
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Stage I  
Believe writer is the author 
Stage III  
Know writer is not the author 
Grader of Handwriting Average of 12 All 12 Average of 12 All 12 
Model OLS SAIV OLS SAIV 
Instruments   another HW score   another HW score 
Handwriting score 0.462*** 0.498*** 0.437*** 0.471*** 
 (0.027) (0.068) (0.027) (0.062) 
Control grader charact. yes yes yes yes 
Essay fixed effect yes yes yes yes 
Cluster level essay essay essay essay 
# of obs. 9490 9490 9490 9490 
R^2 0.332 0.281-0.310 0.333 0.279-0.330 
Notes: This table presents 7x2 teachers’ estimations in stage I and stage III, the difference between them reports 
the magnitude of statistical discrimination. Stage III is held 2 months after stage I, when all the graders have 
forgotten the content. In stage III, the graders know that a random student has copied the essay. So, the graders 
may be statistical profiling in stage I but not in stage III. However, the difference between stage I and III is 
negligible. We suggest statistical discrimination is very small in this context. Levels of significance:  *10%, 





 Table 1.5: Subsample analysis: the mechanisms behind Becker’s taste-based bias 
   
  
Clean group:  
Halo effect + Taste-based bias  
(min handwriting>=3) 
Messy group:  
Halo effect, Taste-based bias and 
Cognitive Fluency effect  
(max handwriting <=3) 
Grader of Handwriting Average of 12 All 12 Average of 12 All 12 
Model OLS SAIV OLS SAIV 
Instruments  another HW score  another HW score 
Handwriting 0.379*** 0.443*** 0.519*** 0.609*** 
 (0.034) (0.070) (0.086) (0.120) 
Control grader charact. yes yes yes yes 
Essay fixed effect yes yes yes yes 
Cluster level essay essay essay essay 
# of obs. 6448 6448 4197 4197 
R^2 0.184 - 0.317 - 
Notes: This table presents the results of subsample analysis and explores the magnitude of cognitive biases. In the 
clean group, all the essays are fluent to read, so that I exclude cognitive fluency effect. The estimated bias in the 
clean subgroup may be a mixture of halo effect and taste-based bias. Because taste-based bias is violating the 
grading rule, if one accepts that the experienced teachers I recruit can suppress this bias, halo effect should 






Table 1.6: Counterfactual analysis: what type of students are benefited by correcting this bias? 
Cognitive & non-cog. scores 
Winners' score - losers' 
score 
Winners' score - losers' score 
(gender controlled) 
Panel A N = 208     
Reading only (0-85) -2.612*** -0.773 
 (0.694) (0.843) 
Content with bias (0-60) -3.029*** -2.626*** 
 (0.412) (0.515) 
Content without bias (0-60) 1.979*** 2.117*** 
 (0.407) (0.510) 
Handwriting (0-5) -2.044*** -1.936*** 
 (0.081) (0.101) 
Reading + writing (0-150) -7.752*** -5.362*** 
 (0.847) (1.026) 
Math (0-150) 2.905*** 1.848 
 (1.012) (1.250) 
English (0-150) -3.501*** -2.549** 
 (0.861) (1.075) 
Physics (0-90) 3.955*** 2.379** 
 (0.833) (1.025) 
Chemistry (0-60) 2.307*** 0.844 
 (0.638) (0.776) 
Politics (0-50) -1.510*** -1.027 
 (0.528) (0.659) 
History (0-50) 1.196* 0.079 
 (0.683) (0.843) 
Urban School (urban=1) -0.064 -0.068 
 (0.063) (0.078) 
Gender (female=1) -0.592*** N/A 
 (0.056)  
Panel B N = 186   
Extraversion -0.167 -0.054 
 (0.144) (0.179) 
Agreeableness -0.351*** -0.242 
 (0.124) (0.153) 
Consciousness -0.312** -0.248 
 (0.137) (0.170) 
Openness 0.085 0.006 
 (0.130) (0.162) 
Neuroticism -0.001 0.108 
 (0.143) (0.178) 
Persistence -0.169 -0.167 
 (0.143) (0.178) 
Intrinsic motivation of study -0.292** -0.113 
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Table 1.6 (cont.)   
 (0.135) (0.167) 
Locus of control 0.313** 0.309 
 (0.157) (0.197) 
Leadership position -0.387* -0.089 
 (0.219) (0.270) 
Parent help home works (0,1) -0.026 0.013 
 (0.065) (0.081) 
Mothers' education (0-5) 0.040 -0.052 
 (0.148) (0.184) 
Father's education (0-5) 0.174 -0.023 
  (0.177) (0.219) 
  Notes: This table presents the results of the counterfactual analysis. After correcting the bias in 
the content score, 208 of 5474 students’ admission outcomes are altered. 104 are winners and 104 
are losers. I regress the dependent variables to the dummy variable (win = 1, lose = 0) to calculate 
two groups’ differences. Each cell reports the coefficients in one regression. Column one of panel 
A reports the differences in test scores and gender. The scores are measured by real points in the 
exam. The marginal students with higher scores in math, physic, chemistry, and history could go 
to a better high school if the content score is unbiased. These students are lower in reading, 
English and politics scores. Column two of panel A reports the differences after controlling 
gender. The differences in reading, English, and physics remains significant. Panel B presents the 
results of counterfactual analysis on psychological measures (non-cognitive skills). The students 
were surveyed at 2014, two years before zhongkao. 186 of 208 students in Panel A are found and 
matched. All psychological measures are standardized. Gender may drive the differences in 







Table 1.7 Grading bias’s contribution to gender gap in writing score 
  Experimental approach Counterfactual approach 
  
Intrinsic correlation between 
content and gender 
(essays in the experiment) 
Overall correlation 
(essays in the 
experiment) 
Intrinsic correlation between 
content and gender 
(counterfactual, all essays) 
Overall correlation 
(all essays) 
Source of dep. variable experiment stage II administrative data administrative data  administrative data  
Dep. variable 
printed version, average 
 content score of  
8 random graders 
average content score of  
2 random graders 
(with bias) 
average content score of  
2 random graders 
(bias corrected) 
average content score 
of 2 random graders 
(with bias) 
Source of indep. var. administrative data administrative data administrative data administrative data 
Indep. var. (female=1) gender gender gender gender 
Estimated correlation 
(gender gap) 
     0.188*** 
(0.048) 
     0.591*** 
(0.074) 
     0.134*** 
(0.024) 
     0.494*** 
(0.026) 
R^2 0.021 0.086 0.005 0.061 
# of essays 674 674 5473 5473 
Contribution of bias 
to the gender gap  
    0.682*** 
(0.069) 
     0.729*** 
(0.036) 
Notes: This table presents how to estimate grading bias’s contribution to gender gap in writing score. I try two approaches and obtain similar 
estimations. I regress biased content score on gender to estimate overall gender gap. I regress unbiased content score on gender to estimate 
intrinsic gender gap.  The difference between intrinsic and overall correlation reflects the contribution of grading bias. The first and second 
columns are based on the 674 essays in the experiment, and we correct the bias by grading the printed version (experiment stage III). The third 
and fourth columns are based on all the essays in the county, and we remove the bias by counterfactual correction (unbiased score= biased 
score - 0.44*handwriting score). I calculate the contribution of this grading bias to overall gender gap by (overall corr.-intrinsic corr.)/overall 
correlation. I compute standard error by delta method.  Levels of significance:  *10%, **5%, and ***1% 
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Table 1.8: Correlation between handwriting scores and cognitive and non-cognitive scores. 
 





Model OLS OLS OLS OLS 
gender (Male=1)  -0.312***   
  (0.019)   
Chinese Score 0.409*** 0.356*** 0.409*** 0.306*** 
 (0.016) (0.016) (0.024) (0.021) 
Math Score -0.113*** -0.058*** -0.088*** -0.035* 
 (0.015) (0.015) (0.023) (0.020) 
English Score 0.098*** 0.050*** 0.084*** 0.061** 
 (0.016) (0.016) (0.029) (0.020) 
Rank of leadership position(0-5) 0.055*** 0.035*** 0.051*** 0.032*** 
 (0.007) (0.007) (0.010) (0.011) 
Extraversion 0.042*** 0.036*** 0.043** 0.025* 
 (0.011) (0.011) (0.015) (0.015) 
Agreeableness 0.020 0.004 -0.007 0.010 
 (0.012) (0.012) (0.018) (0.017) 
Conscientiousness 0.021* 0.018 0.030 0.006 
 (0.012) (0.012) (0.018) (0.017) 
Openness to experience -0.069*** -0.029** -0.040** -0.023 
 (0.012) (0.012) (0.018) (0.017) 
Neuroticism 0.038*** 0.013 0.007 0.015 
 (0.011) (0.011) (0.015) (0.015) 
Persistence 0.020 0.015 0.032* -0.003 
 (0.012) (0.011) (0.017) (0.016) 
Intrinsic motivation of study -0.007 -0.019* -0.016 -0.013 
 (0.011) (0.011) (0.016) (0.015) 
Locus of control -0.015 -0.014 0.002 -0.027 
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Table 1.8 (cont.)     
 (0.009) (0.009) (0.013) (0.013) 
Father's education (0-5) 0.010 0.015 0.022 0.005 
 (0.012) (0.012) (0.017) (0.017) 
Mother's education (0-5) -0.004 -0.004 -0.005 0.006 
 (0.012) (0.012) (0.017) (0.016) 
Control classroom fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Control demo.charac. Yes Yes Yes Yes 
# of obs. 10200 10038 5170 4931 
R^2 0.225 0.245 0.205 0.180 
Notes: This table shows the correlation between handwriting scores and test scores, non-
cognitive skills in 7th and 8th graders. I regress handwriting score on test scores, non-
cognitive skills, leadership positions, and family backgrounds. I do not report the 
coefficients on most of the variables in family backgrounds to save space, and they are not 
significant. The first column is the regression in the full sample, the second column 
controls gender, the third and fourth column presents the regression in girls and boys 
separately. Parents’ unobserved investment may explain the positive correlations but cannot 







Table 1.9: Counterfactual analysis: how to correct the bias in content score 
 








Original score 98 53 43 2 
Correct writing to 5 105.35 53 50.35 2 
Correct writing to 3 100.45 53 45.45 2 
Correct writing to 1 95.55 53 40.55 2 
   
Notes: This table shows how do we correct the bias. If I correct the bias by raising the 






Table 1.10: Counterfactual analysis: multiple bias correcting methods are consistent 
 
  





writing to 5 
Correct  
writing to 4 
Correct  
writing to 3 
Correct  
writing to 2 
Correct  
writing to 1 
Original score 0      
Correct writing to 5 208 0     
Correct writing to 4 208 2 0    
Correct writing to 3 208 0 2 0   
Correct writing to 2 208 2 0 2 0  
Correct writing to 1 208 2 0 2 0 0 
Notes: This table shows setting the hypothetical handwriting score to 5, 4 ,3, 2, 1 generate 






Table 1.11: Graders’ approximated measurement error 
 
  Grader 1 Grader 2 Grader 3 Grader 4 
App. Measurement Error Round 1 0.58 0.71 0.67 0.64 
App. Measurement Error Round 2 0.73 0.82 0.66 0.61 





Notes: This table shows graders’ approximated measurement errors in each grading task. 
Approximated measurement error = this measurement – the mean of other 11 
measurements. The average measurement error is about 0.7, which means 0.7 stand 
deviation of handwriting score. The difference between OLS and IV can be explained by 
these approximated measurement errors. The estimated effect with attenuation bias is 

















Table 1.12 Regress measurement errors on previous graded handwriting score 
 
  
Grader 3‘s Approximated  
Measurement Error at T 
Grader 3‘s Approximated 
Measurement Error at T 
Grader 3‘s graded  
Handwriting Score T-1 
0.0387* Grader 2's T-1 0.0015 
(0.0211)  (0.0212) 
Grader 3‘s graded  
Handwriting Score T-2 
0.0114 Grader 2's T-2 0.0116 
(0.0211)  (0.0212) 
Grader 3‘s graded  
Handwriting Score T-3 
(0.0229) Grader 2's T-3 0.00005 
(0.0211)  (0.0212) 
Grader 3‘s graded  
Handwriting Score T-4 
0.0104 Grader 2's T-4 -0.0123 
(0.0211)  (0.0211) 
Grader 3‘s graded  
Handwriting Score T-5 
0.0251 Grader 2's T-5 0.0024 
(0.0210)  (0.0211) 
R^2 0.0089   0.0009 
# of Observations 766   766 
    
  
Grader 1‘s Approximated  
Measurement Error at T 
Grader 1‘s Approximated 
Measurement Error at T 
Grader 1‘s graded  
Handwriting Score T-1 
0.0997*** Grader 4's T-1 0.0262 
(0.0234)  (0.0242) 
Grader 1‘s graded  
Handwriting Score T-2 
0.0847*** Grader 4's T-2 0.0241 
(0.0236)  (0.0242) 
Grader 1‘s graded  
Handwriting Score T-3 
0.0847*** Grader 4's T-3 0.0389 
(0.0237)  (0.0243) 
Grader 1‘s graded  
Handwriting Score T-4 
0.0058 Grader 4's T-4 0.0093 
(0.0237)  (0.0243) 
Grader 1‘s graded  
Handwriting Score T-5 
0.0526** Grader 4's T-5 0.0112 
(0.0235)  (0.0243) 
R^2 0.0803   0.0059 
# of Observations 766   766 
 
  Notes: This table shows one potential source of measurement error: when graders grade 
essays, a pretty essay slightly increases the handwriting score of the next essay. This 
table presents lagged regressions, regressing approximated measurement error to 
previous 5 handwriting score. The positive coefficients show the effect on grading. Once 
regressing measurement error to the other graders’ previous scores (right column), all the 
significant coefficients disappear. This table also shows graders are heterogeneous in the 
duration of their memories. Grader 3 only remembers 1 previous scores, but grader 1 
remembers up to 3. The small R-squares suggest grading sequence has a very limited 
explanation power on measurement errors. Possibly the major reason behind the 









CHAPTER 2: SCHOOL STARTING AGE, COGNITIVE AND  
NON-COGNITIVE SKILLS 
2.1 Introduction 
Schools in one country or state usually start on the same date. In UK and China, for instance, all 
schools begin on September 1. In order to attend school in a given year, students must be born 
before a certain date; children born after that date must wait until the following year. This system 
means that in each grade there is an age spread of at least one year, a within-cohort age gap that 
can potentially mean differences in both cognitive and non-cognitive skills. If the education system 
ignores this within-cohort age gap when evaluating student performance, then the people born in 
some months are unfairly treated. The landmark of the literature on return to schooling, Angrist 
and Krueger (1991), instrumented years of education by birth quarter, but the validity of this 
instrument relies on the assumption that school entry age does not directly influence schooling 
outcome. If the within-cohort age gap is found to significantly effect cognitive and non-cognitive 
skills, Angrist and Krueger’s estimation is biased. Estimating this school entry age effect both adds 
to the literature on return to schooling and provides valuable information for education policy 
applications. 
The skill formation model presented by Cunha and Heckman (2007) shows that the human 
capital accumulation process is self-productive within skills and complementary between skills. 
The theoretical prediction, then, is that the older children in the cohort should learn faster and 
perform better because of the advantage in initial human capital deposit at the time of school 
entry.19 Older children’s advantages in cognitive skills (exam scores; IQ tests) have been verified 
                                                 
19 Bottan and Bernhardt (2017) proposes a behavioral mechanism to explain starting age effect. Their study finds 
that in National Club Swimming Association’s competition by age group, swimmers becomes the youngest in the 
pool after the birth date, and swims slower than before the birth date, when they were the oldest. In this swimming 
context where performance can be measured objectively and compared across cohorts, being the weaker one 
discourages performance.     
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by a large body of literature, including a cross-country (OECD) study by Bedard and Dhuey (2006) 
and country-level studies in Sweden, Germany, Norway, the UK, Chile, and the USA.20 In contrast, 
only a few papers have tested whether relatively older children also have an advantage in non-
cognitive skills. 
Numerous articles suggest that non-cognitive skills (soft skills) are important components of 
human capital (Heckman and Rubinstein 2001; Heckman et al. 2006; Lindqvist and Vestman 2011; 
Borghans et al. 2008). There is evidence that non-cognitive skills reported during childhood and 
adolescence predict adulthood labor market outcomes (Judge, Cad and et al (1999); Crawford and 
Goodman (2007); Cebi (2007); Heckman (2008)). Studying the effect of school entry age on the 
development of non-cognitive skills, then, increases our understanding of human capital formation.  
 A few studies based on data in the UK, the USA, and Australia have taken up the effect of 
school starting age on non-cognitive skills (Crawford, Dearden, and Meghir (2011); Kaestner and 
Lubotsky (2014); Suziedelyte and Zhu (2015). These studies find that an older starting age has 
positive effects on student behavioral indices from kindergarten to 5th grade but no effects in 6th 
grade and above. It should be noted, however, that the measures of non-cognitive skills in these 
papers are behavioral indices reported by teachers and parents,21 which are not the most frequently 
used measures in non-cognitive skills research. The majority of the literature on non-cognitive 
skills uses self-report psychology tests that measure Big-Five personality traits (extraversion, 
agreeableness, conscientiousness, openness to experience, and neuroticism), locus of control and 
self-esteem. This study seeks to build on the existing literature by incorporating self-report 
measures into the analysis of school starting age’s effect. 
This study contributes to existing bodies of literature in several ways. First, the literature on 
school starting age is largely focused on cognitive skills, and this study extends that literature to 
                                                 
20 Fredriksson and Ockert (2006), Puhani and Weber (2007), Storm (2004), Crawford, Dearden and Meghir (2007), 
McEwan and Shapiro (2008), Elder and Lubotsky (2009) 




self-reported non-cognitive skills. Among the articles on school starting age, this paper is the first 
one to include a wide range of self-reported psychology tests to measure non-cognitive skills, 
including Big Five personality traits, locus of control, intrinsic motivation of study, and persistence. 
Second, this study contributes to the literature on non-cognitive skills both by adding school 
starting age as a mechanism to explain variations in non-cognitive skills and by improving the 
measure of school leadership. Kuhn and Weinberger (2005) show that high school leadership 
positions in US schools positively correlate to adulthood wages and the likelihood of holding 
managerial positions. Student organizations in the US are decentralized, however, and it is difficult 
to compare the strength of leadership between different organizations at the same school;22 Kuhn 
and Weinberger’s measure is a binary variable that cannot differentiate various positions. In China, 
however, student organizations are centralized and bureaucratic in style, and the positions in a 
classroom can be classified into five ranks from low to high.23 About half of all the students hold 
some position, and the rank of that position provides an ordinal measure of leadership (0–5) that 
has been missing from research so far.  
There is a paucity of research on school leadership that focuses only on non-cognitive 
leadership skills. Dhuey and Lipscomb (2008) use the same measure as Kuhn and Weinberger 
(2005) and find a positive relation between older school starting age and high school leadership in 
NLS-72 and Project Talent data. That relation, however, does not provide enough evidence of 
school starting age’s effects on non-cognitive leadership skills because school leadership positions 
require a combination of cognitive and non-cognitive skills. By controlling for test scores, this 
study excludes the cognitive channel and focuses on non-cognitive leadership. The “leadership” 
in this paper refers to pure non-cognitive leadership.  
I use the data from a field survey of the students in 51 primary schools (grade 6, 5323 students) 
                                                 
22 It is hard to compare the strength of leadership between quarterbacks and school newspaper chief editors. 
23 Table 2.1 lists the names and ranking of these positions. From 6th grade, the positions higher than rank 2 are 
elected from campaign and voting, and the lower positions at rank 1 and 2 are assigned or self-recommended. From 
1st - 5th grade, teachers assign the positions.  
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and 26 middle schools (grade 7, 5717 stdents; grade 8, 5931 students; and grade 9, 6011 students) 
in Rudong County in Jiangsu Province of China, conducted by the local education administration. 
The survey includes the questionnaires to collect demographic characteristics and non-cognitive 
scores. 24 Test scores in reading, math, English and other subjects in administrative dataset serve 
as measures of cognitive skills. While previous literature controls for school-level fixed effects25, 
this data allows for classroom-level analysis, which controls for the heterogeneity effects of 
individual teachers and the influence of peers. 
My empirical strategy follows previous studies, regressing outcome variables on age of entry 
and control variables, but I use a new strategy to solve the new endogeneity problem. One unique 
problem facing studies of school entry age in China is early starting. While parents in the United 
States sometimes hold their children back an extra year before enrolling them, Chinese parents 
prefer to enroll their students early (“early start”) to get them in schooling as soon as possible. The 
major threat to identification in Chinese schools is that parents may violate the September 1 rule 
and early start their children. Chinese parents send their children to first grade under age 6 for 
various reasons, like saving childcare cost and avoiding age discrimination, which is legal in 
China,26 and parents who early start their children tend to have high socio-economic status and 
invest heavily in their children’s education in other ways as well. This reverse red-shirting 
phenomenon creates a group of relatively younger and high-test-score students in each grade.  
This endogeneity issue causes serious downward biased estimations of the effects of school 
starting age. The standard way of correcting for endogeneity is instrumenting age of entry by 
                                                 
24 It is difficult for young children to focus during a long survey, so only 6-9th graders have all 9 non-cognitive 
measures. The questions for psychology tests are from psychology literatures. Section 2.3 explains the sources. 
25 Most of the papers in school starting age control school fixed effect. But they cannot cluster standard error at 
school level, because the number of children observed in each school is very small. This study clusters standard 
error at classroom level. 
26 Section 2.4 explains the reasons of early start in detail. 
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assigned age of entry, which solely depends on birth month and date. 27  Like some OECD 
countries28, China uses a September 1 school starting date, but regulation is less strict and the 
compliance rate is lower29; therefore, this instrumental variable is very weak at the first stage. The 
main results of this paper are not from IV estimation. Table 2.2 lists the number of births, early 
starters, and normal starters in each half month from September 1 to next September 1. I find that 
many parents whose children are born within six months of the cut-off date enroll them in school 
a year early, but children born in the six months before the cut-off date are rarely enrolled early. In 
my data, of the children born between September 1 and the next January, half of them violate the 
September 1 rule and start first grade in the range of age 6 to 5.5. But the rate of early start 
decreases from September to January, and reaches almost 0 at mid-February. The table 2.2 shows 
that children born between February 15 and September 1 rarely early start, potentially because 
entering first grade too young (age < 5.5) is extremely challenging. Therefore, estimations by 
comparing the students within these 6-month intervals are not influenced by early starting. To 
avoid some bunching behaviors in the late August, the main results of this paper are estimated 
using the variations of entry age in the birth interval from February 15 to August 15. Section 2.4 
explains my empirical strategy in detail.  
The widely observed “the younger the better” phenomenon in Chinese schools seems 
contradictory both to previous literature based on data around the world and to the findings from 
my study. Among the measures of cognitive skills, I find a positive effect of older starting age on 
                                                 
27 Assigned age of entry is the entry age if parents follow the cut-off date rule. For children start at age 8.6, 7.6 or 
5.6, the assigned age of entry is 6.6 for all. 
28 September 1 rule is that: a child must be older than 6 at September 1 to enter first grade. The compulsory 
education law (2006) states a child over 6 must go to school, but does not clearly state an under-aged child can enter 
school or not. How September 1 rule was implemented depends on the interpretation in each local government. Like 
a lot of other counties and cities in China, this rule was not strictly regulated for the surveyed cohorts. 
29 A child born at Sep 1 should start 1st grade at about age 7, but most Chinese parent will push the child to start at 
age 6. Previous studies show that compliance rate is higher than 85% in other countries, but this data shows 
compliance rate is about 70% in China. 
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reading score, which is consistent with previous literature. Among the measures of non-cognitive 
skills, I find that leadership and conscientiousness are significantly affected by starting age. This 
study shows that “the younger the better” is an illusion caused by potentially high-ability early-
starting children and their education-enthusiastic parents. By removing the birth interval 
(September 1 to February 15) influenced by early starting and limiting the regressions in the 
February 15 to August 15 birth interval, I show the true effects of school starting age in China 
during 6th–8th grade: one year older means 0.2 standard deviations higher in reading score, 0.3 
higher in ranking of leadership position (rank range 0–5), and 0.3 standard deviations higher in 
male students’ conscientiousness. This study warns Chinese parents about the cost of early starting. 
Previous literature based on countries other than China shows that older students perform better 
in both reading and math, but the positive effect on math is not observed in this data. A potential 
explanation is that math training in Chinese schools is very intensive, so if all the students put 
sufficient effort into math, latent ability will be the major source of variance in scores, and the 
effect of age difference will be too weak to detect.  
Regarding non-cognitive skills, the results show insignificant effects on all measures except 
rank of leadership position and conscientiousness. Leadership is a self-productive skill: a current 
leader has more opportunity to build up future leadership skills than non-leaders. If children are 
assigned leadership positions in the 1st grade because they are more mature, it is reasonable to 
predict that they will have an advantage in acquiring leadership positions in later stages of 
education when these positions are elected from voting.  
While this study is consistent with previous literature in finding no gender difference in 
cognitive skills, my data shows huge gender differences in starting age’s effect on non-cognitive 
skills. Boys’ leadership skills and conscientiousness are much more strongly affected by starting 
age than girls’. Being one year older boosts boys’ leadership rank (0–5) by 0.46 and girls’ rank 
only by 0.26. The effect of being one year older in conscientiousness is 0.3 standard deviations in 
boys but almost 0 in girls. This study also found gender differences in effects on extraversion, 
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agreeableness, openness, neuroticism, intrinsic motivation of study, and locus of control, but a 
larger sample size would be needed to achieve significant estimations. 
All previous studies on school starting age suggest that there is a causal relation between birth 
date and test scores. This study extends this relation to several self-reported measures of non-
cognitive skills. Therefore, the estimation of return to schooling in Angrist and Krueger (1991) 
may be downwardly biased because birth season directly influences income.  
Angrist & Pischke (2009) criticize that the effect of starting age on school test scores is a 
fundamentally unidentified question because the starting age effect and “age at test” effect cannot 
be separated.30 Angrist and Pischke question that relatively younger children may have lower test 
scores compared to classmates, but if the “age at test” effect is the dominant factor, then they will 
catch up automatically when reaching their older classmates’ age—why should parents and policy 
makers care about this temporary disadvantage?  
This study follows the mainstream of school starting age literature and cannot separate the two 
effects, but this mixed estimation still provides valuable information for parents and policy makers, 
especially on younger students’ disadvantage in non-cognitive skills. My argument is: firstly, 
education is partially a signaling mechanism; the quality of a student is often inferred by the 
relative performance in the same grade, not in the same age group. The education system rarely 
considers the “age at test” effect when evaluating performances, so students are always competing 
with peers within the same grade. Relatively younger student may catch up in cognitive skills as 
                                                 
30 Schools test all the students at the same time, so the students in the same grade are tested at different ages. 
Younger students have disadvantages when taking the test. This is the “age at test” effect. Age at test = school 
starting age + duration of education. School starting age literature compares students within the same grade. 
Duration of education is controlled, but age at test and school starting age are perfectly collinear. It is not possible to 
separate two effects when students are in school. A study based on Norway data contributes in separating the “age-
at-test” effect (Black et al. 2011) on IQ score by analyzing adulthood outcomes. Another approach is testing and 
comparing students at the same age but in different grades (Cornelissen et al 2013, Casio and Lewis 2006). 
However, these approaches mix starting age’s effect and duration of education’s effect. This is the reason why 
Angrist & Pischke (2009) claims the effect of starting age on school test scores is fundamentally unidentified. 
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they grow up, but the signaling label (ranking in the most recent test in school) remains unchanged. 
Secondly, some non-cognitive skills do not grow naturally with age, so the “age at test” effect is 
minor. Leadership requires practice to build up—without chances to lead, it is difficult to 
accumulate leadership skills. Conscientiousness also does not likely progress by age, and this data 
shows little difference between 6th, 7th, and 8th graders. The causal relation between adult outcome 
and birth date through the test score channel may be questionable because of the “age at test” effect. 
However, other channels in non-cognitive skills like leadership are not likely affected by “age at 
test,” so downward bias should be considered in interpreting the estimations when birth season 
serve as the instrument for schooling.  
Some countries’ education systems separate students into different tracks very early, and this 
exaggerates school starting age’s effect in the long term. German schools separate students into 
academic and non-academic tracks at 4th grade (around age 10) based on both cognitive and non-
cognitive skills. Mühlenweg & Puhani (2010) shows relatively younger students are 30% less 
likely to be assigned to the academic track, which means fewer chances to attend academic 
college.31 Chinese school tests students at the end of 9th grade. Usually, the top 50%–60% of 
students pass and continue academic high school, and the rest lose the chance of preparing for 
college. This exam is a one-shot game; there is no way to delay or take it twice.32 In countries with 
tracking in education, then, the “temporary disadvantage” minimized by Angrist and Pischke (2009) 
could have immediate and lifelong consequences.  
 Starting age’s effect exists not only in education but also in any social training systems that 
group trainees by age. For example, young athletes are trained and recruited using age cut-off 
systems similar to schools. Bottan and Bernhardt (2017) find that when young swimmers pass their 
birth date and compete with older swimmers, they perform worse than in the competitions just 
                                                 
31 German students have chances at age 12 and 16 to switch tracks, but these second chances only slightly mitigate 
the initial assignment (Mühlenweg & Puhani (2010)).  
32 Repeat some grade will help to regain the age advantage. But parents rarely do this because it is a humiliation to 
children. For the cohorts in this data, repeating grade has been banned by law. 
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before their birth date. Deaner et al (2013) show huge selection bias in National Hockey League 
drafts: athletes born in the first quarter are more likely to be drafted even though those born in the 
third and fourth quarters are more successful in career benchmarks. The screening criteria are 
always harsher for the relatively younger players in the cohort. Therefore, only those with higher 
latent ability survive. In education, sports, and other systems with an age cut-off component, when 
the starting age effect is ignored, screening mechanisms are biased against the relatively younger 
members of each cohort, burying their talents and inefficiently allocating human resources. 
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 presents the background of compulsory 
education in China. Section 2.3 describes the survey and the data and introduces the independent 
variables, the dependent variables, and the questionnaires. Section 2.4 discusses the regression 
equation and identification strategy. Section 2.5 presents the results. Section 2.6 concludes the 
contributions and limitations of this paper.  Section 2.7 presents the figures and tables. 
 
2.2 Context Background: Compulsory Education in China 
Free compulsory education in China includes 1st–6th grade in primary school and 7th – 9th grade 
in middle school. Public schools dominate compulsory education; private schools are rare. The 
studied county has no private schools. Child care and preschool are not free and not compulsory.  
Tracking by ability during compulsory education has been banned by law since 2006,33 but 
tracking happens right after compulsory education ends. Every student takes a competitive exam 
“Zhong Kao” at the end of 9th grade. The top 50%–60% of students are selected to academic high 
school, continue 10th–12th grade, and prepare for the college entrance test. The others go to job 
training schools or the labor market.  
All the activities in school are organized in classes of 35–60 students. These students sit in 
the same classroom and are taught by the same set of teachers. A teacher is assigned as the 
                                                 
33 Compulsory Education Law of the People’s Republic of China, 2006, article 22, ”…Schools shall not separate 
fast-track classes and non-fast-track classes…” 
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director of a class. So, classroom fixed effects control peer effects and teacher influences.  
   
2.3 The Data 
Rudong County of Jiangsu province represents a half-urban, half-rural non-minority region in 
China.34 The education administration organized the county-wide survey in 26 middle schools and 
51 primary schools. Because only high-test-score students went into high school (10th–12th grades), 
the survey was limited to students under compulsory education (1st–9th grades).  
School admission depends on where parents’ Hukou are registered or where they own property, 
so children surveyed are local and their education history is traceable.35 Every locally born child 
will be observed in school, unless their family permanently migrates out and transfers Hukou, 
which is very difficult. Dropout rates are negligible in this relatively developed county. Jiangsu 
Province reports the attendance rate during compulsory education at 97%. Employing juveniles 
under age 16 has been banned by law since 1994.36  
The survey was held one week after the final exam of the 2014 spring semester, the day students 
come back to school to pick up their final scores and summer assignments. The survey was 
organized in-classroom, under the class director’s guidance. Two days before the survey, the class 
directors sent group messages to students’ guardians, reminding students to prepare 2B pencils and 
erasers and to memorize their birthdays in the Gregorian calendar. Both schools and students were 
                                                 
34 The population of this county is 1.04 million. This county is ranked at about 100th among about 2000 county level 
districts in China in economic development level.  
35 “Hukou” is the system of registration of all residents in China. One person must be registered at one address and it 
is very hard to transfer to another city or province. Before the economic reform in 1980s, Chinese are not allowed to 
migrate. After 1980s, migration to work is allowed but the doors of public schools are still closed to the children of 
migrant workers. Since 2000, central government started to push local public schools to admit these children. Till 
now, these children still have difficulty in attending school at where their parents are working. I observe these 
children in the data and their school enrollments are often delayed. These observations are dropped in this paper, 
because they are not local born and their school starting age cannot be accurately calculated. 
36 Labor Law of the People's Republic of China, 1994, Article 15: No employing units shall be allowed to recruit 
juveniles under the age of 16… 
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informed that the survey is not an exam, and there are no correct answers.37 
Because 6th, 7th, and 8th grades have county-wide final exams and because the questionnaire 
contains all 9 measures of non-cognitive skills is therefore too lengthy for younger students, the 
complete questionnaires are surveyed in these three grades. In 7th and 8th grades, 98% of the 
students took the final exam; more than 93% of the registered students returned the Scantron forms. 
Typhoon Neoguri hit this county when collecting 6th and 9th grades’ Scantrons, so several schools’ 
Scantrons are missing. In 6th grade, five schools are missing, and the return rate is 83%. For 9th 
grade, three schools are missing and return rate is 73%. Table 2.9 presents the number of the 
registered students, returned Scantron forms, questions, and availability of cognitive and non-
cognitive measures from 1st–9th grades.  
   
Measures of Non-cognitive Skills 
The non-cognitive scores are collected by the psychology tests in the survey. Most of the tests are 
selected from widely studied psychology questionnaires designed for Chinese students. The Big-
Five personality traits (extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, openness) are 
tested by five-dimensional personality questionnaires for secondary students (Hong Zou 2003). 
Persistence is tested by an unpublished questionnaire for Chinese students. Locus of control in 7th–
9th grades is tested by Rotter’s locus of control (Rotters 1966). Questions for locus of control for 
6th graders are selected from Children’s Attributional Style Questionnaires (CASQ) (Thomson and 
Kaslow 1998, Seligman 2007). Appendix B explains the source and selection of questionnaires in 
detail.  
To control the duration of the survey, each test is limited to 5–10 questions. The number of 
                                                 
37 The schools have no incentive to manipulate the students’ answer. The questionnaires collect information on 
demographic characteristics and the personality traits; both are not in the traditional interest of education 
administration, and not useful in comparing school performance. The administrative documents sent to each school 
clearly state that the information collected in survey will not be used to evaluating school performance and students’ 
privacy will be protected. 
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questions is small compared to psychology literature, but this number is common in a lot of surveys. 
In NLSY79, locus of control only consists of four questions. To reduce the total number of 
questions, I did not test self-esteem and extrinsic motivation. Self-esteem is positively associated 
with future income (Heckman 2006), but it is hard to collect honest answers because humbleness 
is highly promoted in Chinese schools. Extrinsic motivation was not surveyed, because test score 
is always the first goal in Chinese schools and the variance could be very small. 
Rank of position in student organizations is asked by question 13 in the demographic 
characteristic section of the survey (Appendix B). One student may hold multiple positions. This 
measure takes the rank of the highest position of a student, which is an ordinal variable reflecting 
the strength of leadership.  
Student organizations play important roles in school life and are a vivid imitation of the 
bureaucratic system. Positions are consistent across schools, and there is a clear hierarchical 
system that is even incorporated into school uniforms. The highest position in a class is the class 
leader (class monitor) and the secretary of Communist Youth League.38 The secondary positions 
are vice leaders of the class (competitors of the class leader). The Tier 3 positions are the 
commissioners with specific duties, including commissioner of study, labor/hygiene, art, sports, 
propaganda, and treasury. The Tier 4 positions are representatives of course subjects, including 
representative of Reading, Math, English, Physics and etc. Representatives are teachers’s assistants 
in each subject. The Tier 5 positions are the small group leaders. They organize the activities of 
5–8 students, including collecting and returning homework, organizing discussions in the small 
group. The very highest achievable position—higher than class leader—is very rare, so it is omitted 
from this survey. Table 2.1 shows the hierarchy of positions and the coded value of ranks. Positions 
are symbols of success in schools, but they are not directly rewarded. Admissions to academic high 
schools after 9th grade and colleges after 12th are solely determined by test scores. 
                                                 
38 The Communist Youth League is a youth movement of the People's Republic of China for youth between the ages 
of fourteen and twenty-eight, run by the Communist Party of China. 
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About half of the students hold at least one position. Usually, positions are appointed by the 
director of the class during 1st–5th grade. Students start to campaign and vote for positions starting 
in 6th grade. Test scores play an important role in these positions, but leadership is the most 
deterministic factor; these positions also reflect communication ability, self-control, etc. If 
excluding the influence of test scores, these positions serve as a measure of non-cognitive skills 
and occupy only one question in the survey. Similar student organizations exist in other East Asian 
countries, but their systems are not as complicate as the system in mainland China.  
The student organizations in US schools are decentralized, and it is difficult to compare 
leadership positions between different organizations within a school. Kuhn and Weinberger (2005) 
classified almost all positions as leaders, including captains of sport teams, presidents of clubs, 
experiences of speaking in front of a group of 50 or more, etc. Therefore, this measure of leadership 
is a binary variable and mixes different type of positions. The student organizations in Chinese 
school is centralized and officially organized. The hierarchical structure of these organizations 
provides a one-dimensional measure of leadership skill (range 0–5). 
 
Measures of Cognitive Skills 
Test scores in the final exams of spring 2014 serve as measures of cognitive skills. The survey uses 
the same student ID as the final exams, so test scores are appended to survey data from the county’s 
administrative dataset. Ninth grade’s final exams are organized on a prefecture level with different 
student IDs; matching the test scores to survey data by Chinese name is difficult and this step has 
not been done. This chapter currently analyzes only 6th, 7th, and 8th grades’ test scores.  
The narrow meaning of cognitive skills refers to IQ. However, test scores in reading, math, 
science have been widely accepted as an approximation to cognitive skills in literature. The 
administrative data set offers more than these three; English, physics, biology, geology, politics, 
and history are available in several grades. Although these test scores are not in the traditional 
scope of cognitive skills, including them in this paper will tell us more about cognitive ability in 
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multiple subjects.  
   
The Independent Variables  
Students’ birthdates are reported on Scantrons. Age of entry in years is calculated based on 
birthdates and current grade levels. The education administration of JiangSu province has banned 
grade retention since 2006.39 Therefore, grade retention is not a problem in these observations. A 
small number of students repeated grades or interrupted schooling for health reasons; they are 
marked in administrative dataset and dropped from the observations. Students transferred from 
other counties are dropped as well because their history of retention cannot be traceable.  
Assigned age of entry usually serves as the instrument of real entry age in all school starting 
age literature. Children may enter school earlier or later than the age required by law. Assigned 
age of entry age is the age of entry of a child if complying with the September 1 rule, solely 
dependent on the birth month and date. Assigned age of entry is 6.6 for children who started first 
grade at age 5.6, 7.6 or 8.6. 
Demographic characteristics include gender, parents’ education levels, guardian in residence, 
guardians’ investment in education outside of the classroom, parents’ employer type, parents’ 
occupation type, etc. Income is a question hard to answer in the Chinese context; students may not 
know or may be unwilling to report; several questions are designed to approximate the family’s 
social economic status, for example, attendance of costly arts classes or the most expensive 
transportation tool they took in the recent two years (distance of travel). Parents’ marital status is 
not in the survey because parents’ divorce is a humiliation for Chinese children. The question on 
marital status might not be answered honestly and may influence the answer in psychology tests. 
Summary statistics are presented in Table 2.3. Tables 2.12–2.14 show the correlation matrix of 
dependent variables of 8th, 7th, and 6th graders. The signs and magnitudes are very consistent 
                                                 
39 Regulation of Primary and Middle Schools In JiangSu Province, 2006, article 4.14, “Primary and secondary 
schools shall not require any entrance exams for admission; no grade retention, no dismissing….” 
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between years; this consistency suggests that dependent variables are stably measured. For 
example, neuroticism and locus of control are positively associated with each other, but negatively 
correlated with all the other variables. The questionnaires for locus of control are different between 
7th and 6th graders, but the correlation coefficients are close; these two tests are consistent. 
 
2.4 Empirical Strategy 
The basic model for estimation is: 
Y𝑖 = 𝛼𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦_𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖 + 𝛽𝑋𝑖 + 𝛾𝐶𝑗 + 𝑖 
𝑌𝑖 is the measure of cognitive and non-cognitive skills of a student i in classroom. 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦_𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖 
is the age of entry. 𝑋𝑖 includes all the demographic characteristics; 𝐶𝑗 refers to the classroom 
dummies. All dependent variables are standardized (mean=0 s.d.=1) except rank of leadership 
positions. When the rank of leadership position is the dependent variable, 𝑋𝑖 includes demographic 
characteristics and test scores, so that the influence of test scores is controlled.  
The age of entry can be selected by parents, which causes endogeneity issues. In China, the 
major threat to identification is early starting. 40  The September 1st rule was not strictly 
implemented in the studied county, and parents could pay a fee to start schooling early. 41 Chinese 
parents favor early start for many reasons: There is a “the younger the better” illusion in Chinese 
schools, and parents decide to early start based on this illusion.42 Physical strength is not rewarded 
in Chinese schools, and there are no sports scholarships.43 The class size in Chinese schools is 
large; older and taller students tend to sit in the back of the classroom to avoid blocking sight lines, 
and so they receive less attention from the teachers; Chinese parents want their children sitting 
                                                 
40 In contrast, parents in US prefer to hold children at home for one more year, so that children are more mature 
when entering school. “Head Start” refers to higher entering age in US; but the same phrase means lower entering 
age in China. 
41 Converting to US dollar, the fee was $550, about one to two months’ salary of a typical worker.   
42 This illusion is the downward bias caused by endogeneity. First row of Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 shows the 
downward biased estimations, and they are biased to negative.  
43 Athletes in China are trained in a separate school system, like Soviet Union did. 
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close to teachers. Graduating one year younger means entering the labor force one year earlier. 
Being younger is a huge advantage in Chinese government and army promotion.44 Early schooling 
also reduces parents’ efforts and spending in child care.45 Therefore, for educational purposes, 
Chinese parents prefer an early start and have little incentive to delay schooling. 
The first way to correct endogeneity issues, the standard identification strategy in previous 
literature, is instrumenting school entry age by assigned school entry age, which solely depends 
on the birth date. The second way is a new strategy I found to remove endogeneity by analyzing 
the subsample located in a six-month birth interval each year, in which parents are not early starting 
their children. The main results of this paper are from these 6-month birth intervals, because the 
assigned school entry age is a weak instrument in China. 
The model of instrumental variable method is given by the system:  
Y𝑖 = 𝛼𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦_𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖 + 𝛽𝑋𝑖 + 𝛾𝐶𝑗 + 𝑖 
𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦_𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖 = 𝐴𝑠_𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦_𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖 + 𝛿𝑋𝑖 + 𝜇𝐶𝑗 + 𝜈𝑖 
 𝐴𝑠_𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦_𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖  is the assigned age of entry. Table 2.10 presents the first stage of IV regression. 
Although it functions in previous studies, surprisingly assigned entry age is too weak as an 
instrument in 6th, 7th, and 8th grades (F<1). The large number of early entry children is the reason 
for the weak instrument. This widely used instrument may not be universally applicable, especially 
in developing countries where the compliance rates are low. 
I found a new way to remove endogeneity by selecting a birth interval that is not influenced 
by early starting. Figure 2.1 plots 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th grades’ histogram of birth dates in one graph. 
Solid reference lines mark every September 1; dashed reference lines mark the Chinese New Years 
                                                 
44 For all the de facto positions in Chinese government and army, there is a maximum age for every rank. Once 
reaching that age, an official either be promoted or move to de jure positions. Younger means more experience 
before the age cap and more chance of promotion. Ma (2014) shows age significantly reduces possibility of 
promotion at prefecture level officials. Age discrimination is everywhere in China. Private sectors set age caps in 
their hiring advertisement. The Civil Service Exam to enter public sector is closed for people older than 35.  
45 Daycare and kindergarten are widely privatized in China and costly. Primary school is free. 
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(CNY). The histograms show low compliance rates for the September 1 rule: for the 8th grade, 
students should be born between September 1, 1999 and September 1, 2000, but about 25% of 
students in 8th grade are born after September 1, 2000, and other grades show similar patterns. For 
every birth interval between September 1 and the next Chinese New Year, children are almost 
equally distributed in 7th and 8th grades, determined by parent’s selection. However, between 
September 1, 2000 and next Chinese New Year, the birth frequency in 8th grade gradually decreases 
to almost 0, and the birth frequency in 7th grade increases. This phenomenon shows that although 
early starting is preferred, parents are aware that starting too young is challenging. For all grades, 
the birth frequencies are dropping to almost 0 per day at the end of January or early February, the 
time of the Chinese New Year.46 Therefore, for every interval between the Chinese New Year and 
the next September 1, early start is negligible and compliance rates are very high. For the children 
born in this interval, most of the parents are following the September 1 rules because their children 
are too young for early entry. 
Table 2.2 transforms the histogram into a table and lists the number of births, early entries 
(enter 1st grade younger than 6), normal entries, and delayed entries in each half month from 
September 1, 1999 to September 1, 2001. This table shows that early entry is rare between 
February and September, presumably because younger than 5.5 is too young to early start.  
Chinese New Year oscillates between the middle of January and the middle of February. To 
make sure the lengths of the intervals are the same for all grade levels and to exclude some 
                                                 
46 Chinese New Year creates a discontinuity on “nominal age”. At the date of birth, a person’s nominal age is one; 
when passing a Chinese New year, nominal age plus one. In nominal age, a child born after Chinese New Year is 
one year younger than another child born just before. Parents’ incentive to advance schooling may drop significantly 
due to this discontinuity. Not all the regions in China care about nominal age. However, this identification strategy 
does not relie on nominal age; it is reasonable that in the regions without the concept of nominal age, parents still 
give up early starting if the children are born too far away from Sep 1. 
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bunching behaviors, I shrink the intervals to February 15–August 15 in regressions.47 The main 
results in this paper are from OLS on the observations in these 6-month birth intervals. If the effect 
of entry age is non-linear, these results tend to be a downward biased local treatment effect and 
suggest lower bounds of the true effects. These intervals in each year are marked by black boxes 
in Figure 2.2. 
The delayed children in these intervals are still a potential threat to estimation. Most of the 
children born from February 15, 2000 to August 15, 2000 are in 8th grade (normal start); a 
negligible number are in 9th grade (early start); some delayed children (10%) are in 7th grade. In 
the US, parents who care about education tend to hold their children back, but pushing Chinese 
parents early start. So, in contrast to the US, delaying school entry is not a progressive strategy in 
Chinese education. Since delaying entry is not popular, why are 10% of students delayed in these 
intervals? Can they bias my estimation, and what direction of biases might they be causing? 
Children may be delayed for extraneous reasons. Grade retention has been banned by law and 
does not need to be considered. Migrant workers are more likely to delay their children’s entry age 
because they may not prepare the required paperwork on time. Migrant workers’ children are 
excluded from my analysis, because they are not locally born and did not start schooling in this 
county. Some other children are delayed by health problems; some are extremely low in certain 
skills. So long as delayed entry is not correlated with birth date, delayed children are not a threat 
to the exogeneity of the entry age.48  
Delayed entry may not be considered a progressive strategy, but it still can be a defensive 
                                                 
47 Before 2011, school entry is flexible; parents do not need to select birthdate to control age of entry. But for some 
rare cases, bunching behavior may happen. For example, a woman was suggested to do C-section by physicians, and 
the expected delivery date was close to Sep 1st; this woman may schedule the surgery at the end of Aug to avoid the 
potential early entry fee for schooling. This bunching behavior only slightly influences the school starting age. 
Remove  
48 In the US, children born in August are often delayed to avoid being youngest in school. Chinese parents have little 
incentive to delay August born children. Because when a large number of early starting children are present, these 
August born are far from the youngest. 
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strategy in the context of Chinese education. Table 2.2 shows that from February to August, the 
number of students delayed is slowly increasing. This phenomenon suggests that a small number 
of parents may be holding back less developed or lower-skilled students, and the younger they are 
the more likely they are to be delayed. This defensive strategy removes some lower-skilled students 
from the relatively younger ones, downward biases the estimation, and suggests that the positive 
main results are the lower bounds of the true effect.   
This study employs two robustness checks to show that the influences of these delayed children 
is minor. The first robustness check is Heckman’s two-step correction, focusing on students born 
in the February 15–August 15 interval in a calendar year (irrespective of grade level) and treating 
the delayed children as the result of sample selection. The second robustness check is the 
instrumental variable method, focusing on students born in the February 15–August 15 interval 
within a grade (irrespective of calendar year) and fixing the potential endogeneity in delayed entry 
by the standard instrument (assigned entry age). 
Sample selection happens when the delayed children who should attend 8th grade are in 7th 
grade. They grow up among relatively younger peers; their scores in skills are not comparable to 
8th graders (8th graders have one more year of schooling), but their demographic characteristics are. 
Therefore, the selection variables for Heckman’s two-step correction are demographic variables 
that are not significantly correlating with test scores but are significantly associating with the 
choice of delaying. Figure 2.2 marks the data used for Heckman’s two-step in blue boxes. Section 
V will show that the potential selection bias is negligible. 
The second robustness check employs the standard instrument (assigned entry age) in previous 
school starting age literature. This instrument has a weak first stage when early entry is common. 
If the observations in the birth intervals influenced by early entry are dropped and only the births 
between February 15 and August 15 are kept, this instrument is no longer weak. Figure 2.3 shows 
the data used in IV regressions within each grade in colored boxes. Observations in the same 
colored boxes are in the same grade and analyzed in the same IV regression. There is one delayed 
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group and one normal starting group in each grade. The delayed group has older entry ages, which 
is possibly endogenous. However, the assigned entry age depends on birth date only and removes 
endogeneity by instrumenting real entry age. This robustness check shows these delayed children 
have very little effect on estimations.   
  Both empirical strategies, instrumental variable and 6-month interval, require the exogeneity 
of birth date. Do parents control children’s birthdate for educational reasons? This problem is a 
common threat in all the literature on school starting age, unless the study employs Regression 
Discontinuity Design (McEwan and Shapiro (2008). Most of the previous literature did not defend 
the exogeneity of birth date; the birth date itself is widely accepted as exogenous.  
Bound and Jaeger (2000) shows that being born in a cold season associates with lower earnings 
in the US. Bedard and Dhuey (2006) suggest that US parents with high socio-economic status 
slightly prefer to deliver a child in warm seasons. My study shows that children born from 
September 1 to Chinese New Year have more flexibility in selecting school starting age. Figure 
2.1 shows the combined birth frequency in all four grades, which includes all the births in the years 
2000 and 2001. Unlike in the US, the birth frequency in cold seasons (September to the next 
February) is higher than in warm seasons. Do parents prefer the cold seasons because they like the 
flexibility between early start and normal start? 
Birth frequency has peaked in cold seasons for a long time in China. Liu (1989) calculated the 
monthly birth distribution in China during 1946–1981. Figure 2.4 presents both the monthly birth 
distribution of the years 2000 and 2001 in my studied county and the historical provincial, national 
level statistics from Liu. The coherence between current observation and historical pattern reveals 
that the preference of cold season is not likely driven by educational purposes. In most of the years 
during 1946 to 1981, China was under the influence of Mao Zedong’s anti-intellectual policies, 
and school education was often interrupted by political movements. 49 Liu (1989) explained the 
                                                 
49 The famous anti-intellectual slogan was “the more knowledgeable, the more reactionary”. An educated person 
was more likely to be purged in the political movements during Mao’s time. 
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birth pattern by the distribution of wedding days. Most holidays are during cold seasons, and 
weddings are more frequent as well. Conceptions usually happen two to three months after 
weddings, so the children will be delivered in the next cold seasons. The birth pattern in this county 
follows the Chinese tradition and is not likely driven by today’s school entry rules.  
 Assigned school entry age refers to the number of days between birth date and last September 
1. If people are selecting the birth date to control entry age, there might be some consistent patterns 
on demographic characteristics. I regressed assigned school entry age to demographic 
characteristics; the estimated coefficients are presented in Table 2.11. One or two characteristics 
are significantly associated to assigned school entry age in some grades, but none of them are 
consistent in sign or magnitude across grades. 
 
2.5 Results 
The main results, panel B of Table 2.4 and 2.5 present the estimated coefficients on age of entry 
from the 6 month interval subsample, in which there are no endogeneity issues on the starting age. 
6-8th grades are pooled to increase sample size. All scores are standardized except rank of 
leadership position. Panel B of Table 2.4 shows 1 year older in age of entry positively influences 
rank of leadership position by 0.307 (sd = 0.133)50. Panel B of Table 2.5 shows being 1 year older 
raise reading score by 0.202 stand deviations. 51 The effects on other cognitive and non-cognitive 
skills are not significant.  
Table 2.6 and 2.7 break the pooled grades in panel B of Table 2.4 and 2.5. Each panel in Table 
2.6 and 2.7 shows the regressions on the observations in one grade. Due to smaller sample size, 
the estimated effects on rank of leadership position and reading score are not significant in every 
grades, but signs and magnitudes are consistent. Since regression results in each grade are 
                                                 
50 Rank of position is an ordinal variable and fits Ordered Probit model by nature. I use OLS to be consistent with 
other dependent variables in the same table. The estimation from OLS and Ordered Probit are similar. 
51 Since my estimation is from 6 month intervals, I should interpret the effect as “half year older raise score by 0.1”.  
But I use 1 year as measure of age to be consistent with previous literature. 
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independent events, consistency of effects in leadership and reading across grades rule out the 
threat of false positive in multiple hypothesis. Table 2.7 also suggests that age of entry seems 
negatively influences extraversion and positively affects conscientiousness and agreeableness. The 
estimations in these three measures are not significant, but consistent in signs. 
In the 6 months subsample, some students are delayed and have no test scores in the grade they 
are supposed to attend. Is this sample selection a threat to results? Table 2.15 and 2.16 show the 
first robustness check: OLS and Heckman twostep gives very close estimations. Therefore, sample 
selection’s influence is very small. Selection variables in Heckman twostep estimations are 
whether living in dormitory and parents’ types of employers. These variables are not significantly 
correlated with skills, but significantly associated with students’ delay in Probit regression. Table 
2.17 and 2.18 show the second robustness check: IV method with delayed children reports stronger 
results than the OLS without the delayed children. So, the delayed children are not a threat to my 
results. 
Panel A of Table 2.4 and 2.5 present the regression results on full birth interval without any 
identification strategy. Panel A of Table 2.5 shows younger students have significantly higher test 
scores in all subjects. Panel A of Table 2.4 shows younger students are more extraversive and 
perform better in the non-cognitive scores associated to learning: openness and intrinsic motivation 
of study. Parents’ selecting age of entry is causing this downward bias. Previous literature reports 
small but still positive estimations without instruments. In this study, estimated coefficients are 
downward to negative if the endogeneity issue is not corrected. The downward biased estimations 
in these regressions shows the “the younger the better” illusion in Chinese education. This illusion 
is often the reason why parents prefer early starting. However, although older students are weaker 
in test scores, panel A of Table 2.4 shows that they occupy higher rank of positions (0.15 is 
downward biased comparing to 0.30 but still positive). Since test scores positively influence rank 
of position and negative associate to age of entry, this is very solid evidence that age of entry has 
strong positive impact on rank of position, strong enough to offset the indirect negative effect 
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passed by test scores. 
Panel C and D of Table 2.4 show the gender differences in how age of entry affects non-
cognitive skills. Boy’s estimated coefficients on rank of leadership position is significant and 
higher than girls (0.458 vs 0.263). The coefficient on conscientiousness is 0.298(p=0.06) for boys 
but almost 0 for girls52. Boys are more sensitively responding to age of entry than girls in leadership 
and conscientiousness. Other estimated coefficients in extraversion, openness, neuroticism, 
intrinsic motivation of study, and locus of control also suggest some gender differences, but sample 
size is too small to show significant estimations. Table 2.19 separates the regressions among male 
students into three grades: the coefficients on leadership and conscientiousness are consistent 
between grades, so the observed effects in panel D of Table 2.4 are not likely the false positive 
when testing multiple hypothesizes. Panel C and D of Table 2.5 show the gender differences are 
not observed in cognitive skills. 
 
2.6 Conclusion and Discussion 
This paper combines a wide range of non-cognitive skills in one survey, introduces students’ 
positions as a new measure of non-cognitive skills, uses the exogenous variation of school starting 
age on the children born between February 15th and August 15th, controls classroom fixed effect, 
identifies the effect of starting age on cognitive and non-cognitive skills at 6th, 7th, 8th grades. The 
results show insignificant effects on most of measures of cognitive skills and non-cognitive skills. 
Only rank of leadership position, conscientiousness and reading score are positively influenced by 
age of entry. 
Does age of entry affect non-cognitive skills? This study shows solid evidence in leadership 
and conscientiousness (among boys), but no solid evidences are found in Five Dimension of 
Personality, intrinsic motivation of study, persistence, and locus of control. Previous literature 
                                                 
52 This estimation on conscientiousness is mainly a starting age effect, not age at test effect. The means and stds of 
conscientiousness in 6th ,7th ,8th grade are 6.02(2.31), 6.23(2.19), 6.00(2.08), which suggest conscientiousness does 
not grow naturally with age. 
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show older children perform better in behavior indices at the early stage of education (earlier than 
5th grade) 53. The effect on behavior indices at the later stage is null (Kaestner and Lubotsky 2014). 
The results in this paper do not conflict with previous ones, and contribute in adding new measures 
of non-cognitive skills. This paper suggests age of entry positively affects the strength of 
leadership. The effects on other non-cognitive skills are still possible to be detected in a larger 
sample size. 
Does age of entry affect cognitive skills? This study found significant positive effect in reading, 
but not in other subjects. The previous literature on school starting age shows significant and 
positive effect in both reading and math test scores. Why the effect on math is not observed in 
Chinese schools? The effect on math may exist in earlier stage of education but do not exist in 6th 
grade and up. Compulsory education in the studied county is very egalitarian: students are not 
grouped in different tracks by ability; teachers are competing in average test score; therefore, 
weaker students will receive extra care54. Human capital formation theory (Cunha and Heckman 
2007) suggests the gap of skills between students depends on the difference at the initial stage and 
the investment at each later step. With targeted treatment on weaker students, the effect of initial 
difference can be erased. Fredriksson and Ockert (2006) found the effect of school starting age on 
test scores decreased a lot when the school fixed effects are controlled. Kaestner and Lubotsky 
(2014) show the test score gap between students in the same school is decreasing as they progress 
to higher grades. Chinese schools are not special in this sense; they are strong enough to eliminate 
the effect of school starting age at a much earlier stage. Chinese schools are well-known as testing 
factories and the intensive training in math mitigates the effect of starting age. 
However, why does the effect on reading remain? Because the exercises on math are relatively 
easier to design and grade, but the exercises on reading are more difficult to design and evaluate. 
                                                 
53 Crawford, Dearden and Meghir (2011); Kaestner and Lubotsky (2014); Suziedelyte and Zhu (2015) 
54 Improving one student from 0 to 20 is generally easier than improving another student from 80 to 100, but the 
contributions in average test score are the same.  
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Chinese students spend more time on Math homework than Reading, so age of entry’s effect 
remains on reading but disappears in math. 
Previous literature does not study the entry age’s effect in learning foreign language. Older in 
age is an advantage in general learning, but younger could be an advantage in learning foreign 
languages; these two effects may cancel each other. Although not significant, Table 2.5 and 2.7 
shows close to 0 coefficients on English test scores. Foreign language education is important in 
developing countries, and the observation in this paper is interesting. 
This paper increases the understanding of human capital formation process. The parameters in 
human capital formation theory (Cunha and Heckman 2007) haven’t been estimated; whether 
skills are self-productive and complimentary between each other is still puzzling. Elder and 
Lubotsky (2009), Kaestner and Lubotsky (2014) found little evidence that higher skill students 
learn faster than lower skill students. The long lasting effect on rank of position in this paper 
suggests that leadership is self-productive. Older children are more likely to hold a position in the 
beginning of schooling, because they are more mature; the positions provide more training in 
leadership. Therefore, this is a self-productive process. 
Due to the lack of longitudinal observation, the outcome variables in this paper are test scores 
and psychology measures in elementary and middle school. Do these outcomes matter in the long 
term? The link between childhood skills and adulthood skills is widely supported. Caspi and 
Roberts (2001), Caspi, Roberts and Shiner (2005) reviewed psychology literature on the 
personality development across the life time; the continuity from childhood and adulthood is 
modest (0.41 to 0.55 correlation in personality traits between childhood and age 30). Schurer, 
Johnston and Shields (2014) studied the long term evolution of locus of control; locus of control 
may be unsure for most children, but once formed and be close to extreme value (20% lowest 
quantile and 10% highest quantile), it becomes fixed from childhood into middle age. Cognitive 
ability measures like math and reading scores are highly correlated from 1st grades to high school 
(Stevenson and Newman 1986). A large number of literature connects childhood or adolescent 
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skills to adulthood outcome directly. Judge, Cad and et al (1999) show childhood 
conscientiousness predicts intrinsic career success (job satisfaction) and external success (income 
and occupation status), and neuroticism negatively predicts external success. Carneiro Crawford 
and Goodman (2007) use Britain National Child Development Survey Data, connect cognitive and 
non-cognitive skills at age 11 to outcomes at age 42. Cebi (2007) shows in NLSY79 the adolescent 
internal locus of control is rewarded in the labor market later in life. Borghans, Duckworth, 
Heckman and Weel (2008) emphasized the importance of non-cognitive skills in early life. 
Heckman (2008) reviews the youth cognitive and non-cognitive ability plays a role in shaping 
adult outcomes. 
This study adds to the literature on school starting age and provides new evidence on that birth 
date is not a valid instrument for schooling. Before school starting age studies, there are two major 
critiques on Angrist and Krueger (1991)’s IV. Bound, Jaeger, and Baker (1995) found that many 
instruments in Angrist and Krueger’s IV model (interactions between state of birth and quarter of 
birth) are weak. But when restricting the analysis among a set of “stronger” instruments, Angrist 
and Krueger’s IV estimations are robust (Card 2001). Bound and Jaeger (1996) find the seasonal 
difference of schooling outcome exists among the males who grew up before the compulsory 
schooling law, and they suggest there may be unobserved ability and family background 
differences between birth seasons. However, Card (2001) investigates 1940 Census data and finds 
that the difference in parents’ education backgrounds between birth quarters is too small to 
question Angrist and Krueger (1991)’s exclusion assumption.55 Then, might we say Angrist and 
Krueger (1991)’s IV estimation is unbiased?  
Cascio and Lewis (2006) find the direct effect of birth season on test scores when estimating 
                                                 
55 Although the studies on birth season and parents’ background (Bedard and Dhuey (2006); Buckles and 
Hungerman (2013)) find that the winter born children are more likely to be conceived without planning and have 
lower social economic status parents, these studies only observe people born after the contraception techniques were 




the effect of duration of schooling on AFQT score. They state, “previous estimates using season 
of birth as an instrument for schooling are biased.”, 56 but this critique is not the focus of their 
paper and they do not explain the mechanism and the direction of the bias. School starting age 
literature suggests that seasonal patterns of schooling outcome are not necessarily driven by factors 
from before schooling, but rather schooling itself is creating these patterns through the age 
difference within cohorts. Based on the widely observed “the older the better” results in school 
starting age literature, Angrist and Krueger (1991)’s IV estimation is potentially downward biased 
because people born in first quarters reach age 16 earlier and may drop out earlier, but they are 
always relatively older among the peers and advantaged in test scores. This study adds “the older 
the better in non-cognitive skills” as a new channel to show that birth season may not satisfy the 
exclusion assumption, and this channel works in the same direction as cognitive skills in previous 
school starting age papers. For example, men born in the first quarter in Angrist and Krueger (1991) 
were the older ones in school, so their advantage in leadership partially canceled out the effect of 
shorter schooling. However, school starting age papers enhance the main results in the literature 
on return to schooling by suggesting downward biases. The true local treatment effect on the 
people influenced by supply shocks may be higher than Angrist and Krueger (1991)’s estimation 
and suggests that ability bias on these people is small.  
There are several caveats in this paper. The identification strategy employed in this paper 
cannot totally exclude the influence of sample selection. Heckman twostep correction suggests 
that the influence is minor, but this econometric tool has limitations. However, this paper shows in 
a developing country where the compliance rate is low, the universal valid instrumental variable 
in OECD countries may be too weak. By analyzing people’s incentive and plotting birthdate 
distributions, a clean interval may exist in which endogeneity issue is negligible.  
Compared to previous studies based on national representative data, this paper collects data 
                                                 
56 The “previous estimates” here are Angrist and Krueger (1991), Neal and Johnson (1996) and Hansen, Heckman, 
and Mullen (2004). 
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from a field survey and the sample size is small. The identification strategy uses only a subsample 
and reduces the sample size again. By pooling grades, sample size reach 5000, which is close to 
the study based on ECLS-K and NLSY-79 (Kaestner and Lubotsky 2014). However, sample sizes 
in each grades are still small, so I cannot use difference between grades to discuss any progresses 
of child development. I will expand the survey and following the students in future works. 
The observations in the 6 months birth interval are not a perfect representation of the whole 
population of students. These children’s ages are relative in the middle, so the effect of being oldest 
or youngest is not observed. If the school starting age’s effect is non-linear, this estimation may be 
downward biased. Whether 6 months is too short to show the difference is another concern. Elder 
and Lubotsky (2009) adds quarter dummy to their regression and the significant effects still remain. 
6 months should be long enough. The 6 month interval limits the accuracy when estimating the 
effect on rank of position, because older children tend to hold higher position and they are not in 
this interval. This explains why estimated coefficients in Table 2.6 fluctuates between 0.15 and 
0.33. However, the full birthdates OLS result in Panel A of Table 2.4 show that the positive effect 
on rank of position is strong enough to prevail the indirect negative effect passing from test scores.   
The measures of cognitive skills are accurate because students are doing their best in the final 
exams, while the measures of non-cognitive skills are less accurate because students may not 
answer the questionnaires carefully. I search the filling patterns on Scantrons and identify the 
invalid answers. It is reasonable to assume that the children with lower non-cognitive skills tend 
to turn in invalid Scantrons. Unreported regression shows that validity of Scantrons is not 
correlated with age of entry in the 6 months interval (P=0.8-0.9). Invalid Scantrons are not likely 
a threat. Furthermore, including or excluding these invalid observations, the estimations are robust. 
Like all the previous literature focusing on the outcomes in school, this paper cannot separate 
the “relative age” effect and “age at test” effect. Should Chinese schools delay or advance the 
school starting age is a question that remains unanswered. However, this paper answers several 
questions that both Chinese parents and education policy makers care about. Some relatively older 
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students are weaker in test scores, is that because they are older? No, because high ability students 
are selected for early starting, and these are left overs. “The younger the better” in Chinese schools 
is an illusion caused by parents’ selection, and parents are pushing children to early start based on 
this false belief. Since the strict implementation of September 1st rule in 2011, parents of September 
born children are fighting against the education administration; and the number of C-sections in 
late August is increasing. Based on the results of this paper, these efforts may be unnecessary. At 
least older age in school will be rewarded in leadership and Reading score. Whether early starting 
is rational considering life time income, it’s still difficult to answer and I hope to make process in 





2.7 Figures and Tables 
Figure 2.1 Histogram of Birthdate in 6th,7th, 8th, 9th grades and combined. 
 
 
Notes: The red solid lines refer to Sep 1st and the red dashed lines refer to Chinese New Year. Among births from Sep 1st 2000 to Jan 23th 2001, half of them started schooling early (in 8th 
grade), half start following the Sep 1st rule (in 7th grade). The children born from Feb 5th 2000 to Sep 1st 2000 rarely advance schooling (almost no one in 9th grade), 90% of them comply the 
rule; delayed children in 7th grade in this interval are evenly distributed, so their parents unlikely made the decision of delay based on birth date. Generalize this observation to all grades, the 
starting ages of the students born from Chinese New Year to next Sep 1st are exogenous. The section IV explains birth distribution and parents’ incentive in detail. 
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Figure 2.2 Histogram of Birthdate in 6th,7th, 8th, 9th, births influenced by early start are removed 
  
Notes: This histogram removes all the birth intervals influenced by early starting (Sep 1st to next Chinese New Year). The observations in black boxes are births between Feb 15 and Aug 
15 in each grade and normal started. The main results of this paper are from OLS within these black boxes. The observations in blue boxes include both normal stated and delayed students 
born between Feb 15 and Aug 15. The delayed ones are considered as the result of sample selection and not observed in black boxes. This paper utilizes Heckman two step correction to 




Figure 2.3 Histogram of Birthdate in 6th,7th, 8th, 9th, births influenced by early start are removed, boxes mark the data for IV regression. 
  
Notes: This histogram removes all the birth intervals influenced by early starting (Sep 1st to next Chinese New Year). The observations in colored boxes are births between Feb 15 and Aug 15 
in each grade, including both delayed and normal started. The observations in the same colored boxes are used by the same IV regression, and the real entry age is instrumented by assigned 
entry age. This instrument is not weak anymore when excluding the births from Sep 1st to Chinese New Year. This instrumental method serves as a robustness check to show that the 




Figure 2.4 Monthly Birth Share Distribution at year 2000, 2001 and Historical pattern  
 
Notes: This chart compares monthly birth shares in year 2000 and 2001 to historical patterns. Historical distributions (1946-1981) from Liu(1989) are calculated based on 1987 1% sample national 
population survey and 1982 0.1% sample national fertility survey. Rudong county is located in eastern part of JiangSu province, and geologically close to Shanghai. This county in 2000 is more 
urbanized than JiangSu province(1946-1981) but less than Shanghai(1946-1981). Chinese weddings are often held at Oct – Feb, when people have more leisure. Usually women are conceived in 2-3 
months after wedding, so the birth frequencies are higher in Sep – Feb. The birth pattern in surveyed county at year 2000 and 2001 is coherent with the pattern in 1946-1981, when anti-intellectual 
movements happened frequently. Therefore, the high birth frequencies in cool seasons are not likely driven by educational purpose.
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Positions in Class 
Positions in Communist 
Youth League 
5 2 Class Leader 
Sectary of Communist 
Youth League 
4 1-3 Vice Leader of Class  
3 7-8 
Commissioner of Study; 
Commissioner of Sports; 
Commissioner of Art; 
Commissioner of Labor/Hygiene 







Representative of Math, Reading, 
English, Physics, Chemistry, Politics, History, 
Biology, Geology... 
 
1 8-12 Leader of A Small Group  
0 N/A No position  
Notes: The positions in Communist Youth League (CYL) are not available for 1-6 grades. Students start to join CYL at 7th grade. One 
student may hold several positions, but the highest one is the most important. Almost half of the students hold some positions. Rank of 
position is an ordinal variable that measures the strength of leadership. A student is more likely to hold a position in a smaller classroom. 




Table 2.2 Number of Births and Early Entries in Each Months 
  Year 1999-2000 Year 2000-2001 
Birth Date 


















Sep 1-15 5.96 119 73 5 198 154 61 2 216 
Sep 16-30 5.92 109 97 6 212 155 80 4 239 
Oct 1-15 5.88 103 101 6 210 143 101 1 245 
Oct 16-31 5.83 126 149 2 278 191 136 5 332 
Nov 1-15 5.79 121 151 5 277 167 136 7 310 
Nov 16-30 5.75 124 154 9 287 113 123 4 240 
Dec 1-15 5.71 89 171 6 266 82 150 6 238 
Dec 16-31 5.67 97 191 11 299 95 175 4 274 
Jan 1-15 5.62 46 180 26 254 55 132 12 199 
Jan 16-31 5.58 29 167 32 230 30 173 18 221 
Feb 1-14 5.54 10 166 17 193 7 172 15 194 
Feb 15-28/29 5.50 7 164 18 191 7 227 16 250 
Mar 1-15 5.46 5 196 19 220 4 155 13 172 
Mar 16-31 5.42 3 231 22 256 1 173 6 180 
Apr 1-15 5.38 1 151 16 171 5 113 6 124 
Apr 16-30 5.34 3 153 26 183 6 188 10 204 
May 1-15 5.30 3 147 19 171 1 130 16 147 
May 16-31 5.25 2 174 22 202 2 169 17 188 
Jun 1-15 5.21 1 157 18 179 2 138 13 153 
Jun 16-30 5.17 1 150 33 187 1 148 14 163 
Jul 1-15 5.13 1 171 17 190 2 134 15 151 
Jul 16-31 5.08 0 183 36 204 3 174 22 199 
Aug 1-15 5.04 0 131 30 165 3 137 25 165 
Aug 16-31 5.00 2 168 42 216 0 213 43 256 
 
Notes: This table lists the number of births, early entries (enter 1st grade younger than 6), normal entries, and delayed entries in each half month. From Sep 1 to Jan 31, early 
entry is common but the ratio is decreasing, because parents know the younger the more difficult to catch up. Starting from Feb 01, early entry is very rare, which means 
younger than 5.5 is too challenge to early start. The main results of this paper are from comparing students born from Feb 15 to Aug 15, and this birth interval is not influenced 
by early entry. This table excludes all the migrant workers’ children, who are not local born. 
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Table 2.3 Summary Statistics 
Grade 8th 8th 7th 7th 6th 6th 









# of observations 5540 1990 5438 1901 4261 1671 
Leadership, Rank of position(0-5) 1.06 1.14 1.11 1.16 1.06 1.15 
 (1.41) (1.45) (1.44) (1.44) (1.44) (1.45) 
age of entry (year) 6.40 6.30 6.39 6.31 6.38 6.30 
 (0.51) (0.14) (0.51) (0.15) (0.51) (0.15) 
extraversion(0-10) 5.50 5.54 5.76 5.85 5.58 5.60 
 (2.04) (2.01) (2.11) (2.07) (2.20) (2.20) 
agreeableness(0-10) 7.13 7.17 7.34 7.44 5.47 5.56 
 (1.67) (1.60) (1.73) (1.66) (1.57) (1.54) 
conscientiousness(0-10) 6.16 6.18 6.45 6.53 6.36 6.44 
 (1.91) (1.87) (1.97) (1.97) (2.12) (2.11) 
openness to experience(0-10) 6.62 6.77 6.78 6.86 6.55 6.74 
 (1.92) (1.88) (1.88) (1.87) (2.02) (1.98) 
neuroticism(0-10) 4.65 4.76 4.42 4.40 4.61 4.61 
 (2.24) (2.27) (2.30) (2.34) (2.34) (2.36) 
persistence(0-10) 5.23 5.18 5.51 5.56 5.58 5.61 
 (1.48) (1.48) (1.56) (1.57) (1.58) (1.63) 
intrinsic motivation of study(0-10) 5.90 5.94 6.31 6.35 6.39 6.51 
 (1.55) (1.52) (1.63) (1.60) (1.79) (1.77) 
locus of control(0-10) 4.20 4.18 3.85 3.82 6.51 6.54 
 (2.11) (2.13) (2.09) (2.12) (1.50) (1.48) 
Reading score(0-150,7-8th,)(0-100,1-6th) 110.8 112.0 119.7 120.2 84.6 85.5 
 (12.4) (12.1) (10.6) (10.6) (7.7) (6.4) 
Math score(0-150,7-8th,)(0-100,1-6th) 104.3 107.0 105.7 106.9 90.1 91.6 
 (27.0) (25.4) (25.9) (25.2) (12.8) (11.2) 
English score(0-150,7-8th,)(0-100,1-6th) 109.3 111.6 113.5 115.3 85.9 87.6 
 (26.2) (24.5) (23.2) (21.3) (14.5) (12.9) 
living in dormitory 0.42 0.39 0.41 0.40 0.02 0.02 
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Table 2.3 (cont.)       
living with grandparent 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.21 0.20 
father leave hometown to work 0.39 0.39 0.38 0.36 0.41 0.42 
mother leave hometown to work 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.19 
father's education(0-5) 1.61 1.68 1.64 1.71 1.67 1.80 
 (1.03) (1.06) (1.03) (1.07) (1.06) (1.10) 
mother's education(0-5) 1.45 1.51 1.51 1.57 1.50 1.60 
 (0.99) (1.01) (1.00) (1.05) (1.03) (1.07) 
guardian help or monitor homework 0.66 0.67 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.74 
attending costly art class 0.34 0.35 0.41 0.41 0.42 0.45 
father's level of position(0-4) 1.22 1.23 1.37 1.37 1.43 1.54 
 (1.37) (1.37) (1.42) (1.41) (1.47) (1.50) 
mother's level of position(0-4) 0.73 0.72 0.90 0.94 0.98 1.01 
 (1.16) (1.15) (1.26) (1.26) (1.32) (1.34) 
Distance of travel in last 2 years(0-5) 1.90 1.98 1.86 1.89 1.91 1.97 
 (1.61) (1.65) (1.66) (1.67) (1.65) (1.70) 
 *** p<0.01  ** p<0.05  *p<0.1  
Notes: High score on locus of control means external locus of control; low score means internal. Because the questionnaires are different, locus of control  




















of study  
Locus of 
control 
Panel A 6-8th 
grade, All 
Birth 
           
Age of entry OLS 13714 0.153*** -0.087*** -0.018 -0.016 -0.103*** 0.023 -0.025 -0.129*** 0.024 
   (0.022) (0.016) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.018) (0.018) (0.017) (0.017) 
Panel B 6-8th 
grade births in 
6 months 
           
Age of entry OLS 5053 0.307** -0.155 0.129 0.141 0.138 -0.037 -0.035 0.054 0.137 
   (0.133) (0.103) (0.088) (0.097) (0.092) (0.104) (0.103) (0.095) (0.104) 
Panel C 6-8th 
grade births in 
6 months, 
Female 
           
Age of entry OLS 2641 0.263 -0.083 0.109 -0.037 0.196 -0.187 -0.055 -0.062 0.075 
   (0.199) (0.150) (0.118) (0.135) (0.134) (0.151) (0.148) (0.128) (0.151) 
Panel D 6-8th 
grade births in 
6 months, 
Male 
           
Age of entry OLS 2420 0.458** -0.234 0.172 0.298* 0.105 0.143 -0.082 0.160 0.237 
   (0.184) (0.163) (0.154) (0.164) (0.148) (0.172) (0.162) (0.160) (0.160) 
Control 
Demo. 
Characteristics     
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Control 
Classroom 
Fixed Effect   
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Cluster Level   Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom 
      *** p<0.01   ** p<0.05   *p<0.1         
  
Notes: Reported value in each cell is the coefficient of entry age in the OLS regression. All dependent variables are standardized except the rank of positions. Entry age is exogenous for the 
students born in the 6 months interval (Panel B). Panel B shows that true effect of age of entry is 1 year older raises rank of position by 0.3. Panel A include all the observation and cannot rule out 
the influence of early starting, so the coefficients are severely downwardly biased. Panel A shows the “the younger the better” illusion in non-cognitive skills. However, even downwardly biased, 





Table 2.5 Results on Cognitive Skills 
Cognitive skills Model Sample size Reading Math English 
Panel A 6-8th 
grade, All Birth 
     
Age of entry OLS 13449 -0.177*** -0.281*** -0.256*** 
   (0.018) (0.02) (0.019) 
Panel B 6-8th 
grade, 6-month 
     
Age of entry OLS 5469 0.202** 0.057 0.034 
   (0.074) (0.083) (0.074) 
Panel C 6-8th 
grade births in 
6 months, 
Female 
     
Age of entry OLS 2641 0.179* -0.012 0.013 
   (0.100) (0.116) (0.089) 
Panel D 6-8th 
grade births in 
6 months, Male 
     
Age of entry OLS 2420 0.194 0.089 0.0002 
   (0.136) (0.147) (0.149) 
Control Demo. 
Characteristics     
Yes Yes Yes 
Control 
Classroom 
Fixed Effect   
Yes Yes Yes 
Cluster Level     Classroom Classroom Classroom 
  
 *** 





Notes: Reported value in each cell is the coefficient of entry age in the OLS regression. All dependent variables are standardized. Entry age is exogenous 
for the students born in the 6 months interval (Panel B). Panel B shows that true effect of age of entry is 1 year older raises reading score by 0.2 standard 
deviation. Panel A include all the observation and cannot rule out the influence of early starting, so the coefficients are severely downwardly biased. Panel 
A shows the “the younger the better” illusion in cognitive skills. Panel C & D present the coefficients from regressions within each gender. Unlike the 


























of study  
Locus of 
control 
Panel A 8th grade  
birth：15Feb2000-
15Aug2000 
           
Age of entry OLS 1835 0.328 -.0.355* 0.166 0.016 0.109 0.051 -0.356** -0.135 -0.077 
   (0.220) (0.194) (0.142) (0.175) (0.168 (0.180) (0.184) (0.175) (0.184) 
Panel B 7th grade  
birth：15Feb2001-
15Aug2001 
           
Age of entry OLS 1746 0.330 -.0.076 0.011 0.214 0.035 -0.031 0.211 0.098 0.279 
   (0.214) (0.159) (0.158) (0.172) (0.152) (0.175) (0.181) (0.139) (0.178) 
Panel C 6th grade  
birth：15Feb2002-
15Aug2002 
           
Age of entry OLS 1453 0.150 -0.024 0.187 0.162 0.243 -0.180 0.019 0.200 0.205 
   (0.268) (0.168) (0.152) (0.164) (0.161) (0.175) (0.176) (0.180) (0.164) 
Control Demo. 
Charac.   
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Classroom Fixed 
Effect   
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Cluster Level 
  










Notes: Reported value in each cell is the coefficient of entry age in the OLS regression. All dependent variables are standardized except the rank of positions. Entry age is exogenous for the 
students born in the 6 months interval. This table shows that entry age has positive effect on rank of positions in each grades (consistent in signs and magnitudes), but the coefficients on other non-
cognitive skill measures are fluctuating more severely. The estimated coefficients on rank of position is a little noisy in this 6 months interval, because students in this interval is relatively younger 
and less likely to hold higher positions. The signs of coefficients on extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness are consistent. But starting age’s effects are not significant after pooling 





Table 2.7 Results on Cognitive Skills Separated in Three Grades 
Cognitive skills Model Sample size Reading Math English Physics History Politics Biology Geology Science 
Panel A 8th grade  
birth：15Feb2000-15Aug2000 
           
Age of entry OLS 1837 0.129 -0.034 0.003 0.020 0.129 0.119       
   (0.129) (0.149) (0.144) (0.139) (0.108) (0.119)       
Panel B 7th grade  
birth：15Feb2001-15Aug2001 
           
Age of entry OLS 1765 0.181 -0.019 0.035   0.163 0.234 -0.088 0.175   
   (0.132) (0.151) (0.120)   (0.133) (0.116) (0.133) (0.138)   
Panel C 6th grade  
birth：15Feb2002-15Aug2002 
           
Age of entry OLS 1451 0.304** 0.219* 0.082           0.122 
   (0.116) (0.125) (0.488)           (0.129) 
Control Demo. Characteristics   Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Control Classroom Fixed Effect   Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Cluster Level   Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom 
      *** p<0.01   ** p<0.05   *p<0.1         
 
Notes: Reported value in each cell is the coefficient of entry age in the OLS regression. All dependent variables are standardized. Entry age is exogenous for the students born in the 6 months interval. 
This table shows that entry age has positive effect on reading score in each grades (consistent in signs and magnitudes). The effects on history and politics are consistent, but they are not in Table 4, 





Table 2.8 Explanations for Measures of Non-cognitive skills 
Measures Explanations or correlated trait adjective   
Extraversion 
Sociable; Forceful; Energetic;  
Adventurous; Enthusiastic; Outgoing 
Agreeableness 
Forgiving; Not demanding; Warm;  
Not stubborn; Not-show-off; Sympathetic 
Conscientiousness 
Efficient; Organized; Not careless; 
Thorough; Not lazy; Not impulsive 
Neuroticism 
Anxiety; Irritable; Depression;  
Shy; Moody; Not self-confident 
Openness 
Curious; Imaginative; Artistic;  
Wide interest; Excitable; Unconventional 
Persistence 
The quality that allows someone to continue doing something even 
though it is difficult or opposed by other people. 
Intrinsic Motivation 
of Study 
Motivation of study driven by the study/material itself, 
Not driven by awards/grades. 
Locus of control 
Internal locus of control, believing effort;  
External locus of control, believing luck or fate  
Rank of Positions See Table1     




Table 2.9 Availability of Measures in 1-9 Grades 
  Grades 
Measures of skills 3 6 7 8 
Source of Final Exam Score County County County County 
Positions in Class yes yes yes yes 
Five Factor Personality no yes yes yes 
Persistence yes yes yes yes 
Intrinsic Motivation of Study yes yes yes yes 
Locus of control yes yes yes yes 
Demographic characteristics yes yes yes yes 
# of Questions 42 67 72 72 
# of Students 4152 5373 5717 5931 
# of Scantrons returned 3837 4442 5656 5783 
# of missing schools 0 5 0 0 
     
% of valid Scantrons  92% 83% 85% 84% 
  Notes: Number of questions is reduced for younger students, so that the survey can be finished in 30 minutes. Some schools’ Scantrons are not 
returned due to the influence of Typhoon. 3rd, 6th, 7th, 8th grades have the high quality county wide test score, so these 4 grades are analyzed 





Table 2.10 First stage of Instrumental Variable Regression 
Notes: Assigned school entry age serves as the instrument of real school entry age. Regress school entry age to assigned school age and other 
independent variables; results are presented on each column. The results show this instrument is too weak in 6th, 7th, 8th grades. Father’s education 
is consistently negative associate to school entry age; this is an evidence of selection. Children with more educated father tend to start school earlier. 
  
Grades 8th 8th 7th 7th 6th 6th 
Assigned school entering age 0.0033 -0.0072 -0.0082 -0.0211 -0.0039 -0.0075 
 (0.0236) (0.0241) (0.0241) (0.0243) (0.0263) (0.0272) 
Living in dormitory  0.0098  0.0174  0.0971 
  (0.0184)  (0.0186)  (0.0612) 
live with grand parent  -0.0070  -0.0161  -0.0337 
  (0.0312)  (0.0302)  (0.0251) 
father working out of county  0.0167  0.0006  0.0291 
  (0.0165)  (0.0171)  (0.0197) 
mother working out of county  -0.0142  0.0363  0.0380 
  (0.0229)  (0.0229)  (0.0264) 
parent help homework  -0.0413*** -0.0169  -0.0255 
  (0.0152)  (0.0164)  (0.0192) 
father's level of education  -0.0337*** -0.0235**  -0.0442** 
  (0.0099)  (0.0099)  (0.0107) 
mother's level of education  -0.0251**  -0.0141  -0.0218* 
  (0.0101)  (0.0103)  (0.0109) 
attending costly art class  -0.0104  -0.0221  -0.0260 
  (0.0162)  (0.0161)  (0.0186) 
parents hire tutor  -0.0209  0.0116  0.0085 
  (0.0191)  (0.0207)  (0.0227) 
distance of travel  0.0023  0.0060  -0.0040 
  (0.0046)  (0.0046)  (0.0052) 
father's level of occupation  -0.0086  0.0048  -0.0018 
  (0.0061)  (0.0060)  (0.0066) 
mother's level of occupation  0.0012  -0.0060  -0.0025 
  (0.0069)  (0.0066)  (0.0071) 
Control demographic statistics No All No All No All 
Control class fixed effect No Yes No Yes No Yes 
F statistics 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.75 0.02 0.08 
R Square 0.0000 0.1085 0.0000 0.1131 0.0000 0.1407 
# of observation 5569 5036 5495 4920 4306 3683 
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Table 2.11 The correlations between predict age of entry and demographic statistics 
Grades 8th 8th 7th 7th 6th 6th 
Living in dormitory 0.0155 0.0030 0.0131 0.0027 -0.0022 0.0153 
 (0.0095) (0.0111) (0.0097) (0.0114) (0.0373) (0.0384) 
live with grand parent 0.1001 0.0136 0.0014 -0.0015 -0.0022 0.0128 
 (0.0095) (0.0186) (0.0180) (0.0183) (0.0373) (0.0157) 
father working out of county -0.0066 -0.0127 0.0032 0.0036 0.0112 0.0158 
 (0.0095) (0.0098) (0.0099) (0.0102) (0.0116) (0.0121) 
mother working out of county -0.0004 -0.0012 -0.0011 -0.0012 -0.0179 -0.0185 
 (0.0133) (0.0136) (0.0135) (0.0137) (0.0160) (0.0163) 
parent help homework 0.0115 0.0142 0.0065 0.0003 0.0205* 0.0187 
 (0.0089) (0.0091) (0.0098) (0.0100) (0.0117) (0.0122) 
father's level of education -0.0004 -0.0010 -0.0032 -0.0056 -0.0161** -0.0144** 
 (0.0057) (0.0059) (0.0059) (0.0060) (0.0066) (0.0068) 
mother's level of education -0.0018 -0.0026 -0.0110* -0.0108* -0.0012 -0.0021 
 (0.0058) (0.0060) (0.0061) (0.0063) (0.0068) (0.0070) 
attending costly art class 0.0146 0.0129 0.0120 0.0112 -0.0166 -0.0209* 
 (0.0095) (0.0097) (0.0095) (0.0098) (0.0113) (0.0119) 
parents hire tutor -0.0161 -0.0155 0.0064 0.0013 -0.0128 -0.0244 
 (0.0111) (0.0115) (0.0122) (0.0126) (0.0170) (0.0175) 
distance of travel -0.0045* -0.0052* -0.0038 -0.0040 -0.0015 0.00007 
 (0.0027) (0.0028) (0.0027) (0.0028) (0.0032) (0.0033) 
father's level of occupation 0.0048 0.0032 0.0107*** 0.0115*** -0.0028 -0.0031 
 (0.0036) (0.0037) (0.0036) (0.0036) (0.0041) (0.0042) 
mother's level of occupation -0.0026 -0.0012 -0.0033 -0.0028 0.0011 0.0022 
 (0.0040) (0.0041) (0.0039) (0.0040) (.0044) (0.0045) 
Control demographic statistics All All All All All All 
Control class fixed effect No Yes No Yes No Yes 
F statistics 0.92 1.19 1.26 1.18 1.40 1.06 
R Square 0.0047 0.038 0.0007 0.039 0.0009 0.037 
# of observation 4901 4901 4716 4716 3482 3482 
 
  Notes: Regress assigned entry age to demographic characteristics; the coefficients estimated are presented in columns. Some 
coefficients are significantly associated to predict entry age, but none of them are consistent across grades. This table shows no 




Table 2.12 Correlation of Dependent Variables, 8th grade. 
 8th grade position extraversion agreeableness conscientiousness openness neuroticism persistence interest locus-of-control reading math English 
Position 1                       
extraversion .1312 1                     
agreeableness .1221 .2929 1                   
conscientiousness .2030 .2293 .5445 1                 
Openness .2137 .4117 .4013 .3796 1               
neuroticism -.0027 -.0024 .0029 -.0582 .0515 1             
persistence .0776 .0197 .2785 .3655 .0161 -.5107 1           
Interest .1861 .2418 .3745 .4574 .3485 -.1287 .3511 1         
locus-of-control -.0778 -.0875 -.2032 -.2312 -.0046 .2411 -.3124 -.2223 1       
Reading .4289 .0904 .1881 .2018 .2155 .0167 .0923 .2479 -.1001 1     
Math .4042 .0500 .1420 .1706 .2315 -0.0369 .0891 .1955 -.0876 
0.646
5 
1   
English .3999 .0802 .1647 .2020 .1685 .0367 .1001 .2350 -.0644 .7172 .7005 1 





Table 2.13 Correlation of Dependent Variables, 7th grade 
 7th grade position extraversion agreeableness conscientiousness openness neuroticism persistence interest locus-of-control reading math English 
Position 1                       
extraversion .1683 1                     
agreeableness .1583 .3679 1                   
conscientiousness .2375 .3097 .5792 1                 
openness .2217 .4746 .4249 .4405 1               
neuroticism -.0601 -.0826 -.0934 -.1041 -.0143 1             
persistence .1370 .1019 .3376 .3881 .0878 -.5428 1           
Interest .2124 .3453 .4213 .4534 .4016 -.1789 .3563 1         
locus-of-control -.1129 -.1221 -.2283 -.2428 -.0592 .2683 -.3537 -.2253 1       
Reading .4282 .1481 .2357 .2753 .2722 -.0272 .1117 .2523 -.1038 1     
Math .4369 .1275 .2217 .2775 .2777 -.0525 .1206 .2505 -.1244 .6629 1   





Table 2.14 Correlation of Dependent Variables, 6th grade 
 6th grade position extraversion agreeableness conscientiousness openness neuroticism persistence interest locus-of-control reading math English 
Position 1                       
extraversion .2157 1                     
agreeableness .1714 .3267 1                   
conscientiousness .2550 .3153 .5342 1                 
openness .2582 .4750 .3958 .4485 1               
neuroticism -.0686 -.0774 -.0707 -.1101 -.0171 1             
persistence .1641 .1449 .3087 .3971 .1460 -.3918 1           
Interest .2489 .3579 .4215 .5010 .4392 -.1727 .3841 1         
locus-of-control -.1474 -.1306 -.0412 -.0523 -.1771 .0164 -.0137 -.0649 1       
Reading .3181 .1366 .1928 .2512 .2660 -.0378 .1086 .2568 -.0676 1     
Math .2812 .0983 .1560 .2191 .2697 -.0463 .0916 .2178 -.0553 .6575 1   




Table 2.15 Robustness check on non-cognitive skills, by Heckman two step method 
Non-cognitive 
skills 























Panel A 8th grade  
Birth:15Feb2000-
15Aug2000 
             
Age of entry OLS 1928 0.295 -0.375* 0.109 0.001 0.124 0.077 -0.446** -0.157 0.052 Partial Classroom 
   (0.209) (0.208) (0.135) (0.183) (0.165) (0.190) (0.182) (0.194) (0.201)     




             
Age of entry Heckman2step 1928/2189 0.285 -0.364** 0.098 0.003 0.137 0.072 -0.448** -0.153 0.048 Partial N/A 
   (0.198) (0.160) (0.146) (0.156) (0.149) (0.173) (0.172) (0.163) (0.173)     




             
Age of entry OLS 1834 0.143 -0.202 -0.044 0.230 0.006 -0.072 0.300 0.004 0.614 Partial Classroom 
   (0.224) (0.374) (0.333) (0.367) (0.291) (0.456) (0.306) (0.264) (0.419)     




             
Age of entry Heckman2step 1834/1998 0.144 -0.219 -0.077 0.232 0.017 -0.133 0.327 -0.011 0.595 Partial N/A 
   (0.204) (0.354) (0.285) (0.342) (0.317) (0.406) (0.275) (0.272) (0.368)     
      ***p<0.01   ** p<0.05   *p<0.1             
Notes: Reported value in each cell is the coefficient on entry age estimated from the OLS or Heckman 2 step model. All classroom fixed effects are controlled. Live in dormitory and parents’ types of 
employer are used as selection variables in Heckman 2 step estimation, so these demographic characteristics are not in control variables. “1928/2189” means 261 subjects are in 7th grade and censored in 
the tests on 8th grade. Clustering standard error is not allowed in two step estimation. Heckman2step maximum likelihood estimation allows clustering, but it’s very difficult to converge. This table 
shows Heckman2step estimation results are very close to OLS, sample selection effect is minor.    
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Table 2.16 Robustness check on cognitive skills, by Heckman two step method 
Cognitive skills Model 
Sample 
size 





Panel A 8th grade  
Birth：15Feb2000-
15Aug2000 
            
Age of entry OLS 1928 0.135 -0.012 -0.040 -0.013 0.107 0.107     Partial Classroom 
   (0.125) (0.149) (0.145) (0.136) (0.105) (0.127)         
Panel B 8th grade  
Birth：15Feb2000-
15Aug2000 
              
Age of entry Heckman2step 1928/2189 0.133 -0.013 -0.041 -0.007 0.106 0.112     Partial N/A 
   (0.119) (0.137) (0.135) (0.135) (0.115) (0.118)       
Panel C 7th grade  
Birth：15Feb2001-
15Aug2001 
              
Age of entry OLS 1834 0.128 -0.138 -0.042   0.083 0.149 -0.137 0.099 Partial Classroom 
   (0.132) (0.157) (0.124)   (0.128) (0.112) (0.132) (0.132)   
Panel D 7th grade  
Birth：15Feb2001-
15Aug2001 
              
Age of entry Heckman2step 1834/1998 0.127 -0.140 -0.054   0.086 0.153 -0.134 0.101 Partial N/A 
   (0.123) (0.139) (0.131)   (0.132) (0.110) (0.114) (0.124)     
      
*** 
p<0.01   
** 
p<0.05   
*p<0.1 
          
Notes: Reported value in each cell is the coefficient of entry age estimated from the OLS or Heckman 2 step model. All classroom fixed effects are controlled. Live in dormitory and parents’ types of 
employer are used as selection variables in Heckman 2 step estimation, so these demographic characteristics are not in control variables. “1928/2189” means 261 subjects are in 7th grade and censored in 
the tests on 8th grade. Clustering standard error is not allowed in two step estimation. Heckman2step maximum likelihood estimation allows clustering, but it’s very difficult to converge. This table 
shows Heckman2step estimation results are very close to OLS, sample selection effect is minor.
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Table 2.17 Robustness check on non-cognitive skills, by IV method 













Panel A 6-8th grade: birth in 6 
months 
           
Age of entry OLS 5053 0.307** -0.155 0.129 0.141 0.138 -0.037 -0.035 0.054 0.137 
   (0.133) (0.103) (0.088) (0.097) (0.092) (0.104) (0.103) (0.095) (0.104) 
Panel B 6-8th grade birth in 6 
months 
           
Age of entry 2SLS 5708 0.321** -0.127 0.215** 0.200* 0.188 -0.061 -0.010 0.094 0.194* 
   (0.157) (0.119) (0.105) (0.110) (0.109) (0.119) (0.119) (0.110) (0.116) 
                     
Control Demo. Characteristics 
    
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Control Classroom Fixed 
Effect 
  
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Cluster Level 
  
Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom 






        
Notes: Reported value in each cell is the coefficient of entry age estimated from the OLS or 2SLS model. All classroom fixed effects are controlled, and all standard errors are clustered at classroom 
level. OLS estimation includes the compliers born in the six months intervals. 2SLS estimation includes both the compliers and the delayers in the six months intervals. 2SLS estimation follows previous 
literature on school starting age and uses assigned age of entry as the instrument for real age of entry. This table shows that IV method obtains similar and stronger results than OLS. So, the delayed 




Table 2.18 Robustness check on cognitive skills, by IV method 
Cognitive skills Model Sample size Reading Math English 
Panel A 6-8th grade, 6 months      
Age of entry OLS 5053 0.202*** 0.057 0.034 
   (0.074) (0.083) (0.074) 
Panel B 6-8th grade, 6 months      
Age of entry 2SLS 5708 0.265*** 0.132 0.083 
   (0.092) (0.104) (0.093) 
Control Demo. Characteristics 
    
Yes Yes Yes 
Control Classroom Fixed Effect 
  
Yes Yes Yes 
Cluster Level 
    
Classroom Classroom Classroom 
   *** p<0.01   ** p<0.05   *p<0.1 
 Notes: Reported value in each cell is the coefficient of entry age estimated from the OLS or 2SLS model. All classroom fixed effects are controlled, and all standard errors are clustered at classroom 
level. OLS estimation includes the compliers born in the six months intervals. 2SLS estimation includes both the compliers and the delayers in the six months intervals. 2SLS estimation follows previous 
literature on school starting age and uses assigned age of entry as the instrument for real age of entry. This table shows that IV method obtains similar and stronger results than OLS. So, the delayed 




Table 2.19 Male students’ results on non-cognitive skills in three grades. 













of study  
Locus of 
control 
Panel A 6th grade, 
birth in 6 months, 
male 
           
Age of entry OLS 682 0.110 -0.398 0.466 0.411 0.151 0.307 -0.060 0.267 0.603** 
   (0.298) (0.276) (0.309) (0.323) (0.296) (0.282) (0.283) (0.318) (0.272) 
                     
Panel B 7th grade 
births in 6 months, 
male 
           
Age of entry OLS 841 0.620* 0.135 -0.142 0.405 -0.058 -0.202 0.238 0.206 0.394 
   (0.321) (0.288) (0.292) (0.276) (0.262) (0.325) (0.301) (0.235) (0.271) 
Panel B 8th grade 
births in 6 months, 
male 
                    
Age of entry 2SLS 893 0.519* -0.438 0.273 0.150 0.195 0.231 -0.426 0.093 -0.095 
   (0.314) (0.288) (0.225) (0.292) (0.245) (0.302) (0.287) (0.287) (0.264) 
Control Demo. 
Characteristics     




Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Cluster Level   Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom Classroom 
      *** p<0.01   ** p<0.05   *p<0.1         
 
  
Notes: Reported value in each cell is the coefficient of entry age in the OLS regression. All dependent variables are standardized except the rank of positions. Entry age is exogenous for the students 
born in the 6 months interval. This table shows that entry age has positive effect on rank of positions and conscientiousness in each grade for boys (consistent in signs), but the coefficients on other 
non-cognitive skill measures are fluctuating more severely. The estimated coefficients on rank of position is a little noisy in this 6 months interval, because students in this interval is relatively 
younger and less likely to hold higher positions. The signs of coefficients on intrinsic motivation of study is consistent, but the estimation is still not significant after pooling three grades. Larger 





CHAPTER 3: SYMMETRIC INSTRUMENTS AND MEASUREMENT ERROR 
3.1 Introduction 
When measurement error exists on the independent variable 𝑥 , OLS estimator can be biased 
toward 0 (attenuation bias). If there are multiple independent measurements on 𝑥 and the classical 
measurement error assumption holds, then instrumental variable (IV) method can correct 
attenuation bias. For example, Angrist and Krueger (1994) instrumented one’s self-reported years 
of education by sibling’s reported years. Experiments and Surveys often conduct multiple 
measurements, especially for psychological traits. 57 The experiment in the first chapter recruits 
several teachers to independently access the handwriting quality of the same essay, creates twelve 
measurements on handwriting and applies IV method. However, due to the limitation on resource, 
field/lab experiment/survey often have limited sample sizes and IV estimators can be very biased 
and dispersed.58 I try to answer these two questions: (1) Which estimator has the best finite sample 
property for correcting attenuation bias? (2) When designing an experiment/survey, how many 
measurements are needed to reach an accurate estimation? 
Literature on measurement error and many instruments suggest several estimators to suppress 
attenuation bias. The traditional solution is the average method, using the average of all 
measurements as the independent variable. Pischke (2007) suggests that correcting OLS estimator 
by estimating the measurement error is an option. When more than two measurements enter the 
first stage, overidentification enlarges the finite sample bias of TSLS.  The JIVE “Jackknife 
Instrumental Variables Estimator” and LIML “Limited Information Maximum Likelihood 
Estimator” are robust against overidentification.59 The other way of avoiding over-id is averaging 
the measurements and reducing their number to two. I name this just-identified TSLS as 
TSLSAVG.  
What are the standards of choosing estimators? The first standard is central tendency, which 
means a good estimator should center at the true value. Furthermore, Davidson and Mackinnon 
(2006) suggests that dispersion is as important as central tendency when sample size is small. I use 
two quantile-based statistics median bias and nine decile range to measure central tendency and 
                                                 
57 Researchers usually access subjects’ psychological measures by several questions. If these questions are well 
designed and properly asked, the answers of each question are multiple independent measurements that satisfy 
classical measurement error assumption. 
58 See Nelson & Starz (1990), Buse (1992), Davidson & MacKinnon (2004), and Angrist & Pischke (2009). 
59 See Angrist, Imbens & Krueger (1999) and Anderson & Rubin (1949). 
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dispersion. I cannot compare bias, root mean square error, or t-statistics because none of just-
identified TSLS, JIVE, and LIML has moments.60 I will show some estimator strictly dominates 
others in both dispersion and central tendency. If one estimator has smaller dispersion but the other 
one is more centralized to the true value, I suggest use both. For example, when the researchers 
use TSLS instead of OLS, they trade larger dispersion for smaller bias. So, TSLS does not 
dominate OLS and the researchers often present both in results.  
I set a data generating model with parameters simulating real world experiments in which 
measurements are consistent enough to avoid weak instruments.  Then I vary magnitude of 
measurement errors, number of measurements, sample sizes, and noise to conduct intensive Monte 
Carlo simulations to compare existing estimators (OLS, Average method, corrected OLS, TSLS, 
JIVE and LIML) and propose two new estimators based on the idea “symmetric instruments”. 
Symmetric instruments were first proposed in the first chapter, which uses teacher A’s handwriting 
score to instrument teacher B’s score and does the symmetric IV regression together (using B’s 
score to instrument A’s score) to improve small sample performance. However, symmetric 
instruments have not yet been carefully evaluated. I apply symmetric instruments to TSLS and 
GMM, and I propose “Symmetric Averaging Instrumental Variable Estimator” (SAIV) and 
“Symmetric GMM Instrumental Variable Estimator” (SGMM) to fix attenuation bias when sample 
size is small. 
My simulation experiments show that: (1) Even with a lot of measurements, average method 
has larger median bias than TSLS. (2) Corrected OLS performs badly with heterogeneous 
measurement error. (3) LIML dominate JIVE. The simulations in my parameter space support 
Davidson and Mackinnon (2006)’s conclusion. (4) In most region of parameter space, SAIV 
dominate TSLSAVG, LIML and JIVE. (5) SGMM has larger median bias but is much less 
dispersed than SAIV.  In conclusion, with error-in-variable and multiple measurements, I suggest 
presenting the results from OLS, Average method(optional), SGMM (optional), SAIV and 
TSLSAVG. 
To answer how many measurements are needed in experiment design, I investigate the effect 
of adding measurements. Suppose measurement error is large (s,d. of  m.e. / s.d. of x = 1.5) , 
sample size is very small (n = 25) and the researchers’ goal is reducing median bias, the marginal 
benefit of adding measurements over four is very minor.  Suppose m. e. is terribly large (s.d. of 
                                                 
60 See Davidson & Mackinnon (2007) and Hausman (1983). 
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m.e / s.d. of x = 2.5), adding measurements over seven is not efficient. I also show that SAIV saves 
the number of measurements required comparing to previous estimators.  
I organize this chapter as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the attenuation bias. Section 3.3 
briefly explain the eight estimators I study. Section 3.4 states how I design the simulation 
experiments. Section 3.5 presents the results. Section 3.6 concludes. Section 3.7 presents figures 
and tables. 
 
3.2 The Attenuation Bias 
I propose this linear structural equation to represent the data generating progress  
 𝑦 = 𝑥∗𝛽 + 𝜖 (3.1) 
Where 𝑦 is an 𝑛 × 1 vector of observations’ outcome, 𝑥∗ is an 𝑛 × 1 vector of the true value 
of the independent variable, and 𝛽 is the parameter that researchers want to estimate.   
However, 𝑥∗ cannot be observed directly. The researcher measures 𝑥∗ 𝑀 times independently 
with measurement error 
 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥∗ + 𝑢𝑖   𝑖 = 1,2, … 𝑀 (3.2) 
Assume the errors in both equations are IID. Researchers often standardize variables. So, 
















Assume classical measurement error. So, measurement errors are orthogonal with each other 
but do not necessarily share the same magnitude of measurement error. 
 𝐸(𝑢𝑖
′𝑢𝑗) = 0 (3.4) 
The researcher uses measurements 𝑥𝑖 instead of the true value 𝑥∗ in the regression to estimate 
𝛽.  
 𝑦 = 𝑥∗𝛽 + 𝜖 = 𝑥𝑖𝛽 + (𝜖 − 𝑢𝑖𝛽) (3.5) 
Based on equation (3.2), 𝐸(𝑥𝑖
′𝑢𝑖) ≠ 0. Now the independent variable correlates with error term 













2 𝛽 (3.6) 
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The factor that determines the bias is 𝝈𝒖𝒊/𝝈𝒙 , which indicates the relative sizes of 
measurement errors. This ratio is the key parameter in this study. Increasing this ratio enlarges the 
bias of OLS estimation.  
 
 
3.3 The Estimators for Correcting Attenuation Bias 
The Average Method  
The traditional solution of attenuation bias is the average method, which uses the mean of all 𝑀 









With classic measurement error assumption, the average method obtains a less biased 












I denote AVGOLS as the average method OLS estimator. Because researchers do not use very 
bad measures, 𝜎𝑢𝑖
2  is not likely to grow as fast as natural numbers. So, as 𝑀 increase to infinity, 
AVGOLS approximates to the true 𝛽. Taking more measurements suppresses the bias effectively. 
But adding measurements is costly in experiments and surveys.  
The Corrected OLS 
Based on equation (3.6), if the researcher estimates 𝜎𝑥 and 𝜎𝑢𝑖, then s/he can recover the true 𝛽 
from OLS. However, s/he cannot estimate  𝜎𝑢𝑖 unless assuming homogeneous measurement error, 
 𝜎𝑢𝑖 = 𝜎𝑢𝑗 = 𝜎𝑢 (3.9) 









 𝐸[(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗)
′
(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗)] = 2𝜎𝑢
2 
The CorrectedOLS is given by 
 





?̂?𝑂𝐿𝑆 = 𝛽 (3.11) 
CorrectedOLS is asymptotically unbiased but comes with two drawbacks: (1) homogeneous 
measurement error is a very strong assumption. (2) estimated value in denominator may cause 
large dispersion. I list CorrectedOLS and simulates it to show it is inferior than instrument variable 
method when measurement errors are heterogeneous. 
IV Method and Small Sample bias 
Based on equation (3.2) and (3.5), the researcher can instrument one measurement by the other 
one using this system of equations. 
 𝑦 = 𝑥𝑖𝛽 + 𝑖 
(3.12) 
 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑗 + 𝑖    
The two stage least square estimator (TSLS) is given by 
 




𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝛽𝑥∗ + 𝜖, 𝑥∗ + 𝑢𝑗)
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑥∗ + 𝑢𝑖, 𝑥∗ + 𝑢𝑗)
= 𝛽 (3.13) 
TSLS is asymptotically unbiased. Comparing with AVGOLS, TSLS needs only two 
measurements. However, there are two concerns when using TSLS: (1) TSLS is biased under finite 
sample. Sample size is often small in experimental studies. (2) TSLS has larger dispersion than 
OLS.  
Angrist and Pischke (2009) write the bias of TSLS estimator as 
 






    (4.6.21) (3.14) 
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F statistics in equation (3.14) is ““for the joint significance of all regressors in the first stage 
regression”.61 For a fixed sample size, increasing number of instruments reduces F statistic and 
increase the bias. 
When 𝑀  measurements are available, the first way of avoiding the bias caused by 











(𝑥4 + 𝑥5 + 𝑥6) 
Then use ?̅?1−3 and ?̅?4−6 as the 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗 in equation system (3.12). Instrument the mean of half 
of the measurements by the mean of the other half, I call this just-identified estimator two stage 
least square on average (TSLSAVG). 
The second way to suppress the bias from overidentification is using the estimators designed 
for many instruments, including the families of JIVE and LIML. With these estimators, the 
researcher can estimate this overidentified first stage and does not need to worry about too many 
instruments: 
 
𝑥1 =  ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝜋𝑖
𝑀
𝑖=2
+ 𝑖 (3.16) 
JIVE “Jackknife Instrumental Variables Estimator” was first proposed by Philips and Hale 
(1977), and rediscovered by Angrist, Imbens & Krueger (1999).  JIVE omits one observation at a 
time to construct the omit-one fitted values of the independent (instrumented) variable. JIVE is 
designed to remove the finite sample bias of TSLS and improve the performance under weak and 
many instruments. JIVE has several varieties, which are developed in Angrist et al (1999), 
Blomquist & Dahlberg (1999), Ackerberg and Devereux (2007), etc. Because all varieties perform 
very close in the parameter space I set to approximate lab/field experiments, I use the JIVE1 from 
Angrist et al (1999) to represent the family of JIVE. 
                                                 
61 Angrist and Pischke (2009), page 208. 
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LIML “Limited Information Maximum Likelihood Estimator” was suggested by Anderson & 
Rubin (1949). Fuller (1977) modifies LIML to Fuller-LIML. LIML, OLS, TSLS are all special 
cases of k-class estimator developed by Theil (1953; 1961). So, Angrist and Pischke (2009) 
interpret LIML as a linear combination of OLS and TSLS to approximate unbiasedness. I use 
Anderson & Rubin (1949)’s classical LIML to represent LIML estimators. 
Empirical researchers’ purpose of using LIML is like using JIVE, but which one is better? 
Davidson and Mackinnon (2006), Blomquist and Dahlberg (2006), Ackerberg and Devereux (2006) 
and Chao and Swanson (2004) discussed “JIVE vs LIML”. The conclusion is that LIML 
outperform JIVE in most regions of parameter space, but JIVE wins when instruments are very 
weak or heteroskedasticity is present. The parameter space of this study does not extend to weak 
instrument and heteroskedasticity. Through intensive Monte Carlo simulation, I will show which 
estimator should be preferred for correcting attenuation bias. 
Symmetric Instruments 
I suggest using symmetric instruments to reduce bias and dispersion under small sample size. I 
define Symmetric instruments as simultaneously using 𝑥𝑗  to instrument 𝑥𝑖  and using 𝑥𝑖  to 
instrument 𝑥𝑗  for inference. Symmetric instrument is meaningful only if the purpose of IV is 
correcting attenuation bias. 
Consider these two symmetric systems of equation: 
  𝑦 = 𝑥𝑖𝛽𝑖 + 𝑖 
(3.17) 
 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑗 + 𝑖    
 𝑦 = 𝑥𝑗𝛽𝑗 + 𝑗  
(3.18) 
 𝑥𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑗    
Combining symmetric instruments and TSLS, I propose a “Symmetric Averaging 
Instrumental Variables Estimator” (SAIV), which is the average of two estimations from 














Combing symmetric instruments and GMM, I propose a “Symmetric GMM Instrumental 
Variable Estimator” (SGMM), which simultaneously using the pair of symmetric moment 
conditions from (3.17) and (3.18): 
 𝐸[𝑥𝑗
′(𝑦 − 𝑥𝑖𝛽)] = 0 (3.21) 
 𝐸[𝑥𝑖
′(𝑦 − 𝑥𝑗𝛽)] = 0 (3.22) 
Define a 1 × 2 vector function of data and parameters: 
 𝑔(𝛽) = [𝑥𝑗
′(𝑦 − 𝑥𝑖𝛽), 𝑥𝑖
′(𝑦 − 𝑥𝑗𝛽) ] (3.23) 
The SGMM estimator is given by: 
 ?̂?𝑆𝐺𝑀𝑀 = arg min
𝛽
?̂?(𝛽)?̂??̂?(𝛽)′ (3.24) 
I use two-step method to choose optimum 2 × 2 weighting matrix ?̂?, because it is faster to 
compute than iterative method and generates almost the same results. Comparing with TSLS 
(GMM with one moment condition), SGMM adds one more moment condition and may end up 
with a smaller dispersion but larger bias.  
When 𝑀 measurements are available, I construct two group mean measurements based on 
equation (3.15) and use them as the 𝑥𝑗 and 𝑥𝑖 in equation (3.17) (3.18). I apply SAIV and SGMM 
to this pair of average measurements. I denote the SAIV and SGMM on average measurements as 
SAIVAVG and SGMMAVG. 
 
3.4 The Simulation Experiments 
I generate data based on the structure equation (3.1) and the measurements equation (3.2). Because 
attenuation bias is proportional, I set 𝛽 = 1. Researchers often standardize independent variable. 
So, I set 𝜎𝑥 = 1. Therefore,  𝜎𝑢 will be the key parameter that determines attenuation bias. 
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Data generating model: 
 𝑦 = 1 + 𝑥∗ ∙ 1 + 𝜖 
(3.25) 

























Heterogeneous measurement error is common in experiments. For example, the first chapter 
assigned several teachers to independently access the handwriting quality of the same essay. The 
approximated individual measurement errors on handwriting range from 0.55 to 0.8 s.d..  Because 
very poor measurer will be dropped by experiment/survey designer, drawing 𝜎𝑢𝑖 from a uniform 
distribution fits the reality better than a normal distribution. 
The parameter 𝜎𝜖 determines the noise in the structure equation. I experiment 𝜎𝜖 = 0.5 for a 
relatively clean data generating process (𝑅∞
2 = 0.8) and 𝜎𝜖 = 2 for a noisier DGP (𝑅∞
2 = 0.2). 
For the case of two measurements and four measurements (𝑀 = 2,4), I perform experiments 
for every 𝜎𝑢 from 0.1 to 3 at intervals of 0.1. I conduct experiments on two measurements to 
compare TSLS with SAIV and SGMM and show the effect of symmetric instruments. I use the 
experiment with four measurement to represent a typical multiple measurements study. 
To show how does number of measurements influence the performance of estimators, I vary 
𝑀  from 2 to 12. Instead of conduct 11 × 30 experiments, I set 𝜎𝑢 = 0.7, 1.5, 2.5  to save 
computation time. The experiments varying 𝑀 also tell us how many measurements we should 
take when designing an experiment or survey.  
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After generating data, I use the estimators in section 3 to estimate 𝛽. For all experiments, I 
replicate 50000 times to collect a large sample of ?̂?. I run every experiment four times for sample 
size 25, 50, 100, and 200. 
To show the estimators’ central tendency, I report the median, which is the 0.5 quantile of the 
estimated ?̂?. Previous literature often reports the median bias, which is the 0.5 quantile minus true 
𝛽. Because I want to difference positive bias (>1) from negative bias (<1) and keep the graph 
inside quadrant I, I report median instead of median bias. To measure dispersion, I report nine 
decile range, which is the 0.95 quantile minus 0.05 quantile. 
Because there are 30 values of 𝜎𝑢, 2 values of 𝜎𝜖, 11 values of 𝑀, 4 samples sizes and 10 
estimators, I present results in graphs instead of in tables. For central tendency, I plot median 
against 𝜎𝑢. For dispersion, I plot nine decile range against 𝜎𝑢. For the performance with multiple 
measurements, I plot median or nine decile range against 𝑀. 
In the Table 3.1 summarizes all the estimators studied in my experiments (assume 𝑀 = 4). I 
plot at most eight estimators in one graph because too many lines cause difficulty in reading.  
 
3.5 Results of the Simulation 
The high-resolution figure 3.1 & 3.2 present the median and dispersion of estimators when 𝑀 =
4, 𝑁 = 50, hetero. measurement error, 𝜎𝜖 = 2, 𝜎𝑢 = 0 → 3. These graphs show the patterns of 
estimator so that we can group them by similarity. CorrectedOLS, SAIV, TSLSAVG, and LIML 
are members of the very accurate and moderately dispersed group. JIVE change from upward bias 
to very large downward bias. The dispersion of JIVE peaks at 𝜎𝑢 = 2 then decrease. JIVE behaves 
very different from other estimators. SGMM share the similar small dispersion and moderate bias 
with TSLS(overid). They two form a group and I will compare them under other scenarios. 
AVGOLS is the least dispersed and generally the most biased (sometimes it beats JIVE).   
Figures 3.3 – 3.6 show the same content as figure 3.1 & 3.2 but combine all four sample sizes 
in one graph. Figure 3.7 – 3.18 presents the performance of estimators when varying number of 
measurements from 2 to 12 ( 𝜎𝜖 =  0.5 or 2, 𝜎𝑢 = 0.7, 1.5, or 2.5 ). 
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I discuss the non-IV estimators first, including AVGOLS and CorrectedOLS. All dispersion 
graph show that AVGOLS is the least dispersed among all bias-correcting estimators. When 
sample size is small and M is sufficiently large, AVGOLS always beats TSLS(overid) in median 
bias (figure 3.7 – 3.12). When sample size is small, structure equation is noisy (𝜎𝜖 = 2), and large 
m.e., AVGOLS is less biased than JIVE. CorrectedOLS behaves close to TSLSAVG but more 
biased. CorrectedOLS is more dispersed than LIML, TSLSAVG, and SAIV. So, when hetero. m. 
e. is present, TSLSAVG dominates CorrectedOLS. Therefore, I suggest presenting AVGOLS in 
the results, but not CorrectedOLS. So, Figure 3.7-3.18 do not include CorrectedOLS. 
Which is the best among LIML, TSLSAVG, and SAIVAVG?  From all the graphs, I can 
conclude that LIML>TSLSAVG>SAIVAVG in dispersion, and LIML>TSLSAVG>SAIVAVG in 
median bias except that under some special scenario LIML beats TSLSAVG in dispersion (small 
sample and very large m.e., figure 3.8, N=25, 𝜎𝑢 = 3 ). Whatever, SAIVAVG beats LIML. 
SAIVAVG is a “symmetric” version of TSLSAVG so that these two behave very closely. 
SAIVAVG dominates TSLSAVG slightly in median. The major advantage of SAIVAVG is in 
dispersion when structure equation is noisy. All the dispersion graphs with 𝜎𝜖 = 2 difference 
SAIVAVG and TSLSAVGE very clearly (figure 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 3.16 -18). But the dispersion graphs 
with 𝜎𝜖 = 0.5 (figure 3.1, 3.3, 3.5, 3.13 - 15) show that the SAIVAVG’s dispersion is close to 
TSLSAVG (still smaller). Although TSLSAVG is dominated but it’s familiar to readers. So, I 
suggest presenting both SAVIAVG and TSLSAVG in the results. LIML is not useful in this 
experiment setup, because 𝜎𝑢 rarely reach 3.  
Why we should not use JIVE? Figure 3.1 shows JIVE has an upward bias first, then going 
down to a downward bias. Figure 3.2 shows JIVE is almost always the most dispersed. When 
JIVE’s dispersion goes down near  𝜎𝑢 = 3, it is more biased than AVGOLS. When JIVE transits 
from upward to downward bias, its dispersion hits the peak.  LIML dominates JIVE in almost 
every graph except figure 3.15 and 3.17 (𝜎𝑢 = 2.5, 𝑁 = 25). Under these two scenarios, JIVE is 
less dispersed than LIML but more biased than AVGOLS, so JIVE is still not useful. My 
simulation replicates Davidson and Maciknnon (2006)’s results that JIVE is inferior than LIML 
unless some parameters take very extreme values.  
JIVE and LIML behave somewhat similarly when M vary from 2 to 12. Other estimators 
improve small sample performance significantly as M grows, but JIVE and LIML do not. Figure 
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3.16 & 3.17 shows the dispersion of both estimators even increase as M grows. Both JIVE and 
LIML are designed to be robust against overidentification. Then, it is more difficult to improve 
them with more measurements. 
How to choose between TSLS(overid) and SGMMAVG? Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 shows 
TSLS(overid) and SGMMAVG lay in the middle of AVGOLS and SAIVAVG, considering both 
median bias and dispersion. If one need to present an estimation between AVGOLS and 
SAIVAVG, SGMMAVG should be preferred. Because TSLS(overid)’s bias grows up as M 
increase, but SGMMAVG goes down. However, with small N, SGMMAVG’s bias grows as  𝜎𝜖 
increase. When structural equation is noisy, one should use it carefully. 
How to Choose Estimators? 
My conclusion on the choice of estimators is: the researcher should present OLS, AVGOLS, 
SGMMAVG(optional), SAIVAVG, TSLSAVG together to show a gradual transition from 
biased(but less dispersed) to unbiased (but more dispersed), so that he/she can claim the unbiased 
estimation credibly. OLS and TSLSAVG are included because the readers know them well and 
both are good references for new estimators. Corrected OLS, JIVE, LIML are dominated by the 
estimators above. So, these three are not needed. 
How Many Measurements are Needed in An Experiment? 
Suppose a researcher know the magnitude of measurement error on his/her independent variable, 
how many measurements are enough to suppress attenuation bias? Figure 3.7 to 3.18 show the 
common trend: there is a decreasing marginal return on adding measurements. Consider the cost 
of one more measurement, there should exist an efficient number. 
This efficient number depends on sample size, measurement error, the estimator, and the 
researcher’s goal on adding each measurement. If the researchers’ goal is adding measurements 
until “median bias <= 0.05”, then Table 3.2 presents the minimum number of measurements 
required in the experiments using TSLSAVG or SAIVAVG. Even when sample size is very small 
(𝑁 = 25), measurement error is very large (𝜎𝑢 = 2.5), only 7 measurements are needed when 
using SAIVAVG. Table 3.2 also shows that SAIVAVG requires a smaller number of 
measurements than TSLSAVG. 
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If the researcher does not have an overall goal but a marginal one, e.g. he/she requires one 
measurement trades for at least 0.01 reduction in bias, considering the cost of one extra 
measurement. Table 3.3 presents the maximum number for experiment design. 
If the researcher requires that one measurement must reduce dispersion by 0.1, table 3.4 
presents the maximum numbers of measurements for experiment design. From Table 3.2 to 3.4, 
the noise on structural equation  𝜎𝜖 shows little influence on choosing number of measurements. 
 
3.6 Conclusion 
For the purpose of suppressing attenuation bias, this study conducts intensive Monte Carlo 
simulation to evaluate the finite sample performance of existing estimators (AVGOLS, 
CorrectedOLS, TSLS, JIVE and LIML) and two new estimators (SAIV and SGMM). When 
there are more than two measurements, I suggest averaging and combing measurements so that 
TSLS is just-identified. Using the pair of averaging measurements, I construct TSLSAVG, 
SAIVAVG and SGMMAVG. 
Simulations show that CorrectedOLS, JIVE, and LIML are dominated by TSLSAVG or 
SAIVAVG. So, these three estimators are not needed. I suggest presenting OLS, AVGOLS, 
SGMMAVG, SAIVAVG and TSLSAVG in results. Simulations also show SAIVAVG 
dominates TSLSAVG. 
The contribution of this paper including 1) the comparison between the estimators 2) two new 
estimators inspired by the idea “symmetric instruments”. This paper helps researchers to choose 
the right estimators to claim unbiased results. The new estimator SAIVAVG also works at the 
stage of experiment design, and it saves the number of measurements. The limitation of the new 






3.7 Figures and Tables 
 
Figure 3.1 Median of estimators (𝑀 = 4, 𝑁 = 50, hetero. measurement error, 𝜎𝜖 = 2, 𝜎𝑢 = 0 → 3) 
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Table 3.1 Summary of Estimators (Assume M = 4) 
Abbreviation Indep. Var Instruments Model 
OLS 𝑥1  OLS 
AVGOLS (𝑥1 + 𝑥2 + 𝑥3 + 𝑥4)/4  OLS 
TSLS 𝑥1 𝑥2 TSLS 
TSLS(overid) 𝑥1 𝑥2, 𝑥3, 𝑥4 TSLS 
TSLSAVG (𝑥1 + 𝑥2)/2 (𝑥3 + 𝑥4)/2 TSLS 
SAIVAVG (𝑥1 + 𝑥2)/2 (𝑥3 + 𝑥4)/2 SAIV 
SGMMAVG (𝑥1 + 𝑥2)/2 (𝑥3 + 𝑥4)/2 SGMM 
JIVE 𝑥1 𝑥2, 𝑥3, 𝑥4 JIVE 
LIML 𝑥1 𝑥2, 𝑥3, 𝑥4 LIML 
CorrectedOLS     CorrectedOLS 
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Table 3.2 Minimum # of measurement needed so that median bias<0.05  
Estimator SAIVAVG TSLSAVG 
Sample size 25 50 100 200 25 50 100 200 
𝜎𝜖 = 0.5, 𝜎𝑢 = 0.7 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
𝜎𝜖 = 0.5, 𝜎𝑢 = 1.5 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 
𝜎𝜖 = 0.5, 𝜎𝑢 = 2.5 7 5 4 2 8 5 4 3 
𝜎𝜖 = 2, 𝜎𝑢 = 0.7 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
𝜎𝜖 = 2, 𝜎𝑢 = 1.5 3 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 
𝜎𝜖 = 2, 𝜎𝑢 = 2.5 7 5 4 2 8 5 4 3 
 
 
Table 3.3 One measurement trades for 0.01 reduction in bias  
Sample sizes 25 50 100 200 
𝜎𝜖 = 0.5, 𝜎𝑢 = 0.7  2 2 2 2 
𝜎𝜖 = 0.5, 𝜎𝑢 = 1.5 4 2 2 2 
𝜎𝜖 = 0.5, 𝜎𝑢 = 2.5 8 6 4 3 
𝜎𝜖 = 2, 𝜎𝑢 = 0.7 2 2 2 2 
𝜎𝜖 = 2, 𝜎𝑢 = 1.5 4 2 2 2 














Table 3.4 One measurement reduces dispersion at least by 0.1  
Sample sizes 25 50 100 200 
𝜎𝜖 = 0.5, 𝜎𝑢 = 0.7  3 2 2 2 
𝜎𝜖 = 0.5, 𝜎𝑢 = 1.5 8 6 4 4 
𝜎𝜖 = 0.5, 𝜎𝑢 = 2.5 12 11 8 6 
𝜎𝜖 = 2, 𝜎𝑢 = 0.7 3 2 2 2 
𝜎𝜖 = 2, 𝜎𝑢 = 1.5 8 6 4 4 
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APPENDIX B: SURVEY QUESTIONS 
 
The county’s education administration conducted this survey. I translate the questions to English 
and the translation follows the Chinese text as close as possible. The number in front of each 
question is the sequence of the question in the survey. 
 
Questions for Five Factor Personality 
The standard personality test Neo-PI-R includes 240 problems. Zou Hong in psychology 
department of Beijing Normal University designed 50 questions test for Chinese secondary school 
students. The consistency of these two tests has been verified in Chinese literatures. 25 of these 50 
questions are selected in this survey and tested on 6-9 graders. 
    Students are asked to choose from fiver options for each question:” Total not like you, Not like 
you, A little like you, Somewhat like you, Very like you.” Five options are assigned with value 1-




    The following questions are asking diversified personality traits. There are no correct answers, 
no good or bad answers. Please answer as what you are. Please answer quickly following your first 
intuition, do not hesitate between options. Problem 19-57 describe a series of behaviors, some like 





30. Others think I am active. 
33. I like to laugh, and joke with others. 
40. I cannot hide my opinion; always speak out what I am thinking in my mind. 
45. I like to join group activities and classmates’, friends’ parties. 





19. I can understand others, feel others’ feeling. 
22. I talk politely, never hurt other people. 
35. I forgive others’ mistake easily. 
47. I am honest to others, and say the truth. 
54. I will try my best for anything I promised. 
 
Conscientiousness: 
25. I carefully examine everything I done to avoid mistake. 
36. I keep tidy. My books, pens and other things are organized. 
42. I plan before I do, and work hard step by step. 
48. I make plan for spending, never waste money. 
55. I always think before I make any promise. 
 
Openness: 
24. I have my unique opinions about a lot of things. 
26. I am smart (even grades are not showing this). 
31. I am full of imagination. 
37. I like to imagine freely, although these imagination are not realistic. 
44. I have a wide interest and knowledge. 
51. I have sharp insight, and often find the detail others cannot find. 
 
Neuroticism: 
20. Even a little failure makes me very disappointed. 
28. I am emotional. This moment I am happy, next moment may be sad. 
39. I am not confident about myself, and need others to tell me I am right or not. 
49. Facing unhappy things, I often keep it in my mind and very sad. 
 
Questions for Persistence 
These 8 questions tested on 3-9 graders are from an unpublished questionnaire designed for 




   29, 38, 41, 50, 56 are assigned with inverse value, “Totally not like you” for 5, “Very like you” 
for 1. 
21. When study and entertainment are conflicting, even this entertainment is attracting, I will 
decide going to study immediately. 
29. I believe when facing difficulty in studying or working, the best solution is asking for help 
from teachers, classmates, parents and etc. 
34. When Feeling uncomfortable during long jogging and feeling difficult to continue running, I 
always fight to the finish line. 
38. If not interested in something, whatever it is, I am not motivated. 
41. Before sleep, sometime I decide to do something important at the second day, (for example 
study English). However, this impulsion often disappears when the second day comes. 
50. When quarreling with others, although I know I am wrong, I cannot avoid saying something 
too extreme.  
56. I feel plans should have some flexibility; if it’s difficult to finish the plan, we can modify or 
cancel it. 
57. When I decide to do something, I just act without delay. 
 
Questions for Intrinsic motivation of study 
Intrinsic motivation is “the self-desire to seek out new things and new challenges, to analyze one's 
capacity, to observe and to gain knowledge”; Extrinsic motivation refers to “the performance of 
an activity in order to attain a desired outcome” (Deci and Ryan 2000). For these two dimensions 
of motivation, there haven’t been questionnaires designed for Chinese students. The local 
administration designed these 6 questions, asking the interest on course material itself but not 
related to exam scores.“Study motivation diagnose test (MAAT)” designed by Zhou Bucheng has 
been widely studied in Chinese literature. This test includes measure in motivation of success, 
anxiety during exams, self-responsibility, and expectation. Motivation of success overlaps some 
part of extrinsic motivation, but intrinsic motivation is not surveyed in MAAT test. Extrinsic 
motivation was not surveyed to reduce the number of questions, because everyone must study for 
higher test scores in Chinese schools and the variance could be very small. 
Questions: 
    32, 43 are assigned with inverse value, “Totally not like you” for 5, “Very like you” for 1. 
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23. If an extracurricular book is mentioned by teacher or textbook, I will find it out after class. If 
it’s interesting, I will plan to read it during breaks. 
27. At the first day of semester, I will read the interesting material in the new textbook. 
32. There are some small experiments in the textbooks, which is doable with the materials at home. 
If these are not scheduled in experiment course, I almost never tried. 
43. There are some materials in textbook printed in different color or smaller fonts, usually not 
required in exams. I often skip it.  
46. If some question caught me during final exam, I would find answer in textbook or asking others 
right after exam. 
53. If there is an after-class survey suggested by textbook, which is asking family member and 
neighbors for opinion on an interesting question; even the teacher doesn’t leave this as homework, 
I will do this survey after class or during breaks. 
 
Question for Locus of Control (Adult’s version, tested on 7-9 graders) 
The original Rotter’s locus of control test contains 23 questions (Rotters 1966). Questions related 
to politics, specific culture background, or making judgment about teacher’s fairness are deleted. 
The remaining 10 questions are translated from English version; the translation has been revised 
by local class directors and English teachers to make sure it is consistent to original text and 
understandable to middle school students. 
Questions: 
  58, 60, 61, 65, 66, answer A takes value 1, B takes 0. 
  59, 62, 63, 64, 67, answer A takes value 0, B takes 1. 
58. A. Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are partly due to bad luck. 
   B. People's misfortunes result from the mistakes they make. 
59. A. In the long run people get the respect they deserve in this world 
   B. Unfortunately, an individual's worth often passes unrecognized no matter how hard      he tries 
60. A. No matter how hard you try some people just don't like you. 
   B. People who can't get others to like them don't understand how to get along with others. 
61. A. I have often found that what is going to happen will happen. 
   B. Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me as making a decision to take a definite 
course of action. 
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62. A. Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck has little or nothing to do with it. 
   B. Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the right place at the right time. 
63. A. When I make plans, I am almost certain that I can make them work. 
   B. It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because many things turn out to- be a matter of 
good or bad fortune anyhow. 
64. A. In my case getting what I want has little or nothing to do with luck. 
   B. Many times we might just as well decide what to do by flipping a coin. 
65. A. It is hard to know whether or not a person really likes you. 
   B. How many friends you have depends upon how nice a person you are. 
66. A. Many times I feel that I have little influence over the things that happen to me. 
   B. It is impossible for me to believe that chance or luck plays an important role in my life. 
67. A. People are lonely because they don't try to be friendly. 
   B. There's not much use in trying too hard to please people, if they like you, they like you. 
 
Questions for Locus of Control (children’s version, tested on 6 graders) 
The questions for primary school students are selected from Children’s Attributional Style 
Questionnaires (CASQ) (Thomson and Kaslow 1998). The translated copy of CASQ is from the 
Chinese version of The Optimistic Child (Seligman 2007). Locus of control is one dimension of 
attribution; 10 questions on this dimension in CASQ are selected. Multidimensional Measure of 
Children’s Perceptions of Control (MMCPC) is another option (Connell 1985); but the MMCPC’s 
questions on locus of control involve a lot on judging teachers and not be suitable for an in-
classroom survey. MMCPC was rarely used on Chinese psychology literature, but CASQ has been 
frequently tested on Chinese students. 
Questions: 
  28, 29, 33, 35, 36, 37, answer A takes value 1, B takes 0. 
  30, 31, 32, 34, answer A takes value 0, B takes 1. 
28. A good friend tells you that he hates you. 
   A. My friend was in a bad mood that day. 
   B. I wasn’t nice to my friend that day. 
29. A person steals money from you. 
   A. That person is not honest. 
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   B. Many people are not honest. 
30. Your parents tell you that something you make is very good. 
   A. I am good at making some things. 
   B. My parents like some things I make. 
31. Your break a glass.  
   A. I am not careful enough. 
   B. Sometimes I am not careful enough. 
32. You make a new friend. 
   A. I am a nice person. 
   B. The people that I meet are nice. 
33. You walk into a door and you get a bloody nose. 
   A. I wasn’t looking where I was going. 
   B. I have been careless lately. 
34. A team that you are on loses a game. 
   A. The team members don’t help each other when they play together. 
   B. That day the team member didn’t help each other. 
35. You have a substitute teacher and she likes you. 
   A. I was well behaved during class that day. 
   B. I am almost always well behaved during class. 
36. You put a hard puzzle together. 
   A. I am good at putting puzzles together. 
   B. I am good at doing many things. 
37. You do the best in your class on a paper. 
   A. The other kids in my class did not work hard on their papers. 
   B. I worked hard on the paper. 
 
Demographic Characteristics and Student Positions: 
1. Please write the names of your two best friends on the scantron, and mark their class id and 
student id. Your friends could be in other class. If you have only one best friend, fill one, and you 




2. Who do you live with from Monday to Friday? 
  A live in school dormitory 
  B live with father and mother (both of them are almost at home) 
  C live with mother (father is often not at home) 
  D live with father (mother is often not at home) 
  E live with grandparents (this means you parents are often not present from Monday to    Friday). 
  F live with other relatives (your parents and grandparents are often not present from Monday to 
Friday). 
 
3. At home, do guardians monitor your homework or help your problem? (Guardians are the 
persons you live with, who are parents, grandparents or other relatives.) 
  A. Yes   B No 
 
4. Your father reaches what level of education? 
  A graduate degree B college C associate degree D high school or equivalent E junior highschool 
F Primary school or less.  
 
5. Your mother reaches what level of education? 
  A graduate degree B college C associate degree D high school or equivalent E junior highschool 
F Primary school or less. 
 
6. Is your father a member of these organizes? 
  A Communist Party B other democratic parties C none D I don’t know 
 
7. Is your mother a member of these organizes? 
  A Communist Party B other democratic parties C none D I don’t know 
 
8. Do you attend these intra-curricular interest groups in school? For example, math, English, 
science, physics, chemistry, biology, information science and etc. 




9. Do you attend these extra-curricular interest groups in school? For example, singing, dancing, 
music, fine arts, literature and etc. 
  A Yes B No 
 
10. Are you a “three good student” , or “three star” and higher student last semester? 
  A Yes B No 
 
11. If you didn’t do well in an exam, what do you worry most? 
  A pressure from teacher B pressure from parents/guardians 
  C not able to go to a satisfied school D pressure from classmates 
 
12. Are you a member of The Communist Youth League? If yes, joined at which grade? 
  A first year of junior high (7th grade) B second year of junior high (8th grade) 
  C third year of junior high (9th grade) D not yet 
 
13. What positions do you hold in the student government? (This is the only multiple choice 
problem in this survey. You can choose multiple positions if you have more than one.   
  A class leader or secretary of Communist Youth League 
  B vice leader of class 
  C commissioner of study, arts, sports, labor, discipline, propaganda, organize or etc. 
  D representative of any subject 
  E leader of a small group 
  F none 
 
14. Do your parents/guardian send you to any extra-curricular training class, like fine arts, music, 
chess, sports and etc.? 
   A Yes  B No 
 
15. Do your parent hire teachers to private tutoring almost every week? 




16. What transportation tool you took in the recent two years when travelling? (Choose only the 
fastest one). Choose F if you did not travel 
  A Bus out of the county but inside the prefecture 
  B Bus out of this Nantong prefecture  
  C Train 
  D High speed rail 
  E Airplane 
  F None 
 
17. Did you earn any honor title like some “star”? 
  A Yes  B No  C No this title in my school 
 
18. Your current status fits which one of following option? 
  A Father working outside, live with mother, school at hometown 
  B Mother working outside, live with father, school at hometown 
  C Both parents working outside, I school at hometown 
  D Both parents working at hometown, I school at hometown 
  E Parents come to here to work from other places, I live with parent.  
 
68. Where does your father work? 
  A. Farming 
  B. Big or medium size private, foreign invested or joint ventured firms 
  C. Self-employed business 
  D. State or community owned enterprise 
  E. Government or army, education, health or scientific research nonprofit organizations. 
  F. Not working outside and not farming (may do house work) 
 
69. Where does your mother work? 
  A. Farming 
  B. Big or medium size private, foreign invested or joint ventured firms 
  C. Self-employed business 
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  D. State or community owned enterprise 
  E. Government or army, education, health or scientific research nonprofit organizations. 
  F. Not working outside and not farming (may do house work) 
 
70. Which option best describes your father? 
  A. He is one of their firm or organization’s major leaders or bosses. At least several dozens of 
person are under his management. 
  B. He is a middle level leader, and manages one department or more than 10 persons. 
  C. He is a basic level leader, and manages a sub-department or several persons. 
  D. He is a normal employee, and manages himself. 
  E. Owner of self-employed business. 
 
71. Which option best describes your mother? 
  A. She is one of their firm or organization’s major leaders or bosses. At least several dozens of 
person are under her management. 
  B. She is a middle level leader, and manages one department or more than 10 persons. 
  C. She is a basic level leader, and manages a sub-department or several persons. 
  D. She is a normal employee, and manages herself. 
  E. Owner of self-employed business. 
 
72. Your surname follows father or mother? 
  A. My father and mother have the same surname. 
  B. My surname follows father, the second character is not mother’s surname. 
  C. My surname follows mother, the second character is not father’s surname. 
  D. My surname follows father, the second character is mother’s surname. 
  E. My surname follows mother, the second character is father’s surname. 
  F. None of above. 
